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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The children of today—the men and women of tomorrow—may be 
suffering from actual hunger; not the hunger of normal healthy young- 
sters, but that "hidden" hunger which occurs in situations where the 
child does not receive a nutritious diet. 
Today great stress is being placed on the educational aspects of 
the school lunch, both in North Carolina and in the country as a whole. 
It is recognized that the school lunch should be a part of a child's 
total educational experience. Before the lunchroom or cafeteria can be 
set up as an educational center it must fulfill the requirements for 
providing adequate and attractive food at economical cost for values 
received. Only then can it offer opportunity for guidance toward good 
health. 
The present study was undertaken in an attempt to determine 
whether the lunch menus at the Curry Demonstration School of the Woman's 
College of the University of North Carolina are adequate and attractive 
and can be prepared with economical use of the time, labor, and money 
available.  With ample time, efficient labor, and sufficient funds, the 
problem of providing adequate, attractive and appealing food is mini- 
mized; when these factors are limited, the problem becomes more complex. 
The Curry Demonstration School Cafeteria was chosen because, as 
the name indicates, it is a part of a demonstration experimental school, 
attempting more or less to set the pattern for other school lunch pro- 
grams in the state. Its volume of student patronage is limited as are 
the time, labor, and funds. At present the policies of the Curry School 
Administration and of the cafeteria management are that the cafeteria 
shall be a self-supporting, non-profit organization and shall afford 
adequate, attractive lunches at a relatively low cost. 
Two types of lunch are served to the children: first, the plate 
lunch; second, the individual items of soup, sandwich, milk, and ice 
cream which may furnish a nutritious meal. In this particular study, 
only the plate lunches were considered.  It is generally accepted by the 
school lunch program that until a child has learned the principles of 
selecting an adequate diet he should not be given absolute freedom in the 
choice of his food. The study of the school lunch plate is the first 
step toward an understanding of that greater problem of the adequacy of 
the total food service and nutrition education of the boys and girls. 
(1) A check list, based on the Federal Type A lunch pattern, was 
used for judging the menus as to (a) attractiveness, (b) adequacy, (c) 
time involved in the preparation, and (d) the distribution of labor; 
(2) specific and planned observations were made of (a) time, (b) labor, 
and (c) food waste; and (3) food costs were calculated. A short survey 
was conducted in which each Curry student participated, listing on a 
questionnaire the foods he had consumed within a given twenty-four hour 
period. 
From this study it is hoped that a scale for evaluating school 
lunch menus may be developed which may serve as a guide to similar school 
lunch situations in the State and throughout the country. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Three times on the campus of the Woman's College of the Univer- 
sity of North Carolina enough interest has been aroused to stimulate 
studies with regard to diets and eating habits of either children or 
young women of the college level. 
In 1943 Eunice Bryan Outlaw endeavored to determine whether 
improvements could be brought about in the food habits of first grade 
children by means of a nutrition teaching unit.-1- This study was 
centered upon the first grade children of the Curry Demonstration School 
of the Woman's College of the University of North Carolina. Through the 
personal interview-questionnaire method, information regarding food 
habits of the children when they started to school was obtained from 
both the boys and girls and from the parents. Next, observations were 
made of each child's eating habits in the school lunchroom. Finally, 
after the nutrition education program, information was obtained again 
from both children and parents by individual interviews. According to 
this study, a comparison of the child's eating habits before and after 
the nutrition education program revealed some improvement in the major- 
ity of cases.  "A close relationship between economic status and intel- 
lipence quotients with improved eating habits was indicated."  In her 
1. Eunice Bryan Outlaw, A Study to Determine the Effect of a 
Nutrition Program on the Eating Habits of a Group of First Grade 
Children. Master's Thesis, Greensboro, North Carolina: The Woman's 
College of the University of North Carolina, 1943.  56,24 pp. 
2. Ibid. An Abstract. 
recommendations, she stated that while the agreement of the reports of 
the parents and children is substantial, it is not perfect enough to 
bear the entire burden of securing research data for the evaluation of 
children's eating habits.  However, if this method is to be used, one 
should be checked against the other. When possible, observation should 
be conducted.-' 
One other study was carried on in the same School Cafeteria. 
Evelyn Terry Sharpe made a survey of the diets of the boys and girls in 
the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades in an attempt to find a possible 
relationship between diet, health, and general growth of these children.4- 
A three day dietary record of all food eaten during the day was 
kept by each of the seventy-two children and "rated as excellent or bare- 
ly adequate by a score card based on the seven food groups recommended 
by the Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics."-' Each child was 
weighed and measured near the beginning and at the close of the study. 
Records of absences with the cause of each absence were obtained from 
each teacher. Moreover, a posture rating for each child was obtained. 
In general, the diets of these children were found to be poor, 
although it was believed that the families of the majority of these boys 
and girls were financially able to provide adequate diets. Evidently, 
they lacked either the interest, desire, or the knowledge of how to plan 
nutritionally balanced menus. Miss Sharpe found no relation between the 
3. Ibid.. p. A7. 
U.  Evelyn Terry Sharpe,  A Survey of the Diets  of the Children in. 
the Fourth.  Fifth,  and Sixth Grades of Curry School.    Master's Thesis, 
Greensboro,  North Carolina:    The Woman's College of the University of 
North Carolina,  1947,    46 pp. 
5.  Ibid..  p.  17. 
quality of the diet and growth during the short period of her study. 
Again, there seemed to be no relation between the quality of the diet 
and the number of days lost because of illness.  Yet there did seem to 
be some relation between posture and the quality of the diet; on the 
whole, those with the better diets had the better posture. 
Recommendations of Miss Sharpe were that more children need to 
eat the plate lunch offered in the school cafeteria, that more citrus 
fruits or tomatoes need to be included in the school lunch diet to off- 
set the vitamin C (ascorbic acid) deficiency, and that adult education 
needs to reach the families of those children who either bring lunch or 
go home at noon.  It was also suggested that in a future study there be 
a follow-up of the diets of these same children for a longer period of 
time or perhaps a longer study of growth and illness correlated with the 
longer diet study." 
The third study, pertaining specifically to the adequacy of 
diets, was carried on by Nancy McCall in 1946.  Her study was planned 
as an evaluation of the adequacy of the diets of college seniors in home 
economics in the home management house. The data were obtained from the 
original records of one of the home management houses on the campus of 
the Woman's College of the University of North Carolina. The young 
college women who lived in this particular home management house were on a 
specific food budget "established so that they lived /For different 
period§7°n low, medium and liberal cost levels which were 30tf to 35£, 
6. Ibid., p. 34. 
7. Nancy McCall, An Evaluation of the Adequacy of Diets, Planned 
111 & Home Management House. Master's Thesis, Greensboro, North Carolina: 
The~Woman's College of the University of North Carolina, 1946. 31,11 pp. 
UOf  to U5<t  and 60£ per person per day, respectively."0 The records 
consisted of food purchases and inventories recorded before and after 
each period of residence.  "One set of menus for each cost level was 
analyzed. n9 
According to Mies McCall's results, the students living in the 
home management house were getting a completely adequate diet on only 
the liberal cost level. But it was believed that with more careful 
attention to their planning of menus, an adequate diet would have been 
possible on each cost level.  "The low cost level was found to be in- 
adequate in all of the specific nutrients except Vitamin A and ascorbic 
acid. The medium cost level while slightly deficient in calories, 
niacin and iron was more nearly adequate than the low cost level." 
She stated that her study would have been better if the waste 
had been considered for each cost level. 
The first two references were consulted frequently since they 
were conducted in the identical demonstration school as that of the pre- 
sent study.  In fact, some of the same children probably were subjects 
of all three studies. The third reference was interesting in that the 
adequacy of diets was determined, although the study was not carried on 
in a school lunch situation. 
Among those conducting related studies in other states, Ruth 
Evelyn Preston, in 1931, made a study of the adequacy of the noon lunch 
8. Ibid., p. 1. 
9. Ibid.. p. 16. 
10. Ibid., p. 27. 
■ 
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in the rural schools of two counties in Michigan.11 She carried on a 
qualitative study of the contents of the lunch boxes by means of direct 
contact with the teacher of each school and by the use of question- 
naires. Her general conclusions were that, as a whole, "the lunches of 
the rural school children are inadequate for the body requirements of 
the ages represented."12 
Luretha Henderson Pinnell in 194-3 determined the adequacy of the 
W. P. A. lunch and the traditional carried lunch.^ Both types of lunch 
were found to be inadequate, but the carried lunch was more so.  "The 
greatest inadequacies were milk, fruits and vegetables of the proper 
kinds and amounts, and possibly more butter should be included as the 
calorie value is estimated too low to supply one-third of the child's 
daily need."1^ She felt that the limited number of cases (forty) in- 
cluded in her study precluded any general conclusion concerning the 
adequacy of the school lunches. 
Mary Joyce Taliferro carried on a study in 1940 of fourteen 
cafeterias in Texas schools with an enrollment of five hundred to one 
thousand. She accomplished three purposes: reviewed the information 
about school cafeteria practices found in the current literature; pre- 
sented the results of questionnaires sent to the fourteen high schools 
11. Ruth Evelyn Preston, A Study gf  the Adequacy of the Noon 
Lunch in the Rural Schools of Two Counties in Michigan. Master's Thesis, 
Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State College, 1931.  35 pp. 
12. Ibid., p. 33. 
13. Luretha Henderson Pinnell, The Adequacy of Two Types of. 
School Lunches in Eastern Oklahoma Communities. Master's Thesis, 
Norman, Oklahoma: The University of Oklahoma, 194-3. 119 pp. 
U. Ibid., p. 104. 
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in Texas; and compared the lunch situations in the other schools with 
that of the Denton High School Cafeteria and Bade recommendations for 
its improvement. Miss Taliaferro believed that two good devices for 
developing desirable habits of food selection were the use of the plate 
lunch, by which the dietitian can encourage the use of certain foods, 
and preparation and service of excellent food. 
In Texas in 1937 Eloise Langford conducted a study of time and 
cost in the preparation of four classes of foods—meats, vegetables, 
salads, and desserts—in the college cafeteria of the Texas State 
College for Women.  In this study she included the costs of the foods as 
purchased and the costs of labor during the preparation of foods for 
cooking and for serving. Thus she was able to determine which type of 
foods yielded the greatest profit. According to Miss Langford's results, 
vegetables proved to be the most profitable food group.   In illustrat- 
ing to her readers the distribution of the food dollar, she compiled a 
table in which the distribution of the food dollar in different types of 
school food units were compared. The public school lunchrooms were 
included as an example to be compared with the college cafeteria in 
Texas.17 
In Collinsville, Texas, Mabel Adelia Boren made a study to de- 
termine the plate waste from the type "A" lunch served in the Collins- 
15. Mary Joyce Taliaferro, A Study of Cafeterias in Texas 
Schools with an EnrolJmant of 5J20 to 1000. Master's Thesis, Denton, 
Texas: Texas State College for Women, 194-0. 93 pp. 
16. Eloise Langford, A Study of Time and Cost in the Prepara- 
tion of Four Classes of Foods in a College Cafeteria. Master's Thesis, 
Denton, Texas: Texas State College for Women, 1937. 100 pp. 
17. Ibid., PP. U-5. 
18 
ville School Lunchroom during the school year of 1947-1948.   She 
studied the problem during October and again in April.  Food portions 
were measured and weighed at the beginning of the serving period and 
were compared with the weighed plate waste.  Both the total waste of 
each food and the individual waste were determined. Miss Boren found 
that the children under observation were being well-fed at school on an 
average in spite of the plate waste; but she did reveal certain nutri- 
tional deficiencies and weaknesses.19 According to her calculations, 
the nutritional value of the food served in October met the one third 
requirement in all of the food nutrients except the calories for the 
seventh to ninth grades and tenth to twelfth grades; niacin for the 
fourth to sixth grades and tenth to twelfth grades; ascorbic acid for 
the fourth to sixth and tenth to twelfth grades; and iron for the seventh 
to ninth grades. In addition, plate waste resulted in the tenth to 
twelfth grades being low in calcium and the first to third grades being 
low in niacin.  April's nutrients were adequate in all except the 
calories for the tenth to twelfth grades and vitamin A for the first to 
20 
third grades and tenth to twelfth grades.   "The average percentage of 
21 
waste per person in this study was seven per cent." 
The writer investigated the studies reviewed in order to pull 
from each of them bits of information which would give a better under- 
18. Mabel Adelia Boren, A. El&tg Waste Study Made in a. Small 
Type "A" Lunchroom. Master's Thesis, Collinsville, Texas: Texas 
State Teachers College, 1948. 128 pp. 
19. Ibid., p. 29. 
20. Ibid.. pp. 24-27. 
21. IMd., P- 30. 
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standing of various phases of the present study. None of them were 
directly related to the main purpose of the study, but parts of each 
pertained to some section of the thesis in which a somewhat similar 
problem was involved. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS AND ANALYSES 
This study was planned to evaluate the school lunch menus at the 
Curry Demonstration School of the Woman's College of the University of 
North Carolina primarily by means of a check list including a selected 
group of factors to consider in planning adequate and attractive school 
lunch menus which can be prepared with economical use of time, labor, and 
money. 
Students of all grades and faculty members who ate the plate 
lunch were the subjects.  In the case of adequacy of the plate lunches, 
only those who ate the large plate lunch were included since the stand- 
ards are stated in terms of the requirement for this age group. 
It was decided that a month, or twenty school days, would be used 
for the collection of data.  Since the last week of March extended into 
the Spring holidays, the decision was to begin the study on the last day 
of February which occurred on a Monday.  Thus February twenty-eighth to 
March twenty-fifth, 1949, was the selected period. 
Immediately menus were planned for a month in advance, based on 
recipes especially standardized by the writer for Curry Cafeteria during 
the early fall of 1948 and similar in nature to those previously served 
(pp. 12 to 13). Effort was exerted to keep the study as realistic as 
possible, free from unusual menus which would be used only for the 
duration of the study. Each week's menus were checked and agreed upon 
by both the dietitian of Curry School Cafeteria and the chairman of the 
Institution Administration Division of the Department of Home Economics 
12 
CURRY DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL MENUS 
Monday February 28: 
Baked Luncheon Loaf 
Glazed Sweet Potatoes 
Cabbage-Pepper Salad 
Buttered Roll 
Raisin Cobbler 
Milk 
Monday March 7: 
Ham Salad 
Buttered Potatoes 
Green Peas 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Apple Cobbler 
Milk 
Tuesday March 1: 
Corned Beef Hash 
Buttered Corn 
Mixed Vegetable Salad 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Applesauce 
Milk 
Tuesday March 8: 
Hamburger Patties, 
Mashed Potatoes 
Cole Slaw 
3uttered Roll 
Prune Plums 
Milk 
Gravy 
Wednesday March 2: 
Fish Patties 
Buttered Potatoes 
Carrots-Raisin Salad 
Cornbread 
Dried Peaches 
Milk 
Wednesday March 9: 
Braised Liver 
Buttered Corn 
Shredded Lettuce 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Spiced Peaches 
Milk 
Thursday March 3: 
Meat Loaf,  Gravy 
Mashed Potatoes 
Green Peas 
Buttered Roll 
Gingerbread 
Milk 
Thursday March 10: 
Baked Beans 
Buttered Kale 
Carrots-Raisin Salad 
Buttered Roll 
Spice Cake 
Milk 
Friday,  March U' 
Franks au Gratin 
Baked Potato 
Cabbage-Apple Salad 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Chocolate Pudding 
Milk 
Friday March 11: 
Salmon Loaf 
Creamed Potatoes 
Buttered Carrots 
Cornbread 
Lemon Custard 
Milk 
13 
CURRY DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL MENUS, Continued 
Monday March 14: 
Egg Salad 
Baked Potato 
Fruit-Vegetable Salad 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Plain Cake with Orange Sauce 
Milk 
Monday March 21: 
Creamed Salmon 
Buttered Corn 
Mixed Vegetable Salad 
Buttered Roll 
Apple 
Milk 
Tuesday March 15: 
Baked Fish 
Escalloped Potatoes 
Buttered Beets 
Cornbread 
Lemon Pie 
Milk 
Tuesday March 22: 
Meat Loaf, Gravy 
Mashed Potatoes 
Green Peas 
Cornbread 
Fruit Gelatin 
Milk 
Wednesday March 16: 
Swedish Meat Balls, Gravy 
Mashed Potatoes 
Green Peas 
Buttered Roll 
Glazed Apples 
Milk 
Wednesday March 23: 
Ham-Egg Casserole 
Glazed Sweet Potatoes 
Green Beans 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Dried Peach Cobbler 
Milk 
Thursday March 17: 
Hot Roast 3eef Sandwich, Gravy 
Glazed Sweet Potatoes 
Cabbage-Pepper Salad 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Fruit Compote 
Milk 
Thursday March 2A '- 
Beef Stew 
Buttered Potatoes 
Cole Slaw 
Buttered Roll 
Orange 
Milk 
Friday March 18: 
Liver Loaf, Gravy 
Buttered Potatoes 
Carrots-Raisin Salad 
Cornbread 
Fruit Bars 
Milk 
Friday March 25: 
Hot Roast Pork Sandwich 
Baked Sweet Potatoes 
Buttered Kale 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Steamed Prunes 
Milk 
H 
of Woman18 College. 
Variety in Foods Served 
Each week's menus were checked carefully in advance of serving by- 
means of a check list, "Variety in Foods Served", to determine (l) wheth- 
er there was sufficient variety in the menus from day to day and from 
week to week and (2) if any item appeared more than once on the same day 
of the week; that is, for example, if salmon loaf appeared on Friday of 
each week. 
Only one meat, one of the children's favorites, was repeated 
partly because of a request of a group of the children (pp. 15 to 16). 
This item was meat loaf, served once during the first week on Thursday and 
again during the fourth week on Tuesday. 
No starchy/food or main vegetable was repeated more than four 
times.  Buttered potatoes and mashed potatoes were repeated four times, 
buttered corn and glazed sweet potatoes were repeated three times, baked 
potatoes were repeated twice, and buttered kale, creamed potatoes, escal- 
loped potatoes, and baked sweet potatoes were used only once. The only 
starchy food occurring twice on the same day of different weeks was 
mashed potatoes which were served on Tuesday of the second and fourth 
weeks. By more careful planning this repetition could have been avoided. 
Irish potatoes were available at a very low price.  For this reason and 
because potatoes were so well liked in this particular school, they were 
served often but in as many different forms as possible.  The best liked 
recipes were repeated more often in an attempt to minimize waste. 
As for the other vegetable and/or fruit, green peas were repeated 
four times and seven dishes were not repeated. None were repeated on the 
15 
VARIETY IN FOODS SERVED 
Foods to be served 
s 
:          Davs served            : 
:M ■7 1 •T F :M :'" ID HI 7 :;,: m i ll T r H T ,7 1 rt* • 
Meat or substitute 
Beans. baked X 
: : 
Beef sandwich, hot roast X 
Beef stew •X 
Corned beef hash X 
Egg salad :X : : 
Fish, baked X 
Fish patties .X : : 
Franks au gratin X 
Ham-egg casserole X 
Ham salad :X 
Hamburger patties :X : t : 
Liver, braised X 
Liver loaf X 1 
Luncheon loaf, baked X 
Meat balls. Swedish X 
Meat loaf X : : X 
Pork sandwich, hot roast X: 
Salmonr   creamed X : 
Salmon loaf i : X : 
Starch or main vegetable       : 
Corn, buttered             s X X X 
Kale, buttered I X 
Potatoes, baked t : X X 
Potatoes, buttered X X X X : 
Potatoes, creamed X : 
Potatoes, esca"Moped :X 
Potatoes, mashed X X X X 
Sweet potatoes, baked : • X: 
Sweet potatoes, glazed X X X 
: : : 
: : : 
: : : 
: 
• 
t : : 
: : 
: : 
j 
: : : : ::::::: : : : 
16 
VARIETY IN FOODS SERVED,   Continued 
Foods to be served 
:                                                                                           : 
:                            Days served                                : 
iMlf 
i   : 
ll :T :F m IT ll •T •F :!.. :T :',. I ll ll :T ll IT F: 
Other vegetable and/or fruit 
Beets,  buttered :X :   : 
Cabbage-apple salad : : :   :   : 
Cabbage-pepper salad || :   : X :   : 
Carrots,   buttered X 
Carrots-raisin salad :X X ll 
Cole slaw X :X 
Fruit-vegetable salad :X : 
Green beans :   :   : :X : 
Green peas :X :X •x :X : 
Kale,  buttered X: 
Lettuce,  shredded :X 
Vegetable salad, mixed X : :X 
: : 
Bread 
Cornbread X 
t 
X X X X 
Rolls,  buttered Parker House X X X X X •X X 
Whole wheat bread,   buttered X X X X X X X X: 
Dessert 
Aople,  fresh whole X 
» : 
Apple cobbler X 
Apples,  glazed X 
Applesauce X 
Cake,  plain with orange sauce X 
Cake,  soice X 
Chocolate pudding X 
Fruit bars X : 
Fruit compote X 
Fruit gelatin X 
Gingerbread                                        i X 
Lemon custard X 
Lemon pie X 
Orange                                                   s X. 
Peach cobbler,  dried -— X 
Peaches,  dried                                  : X: :   : : :   : :   i 
Peaches,   spiced                                s X: 
Prune plums                                         : :X. : i  :   : 
Prunes,   steamed                                : X: 
Raisin cobbler                                  : X: :   : :   : 
:   :   ■ •      « 
• •      • 
• •      i 
•      * ■       • :   . 
.. _„  ._   —, , ■-„-_.,                                  _____ 
17 
same day of the week. Wider variety in this group could be possible in 
that the children could be taught, gradually and over a long period of 
time, to like more types and varieties of foods. 
The breads were selected to fit in with the other items on the 
menu.  There was variety from day to day, except for one occasion where 
the week-end separated the two consecutive days. However, there was 
variety on days from one week to another.  With the kitchen set-up and 
the volume of business at the time of the study, it had seemed feasible 
to limit the service of breads to three.  It was cheaper to purchase 
ready-baked rolls and loaf bread than to make them and much less time- 
consuming; but the cornbread, made from enriched cornmeal and flour, was 
baked in the cafeteria kitchen. 
The desserts were not repeated on any day. 
The beverage was always milk.  It is believed by most nutrition- 
ists that since each child needs a quart of milk per day, it is doubtful 
that he will get that much unless he drinks at least one glassful at 
lunch. Thus milk was the only beverage sold in the Curry Cafeteria un- 
less, occasionally in warm weather, fruit juice was served as an appe- 
tizer with the plate lunch with which milk was included.  Since there was 
no possible chance for variety, milk was excluded from the check list. 
Evaluation of Menus 
Many factors enter into menu planning—appearance, adequacy, 
time, labor, and money. Since menu planning is one of the most difficult 
tasks of many dietitians, it was believed that a check list would be of 
assistance in menu-making. Therefore the "Check List for Evaluation of 
School Lunch Menus" was developed (pp. 18 to 19). It was used in this 
18 
CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider s   Dishes to Be Served 
Harmony, contrast, 
variety, balance 
Color 
Green 
t 
i 
: 
: 
: 
t 
:      : 
i    : 
:     : 
Purple 
Tan-brown 
White-cream 
Yellow-red 
Flavor 
Bland 
Salty 
Strong 
Sweet 
Tart 
Form, A. P. 
Baked 
Canned 
Dried 
Fresh 
Cooked 
Uncooked 
Frozen 
Shape 
Fluid           : 
Mixed 
Mound, round,    ! 
whole, square 
Stripped, diced,  s 
shredded, grated,: 
in pieces      : 
: 
Texture            : 
Coarse 
Crisp 
Firm 
Fluid           : 
Smooth          ; 
Soft            : 
Method of preparation  I 
Baked, broiled, fried: 
l i i i : 
: 
Creamed 
Raw               : 
Steamed, stewed,    : 
boiled 
Used as purchased 
Warmed           _. ?  I :  1 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS, Continued 
Factors to Consider :        Dishes to Be Served 
:               : : :               : :             : 
: 
:               i 
Person responsible for :             : 
preparation :             : 
Head Cook 
Assistant Cook 
Dishwasher 
Time served ■ 
:             : 
Adequacy :              : 
Quantity Total : 
required by quan- : 
the National tity :              : 
School Lunch served • • • • 
Act1 per 
person 
: : 
:             : 
Meat,  fish, : • • • • 
oheese or : :              : 
poultry : : 
(2 08.)j : :             : 
egg (l); : :             : 
legumes : 
(io.)j : : 
peanut : : 
butter : • 
a c) 
Fruit and/: . : 
or vege-     : :                : i 
table           i i : 
(3/1 c)     J 
Bread,  en-: 
riched         : 
(1 serving) 
Milk             :              1 
ftflt.)       : 
Butter or  : 
fortified  : 
substitute: : 5 
(2  tsp.)      : : : :              : 
1. Stewart, Jean J. and Edwards, Alice L.  Foods Production. 
Marketing. Consumption. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948. pp. 52-53. 
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Study as a means of checking the twenty menus as to appearance, method 
of preparation, division of labor, time served, and adequacy.  Cost will 
be discussed later. 
Attractiveness 
From the psychological standpoint, menus must be attractive and 
appealing to the patron—even to a small first grader. Thus a good menu 
must meet the aesthetic requirements of harmony, contrast, variety, and 
balance in the characteristics of color, flavor, form (A. P.), shape, and 
texture. 
Variety in the twenty menus 
Of the four aesthetic requirements, variety is the only one that 
can be objectively studied directly on the check list. It is tangible 
enough that personal opinion does not have to enter in order for one to 
judge it. Each menu was checked on variety in each of the five food 
characteristics. 
Color.—Five colors included all foods served during the twenty 
days of the study. They were: 
Green: all green vegetables, leafy or otherwise, as green 
beans, lettuce, cabbage. 
Purple: all purple foods, as prunes and plums. 
Tan-brown: all foods of this color throughout or those 
which have been browned on the exterior, as rolls, bread, 
plain cake, chocolate pudding. 
White-creamj all foods of this color throughout, as milk, 
mashed potatoes. 
Yellow-red: all yellow, orange, pink, red foods, as 
sweet potatoes, corn, beets. 
Of the twenty menus, 60 per cent had four colors, 35 per cent had 
three colors, and 5 per cent had as many as five colors, indicating that 
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there was variety of color in the dishes served (Table I). As for the 
particular colors used, 100 per cent of the menus included the neutral 
colors of white-cream and tan-brown whereas only 80 per cent included 
green and yellow-red foods (Table II). Only 10 per cent of the menus had 
purple on them.  These results are as one would expect since bread of 
the tan-brown group and milk of the white-cream group were included daily. 
Very few foods are purple in color. 
Seven of the menus received critical comments from the committee 
of six judges as to the aesthetic requirements of harmony, contrast, and 
balance in color (pp. 122 to 128). 
Flavor.—Five flavors appeared throughout the study. They were: 
Bland: mild, neutral, opposite of strong, not penetrat- 
ing, nothing outstanding, soothing. Examples: buttered 
beets, milk, breads. 
Salty: especially characteristic of meats because of 
their relatively high content of sodium chloride; also 
foods highly seasoned with salt.  Examples: hamburger 
patties, egg salad, meat loaf. 
Strong: strong-flavored vegetables.  Examples: cabbage, 
kraut, cauliflower, turnips, and kale—partially because 
of its strong odor. 
Sweet: foods either containing natural forms of sugars 
or those to which dextrose or honey has been added. 
Examples: whole apple, glazed sweet potatoes, cake. 
Tart: sharp or sour foods.  Examples: lemon pie, lemon 
custard. 
No menu had as many as five flavors, but 65 per cent had three 
flavors, and 35 per cent had four flavors.  Thus there was variety in 
flavor among the twenty menus. As to the particular flavors used, 100 
per cent included at least one bland flavor, 85 per cent included a 
salty flavor, and 80 per cent had a sweet flavor. Only 55 per cent of 
the menus had a strong flavor, and 15 per cent included a tart flavor. 
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TABLE I 
VARIETY IN SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS AS EXPRESSED THROUGH THE NUMBER 
OF COLORS,  FLAVORS, FORMS,  SHAPES, AND TEXTURES USED 
Number of Number of menus Per cent of menus 
Colors 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Flavors 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Forms,   A.  P. 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Shapes 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Textures 
6 
5 
3 
2 
1 
1 
12 
7 
7 
13 
1 
6 
8 
5 
5 
15 
3 
6 
9 
2 
5 
60 
35 
35 
65 
5 
30 
40 
25 
25 
75 
15 
30 
45 
10 
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TA3LE II 
VARIETY IN SCHOOL LUNCH KENUS AS EXPRESSED THROUGH THE PARTICULAR 
COLORS, FLAVORS, FORMS, SHAPES, AND TEXTURES USED 
Factors to cons ider Menus 
Number Per cent 
Color 
Green 16 80 
Purple 2 10 
Tan-brown 20 100 
White-cream 20 100 
Yellow-red 16 80 
Flavor 
Bland 20 100 
Salty 17 85 
Strong U 55 
Sweet 16 80 
Tart 3 15 
Form, A. P. 
Baked 15 75 
Canned U 70 
Dried 11 ->5 
Fresh 
Cooked 19 95 
Uncooked 20 100 
Frozen 3 15 
Shape 
Fluid 20 100 
Mixed 8 uo 
Mound, round , whole, square 20 100 
Stripped, di ced, shredded, 
grated, in pieces 17 85 
Texture 
Coarse 18 90 
Crisp U 20 
Firm 18 90 
Fluid 20 100 
Smooth 20 100 
Soft 10 50 
2A. 
Generally, children are served simple foods in their natural flavors 
with relatively few strong or tart flavored foods. Since the cafeteria 
management endeavored to keep this fact in mind while planning menus, 
the percentage dropped in these two groups. 
Eight of the menus received criticisms or suggestions from the 
committee of six judges as to harmony, contrast, and balance in flavor 
(pp. 122 to 128). 
Form. A. P.--It was also decided that the form in which each food 
was purchased might have some influence on the aesthetic appearance of 
the food. Thus the forms, A. P. (As Purchased) chosen were: 
Baked: any food purchased in its baked form, such as 
whole wheat bread and Parker House Rolls. 
Canned: meats, fruits, and vegetables processed and 
preserved by the canning method, such as salmon, beets, 
and prune plums. 
Dried: foods preserved by dehydration, such as raisins 
and dried peaches. 
Fresh, Cooked: those foods cooked before serving, such 
as flour, sugar, mixes, and fresh fruits and vegetables— 
carrots, apples, sweet potatoes. Staples are included 
in this group, for although they are dry, they are not 
classified as the dehydrated ones above. 
Fresh, Uncooked: foods served without cooking or further 
processing, such as oranges, milk, lettuce. 
Frozen: foods cleaned and frozen for preservative pur- 
poses. These foods may or may not require cooking, such 
as kale, fish, apricots. 
Numerous forms of foods were used. As many as 40 per cent of the 
menus used four forms, 30 per cent used five forms, and 25 per cent used 
three forms.  Only 5 per cent included as many as six forms.  Thus there 
was adequate variety as to the number of forms. As to the particular 
form used, 100 per cent of the menus included a fresh, uncooked form, and 
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95 per cent had a fresh, cooked form.  Exactly 75 per cent included 
something baked, due to the fact that two out of three kinds of breads 
served in the cafeteria were purchased from a bakery; for the other 
bread, raw ingredients were purchased.  Of the twenty menus, 70 per cent 
included food of the canned form and 55 per cent, of the dried.  Frozen 
foods were used infrequently; only 15 per cent of the menus included any, 
because they were more expensive. The few which were used were fish and 
leafy green vegetables, for these two were not readily available in other 
forms. 
Only three of the menus received suggestions or remarks from the 
committee of six judges on harmony, contrast, and balance in form 
(pp. 122 to 128). 
Shape.—In the case of shape, each dish on the menu was either 
checked on the check list or marked with a descriptive word. Some of the 
dishes required only one check or mark, but in some instances a dish 
received two checks, two descriptive words, or perhaps one of each.  The 
shapes were: 
Fluid: any food without shape. Liquid.  Examples: milk, 
creamed salmon. 
Mixed: foods having more than one shape, perhaps a mixture 
of square and round shapes as in the case of mixed 
carrots and peas. Examples: carrots-raisin salad or 
mixed vegetable salad. 
Mound, round, whole, square were combined since they are 
all of one piece. For clarity to the reader and the 
dietitian concerned, each dish was marked with a specific 
word instead of a check mark, as for mashed potatoes: 
"mound". 
Mound: food served from a scoop, such as mashed 
potatoes, egg salad. 
Round: round as an orange or a meat ball; or 
flat but round, such as a cookie or meat pattie. 
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Whole: an entire slice or a whole piece of food, 
such as a slice of liver or beef or a whole 
potato or roll. 
Square: square or rectangular, such as a portion 
of fruit gelatin, serving of cobbler, or square 
slices of bread cut diagonally. 
Stripped, diced, shredded, grated, in pieces were combined 
because they are similar in that each portion Is the same 
throughout. Yet, within each serving there are many 
small pieces of like shape. 
Stripped: coarser than shredded. Long strips, 
such as carrot or celery strips. 
Diced: tiny squares, cubed foods, such as diced 
potatoes or carrots. 
Shredded: cut in slender shreds, such as shredded 
cabbage or lettuce. 
Grated: finer than shredded, such as grated 
cheese or carrots. 
In Pieces: cut in shapes other than those mention- 
ed above, such as sliced beets, cut green beans; 
also those foods small in size by nature, as 
green peas or buttered corn. 
There was definite variety in shape, for 75 per cent of the menus 
had at least three shapes, and 25 per cent had four shapes. As for the 
particular shapes included, 100 per cent of the menus had foods in both 
the "fluid" and "mound, round, whole, square" groups, «s many as 85 per 
cent included foods either "stripped, diced, shredded, grated, or in 
pieces". Only 4.0 per cent of the menus contained "mixed" shapes, partly 
due to the fact that dislike of mixed foods was an idiosyncrasy of the 
subjects of the study. 
The committee of six judges offered comments on seven of the 
menus as to harmony, contrast, and balance in shape (pp. 122 to 128). 
Texture.—Texture was rather difficult to standardize.  For the 
purpose of this study, a committee determined six types to be used. 
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They were: 
Coarse: foods in which cellulose or roughage was evi- 
dent. Examples: corn, cornbread, raw salad, green 
beans, raisins, orange, ham salad, pickle. 
Crisp: pie crust, toast. 
Firm: foods which held their shape well. Examples: 
meats, peas, baked beans, gelatin, carrots, plums, 
peaches, fruit bar, prunes, apple. 
Smooth: foods which were mashed or sieved; and breads 
from which the rough bran had been removed. Other 
examples: potatoes, cakes. 
Soft: food3 which were creamed; also stewed foods which 
no longer held their shape well; hash. 
In general, there was variety in texture.  Of the twenty menus, 
45 per cent had as many as four textures, 30 per cent had five textures, 
and 15 per cent had the maximum of six. Only 10 per cent of the menus 
ranged below these and even they had as many as three textures. As to 
the particular textures used, 100 per cent of the menus had fluid and 
smooth foods, for in these two groups fall the starchy vegetables, most 
breads, and milk. Exactly 90 per cent of the menus included firm and 
coarse foods, and 50 per cent had soft textures.  Only 20 per cent of the 
menus had crisp foods, because only pie crust and toast were included as 
crisp, and not raw salads as might be expected.  All raw salads were 
classified as coarse foods. 
Ten of the menus were criticized by the committee of six judges 
as to harmony, contrast, and balance in texture (pp. 122 to 128). 
Harmony, contrast, and balance in the twenty menus. 
Three other aesthetic requirements of the well-planned menu 
remain to be discussed—harmony, contrast, and balance. These could not 
be checked on the check list because of the fact that they are not objec- 
tive requirements. Personal opinion entered into the checking of the 
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menus to such an extent that the writer had to resort to other methods of 
judging. 
Comments on individual menus by. a committee. —A committee of 
qualified judges was designated to study the menus and to give, to the 
best of their ability, an unbiased opinion as to the extent the menus met 
the requirements of harmony, contrast, and balance in color, flavor, form 
(A. P.), shape, and texture. The committee members were: 
1. Miss Margaret M. Edwards, Professor, Head of the 
Department of Home Economics 
2. Miss Evelyn L. Howell, Associate Professor, Chairman, 
Foods and Nutrition Division 
3. Miss Evelyn Cox, Assistant Professor, Foods and Nutri- 
tion Division 
U.  Mrs. Helen Surratt, Assistant Professor, Foods and 
Nutrition Division 
5. Miss Sarah Sherrill, Graduate Assistant, Home Manage- 
ment House 
6. Miss Jeannie James, Graduate Student in Home Economics 
The numbers which occur just before each name serve as a means of 
identification. After each comment on the individual menus (Appendix B, 
pp. 122 to 12,°), a number will appear, indicating the person who made the 
remark. 
The four menus which received no adverse criticism were: 
March 1,  1949 
Corned Beef Hash 
Buttered Corn 
Mixed Vegetable Salad 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Applesauce 
Milk 
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March 14,  1949 
Egg Salad 
Baked Potato 
Fruit-Vegetable Salad 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Plain Cake with Orange Sauce 
Milk 
March 17, 1949 
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich, Gravy 
Glazed Sweet Potatoes 
Cabbage-Pepper Salad 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Fruit Compote 
Milk 
March 24, 1949 
Beef Stew 
Buttered Potatoes 
Cole Slaw 
Buttered Roll 
Orange 
Milk 
One person did ask if the mixed vegetable salad served on March 1 was 
cooked or raw.  The salad was raw; thus the menu met with approval. 
Two menus received one critical comment each.  They were: 
Comments s 
Color - Fair in har- 
mony, contrast, and 
balance.  4 
March 8,  1949 
Hamburger Patties,  Gravy 
Mashed Potatoes 
Cole Slaw 
Buttered Roll 
Prune Plums 
Milk 
March 15,  1°49 
Baked Fish 
Escalloped Potatoes 
Buttered Beets 
Cornbread 
Lemon Pie 
Milk 
Of the twenty menus  judged,  as many as six received two crit- 
icisms each.    They were: 
Comments: 
Texture - Lacks con- 
trast. 3 
30 
February 28, 1949 
Baked Luncheon Loaf 
Glazed Sweet Potatoes 
Cabbape-Pepper Salad 
Buttered Roll 
Raisin Cobbler 
Milk 
Comments i 
Flavor - Too sweet; 1 
too heavy, add liphter 
dessert, such as 
applesauce. 1 
Shape - One judge said, 
"good if potato whole 
rather than cut", 
which it was. 4 
March 4, 1949 
Franks au Gratin 
Baked Potato 
Cabbage-Apple Salad 
Buttered Whole Wheat 
Bread 
Chocolate Pudding 
Milk 
March 9, 1949 
Braised Liver 
Buttered Corn 
Shredded Lettuce 
Buttered Whole Wheat 
Bread 
Spiced Peaches 
Milk 
March 18, 1949 
Liver Loaf, Gravy 
Buttered Potatoes 
Carrots-Raisin Salad 
Cornbread 
Fruit Bars 
Milk 
March 21, 1949 
Creamed Salmon 
Buttered Corn 
Mixed Vegetable Salad 
Buttered Roll 
Apple 
Milk 
March 23,  1949 
Ham-Egg Casserole 
Glazed Sweet Potatoes 
Green 3eans 
Buttered Whole Wheat 
Bread 
Dried Peach Cobbler 
Milk 
Comments: 
Texture - Lacks con- 
trast and balance. 
Dry.  5 
Lacks contrast.  6 
Comments: 
Color - Lacks contrast. 3 
Shape - Lacks contrast. 
Too little balance. 5 
Comments: 
Flavor - Lack of harmony. 
Substitute roll for 
cornbread. 1 
Lack of harmony. Liver 
and raisins not too 
"chummy". 2 
Comments: 
Color - Lacks contrast.  3 
Texture - Lacks con- 
trast.    Use baked potato 
rather than corn, and 
cornbread instead of a 
roll. 1 
Commentst 
Texture - Fair in har- 
mony, contrast, and 
balance. 4 
Lack of contrast. 6 
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Four menus received three adverse criticisms. They were: 
March 10, 1949 
Baked Beans 
Buttered Kale 
Carrots-Raisin Salad 
Buttered Roll 
Spice Cake 
Milk 
March 16, 1949 
Swedish Meat Balls, 
Gravy 
Mashed Potatoes 
Green Peas 
Buttered Roll 
Glazed Apples 
Milk 
March 22, 1949 
Meat Loaf, Gravy 
Mashed Potatoes 
Green Peas 
Cornbread 
Fruit Gelatin 
Milk 
Comments: 
Color - Lacks harmony 
and contrast. Use 
apple salad instead of 
carrot salad. 1 
Flavor - Lacks harmony. 
Beans and kale (strong) 
not too "chummy". 2 
Shape - Lacks harmony. 6 
Comments: 
Texture - Lacks con- 
trast.  Substitute 
carrot-green pepper 
salad for peas. 1 
Lacks contrast. Peas 
and potatoes soft. 
No succulent vege- 
table. 2 
Lacks contrast. Raw 
leafy vegetable would 
help. 4 
Comments: 
Flavor - Lacks contrast. 
Use tomato sauce in- 
stead of gravy. 1 
Texture - Lacks con- 
trast.     Soft peas and 
potatoes.  2 
Fair in texture.  4 
March 25,  1949 
Hot Roast Pork 
Sandwich 
Baked Sweet Potatoes 
Buttered Kale 
Buttered Whole Wheat 
Bread 
Steamed Prunes 
Milk 
Comments: 
Flavor - Lack of har- 
mony.  Use orange in- 
stead of the prunes. 1 
Lack of harmony.  The 
prunes and kale not 
too "chummy". 2 
Texture - Lacks con- 
trast. 3 
Of the menus used during the four weeks of the study, none re- 
ceived four comments. 
Only one menu received five criticisms. It was: 
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Comments: 
Flavor - Lacks contrast. 
Peas and potatoes 
bland. 2 
Form - Fair in form. 4 
Shape - Lacks con- 
trast. Too round. 4 
Texture - Lacks con- 
trast. Add crisp salad 
or dessert. 1 
Lacks balance. No 
succulent vegetable. 2 
Two menus received as many as six comments from the committee. 
March 7, 1949 
Ham Salad 
Buttered Potatoes 
Green Peas 
Buttered Whole Wheat 
Bread 
Apple Cobbler 
Milk 
They were: 
March 3, 1949 
Meat Loaf, Gravy 
Mashed Potatoes 
Green Peas 
Buttered Roll 
Gingerbread 
Milk 
Comments t 
Color - Fair in harmony, 
contrast, and balance. 4 
Flavor - Lacks contrast. 
Too bland. 5 
Shape - Lacks contrast. 4 
Texture - Lacks contrast. 
Add carrot strips. 1 
Lacks contrast; peas 
and potatoes soft; 
lacks balance: no succu- 
lent vegetable. 2 
Lacks contrast. Add 
something crisp, such as 
a hard roll. 3 
March 11, 1949 
Salmon Loaf 
Creamed Potatoes 
Buttered Carrots 
Cornbread 
Lemon Custard 
Milk 
Comments: 
Color - Lacks contrast. 
Salmon and carrots quite 
alike. 2 
Lacks contrast. 3 
Form - Lacks contrast 
and balance.  All 
cooked. 5 
Shape - Lacks harmony. 6 
Texture - Lacks con- 
trast. Use cole slaw 
rather than carrots. 1 
Lacks contrast. 3 
Finally, only one menu of the twenty received as many as seven 
adverse criticisms. It was: 
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March 2,  1949 
Fish Patties 
Buttered Potatoes 
Carrots-Raisin Salad 
Cornbread 
Dried Peaches 
Milk 
Comments: 
Color - Lacks contrast. 
Add lettuce. Sub- 
stitute dried prunes. 1 
Color monotonous. Too 
white and yellow. 2 
Lacks contrast. 3 
Too much yellow. 5 
Lack of contrast. 6 
Flavor - Lack of con- 
trast. Too bland. 5 
Shape - All round 
shapes. 3 
One question which came up several times la connection with the 
judging, but not recorded on the chart in Appendix B, was whether or not 
stews served at Curry contained potatoes.  The potatoes were always served 
as a separate item on the menu. 
Rating of twenty menus by. one judge.—Originally, the committee 
chosen to judge the three aesthetic requirements of menus consisted of 
seven members. One person, however, chose to rank the menus as to 
"excellent", represented by the number -four"; "good", represented by the 
number "three"; "average", represented by the number "two"; and "fair", 
represented by the number "one". This person was Miss ELlen Perm, 
Professor, Chairman, Institution Administration Division. 
As a whole, the menus rated highest on texture and shape (Table 
III). As for texture, 90 per cent of the menus rated "excellent" or 
"good" in harmony, 70 per cent in contrast, and 60 per cent in balance, 
for shape, four fifths of the menus rated "excellent" or "food" in harmony 
and three fifths in contrast and balance. The next two characteristics, 
according to the order of rank, were flavor and form, A. P. Three fourths 
of the menus rated -excellent" or "good" in harmony of flavor and about 
one half in both contrast and balance of flavor. As for the form, A. P., 
three fourths rated "excellent" or "good" in harmony, one half in 
As 
3A 
TABLE III 
RATING OF MENUS AS TO HARMONY, CONTRAST, AND BALANCE 
(Twenty menue served in the Curry Demonstration School Cafeteria, 
Woman's College of the University of North Carolina) 
Characteristics Harmony Contrast Balance 
Color 
Excellent 9 A 6 
Good 3 6 U 
Average 7 5 U 
Fair 1 5 6 
Flavor 
Excellent 5 3 3 
Good 10 8 8 
Average 5 7 5 
Fair — 2 4 
Form, A. P. 
Excellent 5 2 1 
Good 10 8 8 
Average A 9 7 
Fair 1 1 U 
Shape 
Excellent 10 5 5 
Good 6 7 7 
Average A 7 7 
Fair 
— 1 1 
Texture 
Excellent 9 4 A 
Good 9 10 8 
Average 2 u 5 
Fair 2 3 
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contrast, and slightly less than one half in balance.  (Since this 
particular form is the "As Purchased" form, its value as to rating by 
the judge is of less importance than the other four characteristics 
because of the fact that the form of a food is often changed during the 
preparation period. It was included on the check list primarily for the 
dietitian's use in food selection.  Often by choosing various foods in 
the A. P. form, one can minimize certain food costs.) Apparently color 
rated the lowest of the five characteristics with only 60 per cent of the 
menus rating "excellent" or "good" in harmony and one half in both con- 
trast and balance. 
Further evidence of attractiveness will be presented under Food 
Waste (pp. 53 to 58). 
Method of Preparation 
The method of preparation has a definite influence on appetite 
appeal.  For instance, a plateful of creamed foods with spoonbread would 
not be too enticing, nor would a combination of fried foods.  In contrast, 
a baked food with a heavier fried food plus a light raw salad and warm 
rolls would be rather appetizing in most cases. 
Secondly, from the functional aspect of the menus the method of 
preparation has a major influence.  For example, a menu of all baked 
foods may result in an over-crowded or over-flowing oven.  Likewise, a 
menu containing all steamed foods puts too heavy a load on the steam- 
jacketed kettles (or as in the case of this cafeteria kitchen at the time 
of the study, the one kettle). With a properly balanced distribution of 
methods of preparation, the various dishes can be prepared without hard- 
ship on either equipment or personnel. 
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Thus each dish was either checked on the check list or marked 
with a descriptive word. As the case might warrant, each dish was 
checked or marked once or twice; for example, glazed sweet potatoes 
required two processings—steaming and baking; and peach cobblers like- 
wise required handling twice—stewing and baking. The methods of 
preparation were: 
Baked: any food baked in an oven, as baked fish, baked 
beans. 
Broiled: any food cooked by direct heat, either over or 
under a clear flame, as steak, chops. 
Fried: foods cooked in a small amount of fat (sauted), 
either in lard or vegetable shortening, as liver, 
Swedish meat balls. 
Creamed: any food combined with a white sauce, as corned 
beef hash, creamed salmon. 
Raw: a food served without cooking, as cole slaw, whole 
apple. 
Steamed: foods cooked in steam-jacketed kettle by means 
of live steam, as buttered potatoes, kale. 
Stewed: foods simmered or boiled in a small amount of 
liquid, as dried apples or prunes. 
Boiled: foods heated to boiling point or above; cooked 
in liquid in which the bubbles are breaking on the sur- 
face; cooked only until tender, yet firm, as green peas, 
canned beets. 
Used as purchased: foods previously processed; requiring 
no further preparation, as milk, whole wheat bread. 
Warmed: pre-cooked foods requiring only warming on the 
steam table a short time before serving, as the baked 
rolls. 
Of the menus used in the study, 55 per cent required at least 
four methods of preparation, and 30 per cent included as many as five of 
the possible six methods (Table IV). Only 15 per cent required as few 
as three methods. 
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TABLE IV 
VARIETY IN SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS AS EXPRESSED THROUGH THE NUMBER 
OF METHODS OF PREPARATION USED 
Number of methods 
of preparation 
Number of menus  Per cent of menus 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
6 
11 
3 
30 
55 
15 
As to the particular methods of preparation used, 100 per cent 
of the menus had foods which were "steamed, stewed,or boiled" and "used 
as purchased" (Table V). As many as 85 per cent had foods "baked, 
broiled,or fried", and 60 per cent had raw foods. Warmed foods were 
included in only 40 per cent of the menus since rolls, one of the three 
breads served, was the only food prepared in such a fashion. Because 
creamed foods are unpopular with the patrons of Curry School Cafeteria, 
only 30 per cent of the menus included them. 
TABLE V 
VARIETY IN SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS AS EXPRESSED THROUGH THE PARTICULAR 
METHODS OF PREPARATION USED 
Methods of preparation 
Baked, broiled, fried 
Creamed 
Raw 
Steamed,   stewed,  boiled 
Used as purchased 
Warmed 
Menus 
Number 
17 
6 
12 
20 
20 
8 
Per cent 
85 
30 
60 
100 
100 
A0 
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Evidently, there was enough variety in the methods of prepara- 
tion to provide interest and to prevent any unnecessary over-flow on any 
piece of equipment. 
Distribution among Employees 
The menus must not be so complicated or one-sided that one 
person has to do all the preparation. For best results, the work should 
be well distributed among all employees in order that no one will be 
rushed.  Thus each dish was checked according to the person responsible 
for its preparation for service. 
The work was evenly divided among the head cook and the assistant 
cook, for at the end of the twenty days of work, the head cook had han- 
dled a total of fifty-five dishes whereas the assistant cook had done 
fifty-three (Table VI). The dishwasher and general helper, as indicated 
from his title, is responsible for very little food preparation; in fact, 
only the peeling of potatoes as a rule. Thus the total number of dishes 
which he handled was ten. 
From the daily standpoint, especially on the twelfth day when 
the head cook had four processes to the assistant cook's two, the number 
of dishes each employee prepared did not appear well distributed.  As 
a matter of fact, both cooks had other individual dishes, not included 
on the plate lunch, for which they were responsible. On this day the 
assistant cook had more other responsibilities than the head cook. Like- 
wise the dishwasher had other tasks for which he was responsible when 
his time was not consumed by the preparation of vegetables. 
At the end of five days observation on each worker (to be dis- 
cussed in full later), all three workers appeared to be busy most of the 
time. 
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TABLE VI 
ASSIGNMENT OF PREPARATION OF DISHES TO EMPLOYEES 
Employee Number dishes each employee prepared 
 daily  
MTWTFMTWTFMTWTFMTWTF 
Total 
Head cook 3 2 3 3 2 4 2 2 3 3 3 432323323 55 
Assistant cook 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 4 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 53 
Dishwasher and general 00110110010010101011 10 
helper 
Time of Serving 
Up to this point, the check list was checked in advance of pre- 
paration.  But from here on each dish was checked after preparation. 
Time enters into the total picture of menu planning. A menu can 
be only as complicated as the time of preparation permits. Provided the 
workers wasted no time and had their work planned to best advantage, the 
time the finished product comes out is an indication of whether the menu 
was planned properly. 
At the time of the study, all food was supposed to be on the 
steam table for service promptly at 11:20 A. M.  If, for any reason, the 
dish was late, the number of minutes it was late was recorded. 
During the period of twenty school days only eight dishes were 
late (Table VII). One dish, raisin cobbler, was ten minutes late the 
first day. Since it was the dessert, it was ready for the children by 
the time they had consumed their first course.  Thus the cafeteria line 
was not delayed that particular day. Lemon pie, late five minutes on 
the twelfth day, again did not delay the line. The remainder of the 
late foods were! ham-egg casserole, late three minutes; cornbread, plain 
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cake with orange sauce, and escalloped potatoes, each late two minutes; 
and mashed potatoes and egg salad, each late one minute. In general, 
the fact that a very few of the dishes were served late indicates that 
the menus were planned to be prepared within the allotted time. 
For the benefit of those who might present the question of the 
possibility that the food would be ready too far ahead of time, the work 
schedule of the Curry Cafeteria allowed only three hours and fifteen 
minutes for the total preparation time.  In this particular situation, 
the tendency was to be late, rather than to complete the preparation too 
far in advance. 
TABLE VII 
TIME FOOD WAS SERVED 
Days Number of dishes served late 
as to number of minutes late 
123Z.56789    10 
__.____--      1 
1.   .......      - 
_!____-__      _ 
11-    ------      - 
__1_____-      - 
1 
2 
3 
U 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
H 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
a 
Adequacy 
Malnutrition,  traced primarily to poor food habits and certainly 
a major problem of today,  should be carefully guarded against in the 
school cafeterias and lunchrooms.    The United States government evidenced 
an awareness of the situation by passing the National School Lunch Act 
which afforded a school lunch program for children of the low-income 
brackets. 
Comparison of size of servings with requirements made by the National 
School Lunch Act 
In checking the adequacy of the twenty menus in this study some 
basis for determining adequacy had to be selected.  Due to the fact that 
the Curry School Cafeteria's funds were not supplemented by the govern- 
ment, the cafeteria management was not under the jurisdiction of the 
Lunch Act.  Yet after having seen the descriptions of the Type A and 
Type B lunch patterns set up under the Act to be used by the public 
schools according to the amount of reimbursement from the government, 
it was believed that the menus at Curry most nearly corresponded to the 
Type A lunch, which provides one-third to one-half of a day's nutritive 
requirements.  This type of lunch has been set up on the basis of tested 
research as a minimum for school children2 and receives the maximum 
amount of federal aid.  The writer agrees that Type A should be served 
to each child if the finances permit; otherwise, supplementary foods 
1. Jean J. Stewart and Alice L. Edwards, Foods Prediction, 
Marketing. Consumption.  New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948. pp. 52-53. 
2 North Carolina Department of Public Instruction. School 
Lunch Program.  School Lunch Bulletin, Vol. 6. Raleigh, N. C.:  (The 
Department), 1948-1949, P* 15« 
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should be brought from home. 
On the Type A lunch, "the quantities of food specified are based 
on typical food needs of children 10 to 12 years of age, but with adjust- 
ments for energy requirements they are suitable for children of other 
ages".  Actually, two priced plate lunches were served to the Curry 
children of varying ages,  (a) The twenty-five cents plate was served to 
children from the kindergarten through the fourth grade, with smaller 
servings and a midmorning glass of fruit juice for the kindergarten 
children as requested by the supervisors, and larger servings for the 
children in the primary grades,  (b) The thirty cents plate was served 
to the older children with refills available for high school pupils who 
came back with a "clean" plate. Thus these four variations were the 
adjustments for the energy requirement of the different age groups. 
Only the large plates were checked for adequacy since in this 
particular situation these plates were served the boys and girls from 
the fifth through the eighth grades. 
For the fruit and/or vegetable, bread, and milk groups, 100 per 
cent of the menus met the requirement of the National School Lunch Act 
(Table VIII). The breads were either whole grain or enriched. 
Butter or fortified substitute was below standard.  Only 45 per 
cent of the menus reached the requirement. Almost a third of the menus 
had as much as 80 to 89 per cent of the requirement, one fifth of the 
menus had as much as 70 to 79 per cent, and only one twentieth of the 
menus had 90 to 99 per cent of the requirement. 
3. United States War Food Administration. Food Distribution 
Administration. Menu-Planning Guide for School Lunches.  Washington, 
D. 0.1  (The Administration), September, 1943, pp. 1-2. 
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TABLE VIII 
ADEQUACY OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Food groups Quantity required Per cent which serving was 
by the National 
School Lunch 
of quantity required 
50 60  70  80  90 100 
Act to to  to  to  to and 
59 69  79  89  99 more 
(Number of menus) 
Meat, fish, cheese, 
or poultry 2 oz. 
or or 
egg 1 
or or 
legumes ic 
or or 
peanut butter ie. 1 -  11   3 5 
Fruit and/or 
vegetable 3/4 c - -       - 20 
Bread, enriched 1 - _            mm 20 
Milk i Pt. - -                               _     - 20 
Butter or 
fortified substitute 2 tsp. - U         6   1 
(Per cent of menus) 
9 
Meat, fish, cheese, 
or poultry 2 oz. 
or or 
egg 1 
or or 
legumes £ c» 
or or 
peanut butter ic 5 -  55  15 25 
Fruit and/or 
vegetable 3 A c. - -   -   -   - 100 
Bread, enriched 1 - -   -   -   - 100 
Milk £ pt. - -   -   -   - 100 
Butter or 
fortified substitute 2 tsp. -  20  30   5 U5 
u 
Meat fell below the standard to the greatest extent. Only one 
fourth of the menus had 100 per cent and more of the quantity of meat, 
fish, cheese, or poultry required, a little over one half of the menus 
had only 70 to 79 per cent of the quantity required, about a sixth had 
as much as 80 to 39 per cent of the quantity required, and one twentieth 
had as little as 50 to 59 per cent of the quantity required. 
At this point the reader should be reminded that the tabulations 
on adequacy represent the amount served to the children and not the 
actual amount of food consumed. No quantitative waste study was made to 
determine the exact amount of food each child, served the large plate, 
left on his plate. However, a study was attempted to determine, by 
means of a system of ranking, approximately the extent to which the 
various dishes during one week were wasted (pp. 53 to 58). 
Comparison of number of servings with requirements shown in A Guide to 
Good Sating 
In order to get some idea as to the extent each child, eating the 
plate lunch, met his daily food requirements, the questionnaire, "Foods 
Eaten in Twenty-Four Hour Period", was used (p. 4-5). 
Instructions to each teacher stated that the teacher would super- 
vise the recording of the lunch consumed on the day the survey was begun. 
She would send the blanks home to the parents who would record the dinner 
eaten that evening and the breakfast of the following day. The child was 
to return the blank the following morning and the teacher would check 
the recording of the foods consumed between meals. 
Approximately 360 questionnaires were distributed, one to each 
child present in school on March 16, 1949. Of these, 2^9 questionnaires 
were returned, with 124 indicating that they ate in the cafeteria.  Of 
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FOODS E«TEN IN T.flSNTC-FOUR HOUR PERIOD 
N«ME GR«EE 
Lunch: 
Ate in cafeteria? 
Ate plate  lunch? 
Dinner  (Foods eaten Wednesday March 
Breakfast (Foods eaten Thursday March ): 
Between Meals  (From lupch '..ednesday March 
March   ): 
until lunch Thursday 
those eating in the cafeteria, 101 ate the plate lunch and twenty-three 
ate individual items. Faculty and staff members who ate the plate 
lunches were excluded from the survey. 
In tabulating the foods eaten in twenty-four hours by the 101 
children who ate the plate lunch, A Guide to Good Eating, a leaflet 
published by the National Dairy Council and bearing the seal of the 
American Medical Association, was selected as the basis for determining 
whether the daily dietary requirements were met (p. 47).  This "yard- 
stick", one of the numerous ones established to guide the general public 
in planning adequate and nutritious diets, is so simple that even the 
smallest children can understand it; in fact, it is a familiar teaching 
aid to most teachers of foods and nutrition. The original A Guide to 
Good j&ting was drawn up by the nutritionists of the National Dairy 
Council and was presented to the Council on Food and Nutrition of the 
American Medical Association which awarded the leaflet its seal of 
approval. The revision (1948) was used for this tabulation. 
In using A Guide to Good Eating the writer excluded several 
items under the food groups in order to have more accurate tabulations. 
First, under Milk, only milk to drink was considered because, with the 
questionnaire used, it was impractical to determine what proportion of 
milk was present in a serving combined with other foods, or in ice cream 
or cheese. Secondly, under Fruits, no attempt was made to determine the 
frequency of citrus fruits or tomatoes in the diet since the National 
School Lunch Act makes no distinction as to the type of fruit served. 
Thirdly, under Eggs, one serving daily was used as the standard rather 
than the alternate possibility of three to five per week.  Finally under 
Meat, Cheese, Fish, or Poultry, only dried beans and peas were considered 
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TO GOOD EATING 
MILK 
2 OR MORE GLASSES DAILY . . FOR ADULTS 
3 'o 4 OR MORE GLASSES DAILY. . FOR CHILDREN 
To drink,  combined with  other foods, 
in ice cream and in cheese 
VEGETABLES 
2 OR MORE SERVINGS DAILY OTHER THAN 
POTATO  .   .   .   1 green  or yellow;  "greens" off en 
FRUITS 
GGS 
2   OR   MORE   SERVINGS   DAILY 
At least 1 raw; citrus fruit  or  tomato daily 
3   TO   5   A   WEEK;   1   DAILY   PREFERRED 
i „ 
^. 
MEAT,  CHEESE,  FISH, POULTRY 
1   OR   MORE   SERVINGS   DAILY 
Dried   beans,   peas,   peanuts   occasionally 
CEREAL  AND  BREAD 
2   OR   MORE   SERVINGS   DAILY 
Whole-grain  value  or enriched 
Added milk  improves nutritional values 
BUTTER 
OTHER FOODS TO SATISFY 
APPETITE AND COMPLETE 
"OWTH   AND   ACTIVITY   NEEDS 
2   OR   MORE   TABLESPOONS   DAILY 
It irr   oi ik. *-.■.■•■ M.*„I A»iiim» 
(|)  Copyright   CO,   R.vii.d    l»4l.   National   Dairy  Council, Chicago  * 
.blL 
^ i Point 
*GULU-JOBOKO,N.C. /7   QuidU   TO  GOOD   EATING 
RECOMMENDED FOODS 
MILK 
Milk—2 or more glasses daily—for adults 
3 to 4 or more glasses daily—for children 
To drink, combined with other foods, 
in ice cream and in cheese 
During pregnancy and lactation, women should have   a quort to a quart 
and a half of milk daily. 
Use milk as a   beverage  and in cooking     in cereals,  milk   soups, whito 
sauces, cereal puddings. 
Use on fruit, puddings, cereals. 
Use as ice cream, cheese, and cottage cheese. 
VEGETABLES 
Vegetables—2 or more servings daily other than potato 
7 green or yellow,- "greens" often 
Use all vegetables—fresh, canned, dried, frozen. 
Green vegetables: asparagus, broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cabbage, green 
beans, green lettuce, peas, peppers. 
"Greeni":   beet tops,   chard, collards, kale,   radish   tops,   spinach,   turnip 
tops;   and   wild   "greens"     such   as   curly   dock,   dandelion,   lamb's 
quarters, mustard, sorrel. 
Yellow  vegetables: carrots, rutabagas,  squash,  sweet potatoes, yams, 
yellow corn, yellow turnips. 
FRUITS 
Fruits—2 or more servings daily 
At least 1 raw; citrus fruit or fomafo daily 
Use all fruits      fresh, canned, dried, frozen. 
Citrus fruits; grapefruit, lemons, limes, oranges, tangerines. 
Dried fruits: apricots, figs, prunes, raisins. 
Use yellow fruits, such as peaches or apricots, often. 
EGGS 
Eggs—3 to 5 a week;  1  daily preferred 
MEAT,  CHEESE, FISH,  POULTRY 
Meat, Cheese, Fish, Poultry—1  or more servings daily 
Dried beans, peas, peanuts occasionally 
Good rules to follow are 
Meat, cheese, fish, or poultry at least 4 or 5 times a week. 
One   serving   of liver, heart,   kidney, or   sweetbread   each   week; one 
serving of fish each week. 
Meat: beef, horn, lamb, mutton, lean pork, veal; fish; poultry. 
Variety meats: brains, flank, heart, kidney, liver, oxtail, pig   tails, shanks, 
sweetbread, tripe. 
Cheese: American, cottage, Swiss, other, 
legumes:   dried   kidney,   Lima,   navy,   pinto,   and   soybeans;   dried   peas; 
lentils,- peanuts and peanut butter. 
CEREAL  AND  BREAD 
Cereal and Bread—2 or more servings daily 
Whole-grain value or enriched 
Added milk improves nutritional values 
Whole   grains:   oatmeal;   cracked    wheat;   ground,   granulated,   flaked, 
rolled, or shredded whole wheat; brown rice; yellow corn meal; others. 
BUTTER 
Butter—2 or more tablespoons daily 
Use as a spread for bread, on cooked vegetables, and i 
baking. 
OTHER  FOODS 
cooking and 
Other foods to satisfy appetite and complete growth and 
activity needs. 
The above "Guide," if followed, furnishes most of the needs of the body 
except calories. The amount of physical activity and rate of growth and 
development control calorie needs. To meet these varying needs, use 
additional servings of any of the above foods or other foods. 
FOOD VALUES 
MILK 
1  gloss equals Vi pint or V4 quart. 
Milk is especially important for fine quality proteins, high content of C 
cium, phosphorus, vitamin A, and riboflavln, considerable amounts   >f 
thiamine (vitamine Bi). 
Cheese (American Cheddar)     Five ounces is about equal to one qu< -t 
of milk in calcium, phosphorus, protein content. 
Cottage cheese     Average serving is Vi cup. This amount contains aboit 
three times as much protein os one cup of milk and less of o'her nutric is 
in milk. 
Ice cream     Average serving is   Vi cup. Contains varying amounts of afl 
dietary essentials found in milk. 
VEGETABLES 
Average serving is Vj cup. 
All vegetables supply vitamins, minerals, and roughage. "Greens," ol 
green and yellow vegetables are especially valuable for vitamin A 
and   iron.   "Greens" are   recommended often      2 or   3   times   a   week, 
preferably. 
Use raw or cooked. To save nutrients cook quickly in a small amount of 
water and use the water in which vegetables are cooked for soups and 
gravies. 
FRUITS 
Average serving is '/a cup. 
All fruits supply vitamins, minerals, and roughage. 
Citrus fruits and tomatoes should be used regularly. Twice as much 
tomato as orange is necessary for the same amount of vitamin C. Other 
sources of vitamin C ore all raw fruits and vegetables, especially 
raw cabbage, strawberries, cantaloupe. 
Dried fruits are especially valuable for iron. 
Yellow fruits supply generous amounts of vitamin A. 
EGGS 
Eggs are especially valuable for complete protein*, iron, phosphorus, 
vitamin   A. 
MEAT, CHEESE, FISH,  POULTRY 
Meats supply complete proteins, phosphorus, iron, thiamine, riboflavin, 
and vitamin A (liver). 
Cheese is especially important for complete proteins, calcium, vitamin A. 
Use with cereals, in souffles, and in salads. 
Fish are chiefly important for proteins and phosphorus. Salt water fUh 
also furnish iodine. 
legumes are   chiefly important   for low   cost source of   energy,   protci   b 
phosphorus, iron, thiamine. Because they are not a source of comple'e 
proteins, legumes should be used only as a supplement     not as a tot 
substitution for the animal proteins. Soybeans and peanuts are more 
nearly similar to animal proteins than other vegetable  sources. 
CEREAL AND BREAD 
Average serving: breakfast food, Va to V% cup; bread, one or more slio s. 
Cereal and  bread   -whole-grain value and  enriched —supply  enerc., 
thiamine, riboflavin, ntacin, iron, phosporus, proteins. 
Breads made with milk and cereals cooked and   or served with milk a? 
improved especially in   quality of protein and in quantity of prote \ 
calcium, phosphorus, and riboflavin. 
BUTTER 
Butter is especially valuable for vitamin A and energy. 
OTHER FOODS 
As extra calories are made up from foods listed in the "Guide," the mc 
nearly an optimal diet is approached. Sugar is an energy food, L 
makes no other dietary contributions. A diet low in concentrated swe* 
contributes to dental health. 
Some source of vitamin D should be included. Fish liver oils, vitamin D nv 
and direct sunshine are good sources of this vitamin. Infants and gro 
Ing children and expectant and nursing mothers need added amou 
of vitamin D. 
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in addition to the main items, omitting peanuts because most peanuts 
consumed were in combination with candy. 
For the purpose of comparing results on adequacy of the survey 
with those of the menu check list, the following combinations were made 
of the main headings listed on A Guide t£ Good Eating: 
Meat, cheese, fish, poultry - 1 serving ) 2 servings 
Egg 
Vegetables 
Potato 
Green or yellow 
Other 
Fruits 
Raw 
Other 
- 1 daily ) 
- 1 serving ) 
- 1 serving ) 
- 1 serving ) 5 servings 
) 
- 1 serving ) 
- 1 serving ) 
nk, 
„r'l 
According to the survey inadequate diets are characteristic to 
some extent among the children of Curry School (Table IX). Milk, the 
one most nearly perfect food, was lacking in the diets more than any 
other food group, for a total of 80 per cent of the pupils consumed less 
than the standard number of servings required daily. Of these, 51 per 
cent had less than standard by one serving, 25 per cent had less by two 
servings, and U  per cent had less by three servings. Of the children 
who had less than the standard quantity, a few ate ice cream (not in- 
cluded in the tabulation) which may have eased the situation a little, 
for the 1948 revision of the Guide permits counting ice cream as a part 
of the milk. 
Butter or fortified substitute was next on the list in inad- 
equate consumption. Almost three fourths of the children had less than 
the standard by one pat or one half of the daily requirement. Only one 
tenth met the requirement, and only one sixth had more than the require- 
ment. 
Whole grain or enriched cereals, as would be expected since it is 
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TABLE IX 
ADEQUACY OF FOODS EATEN  IN TWENTY-FOUR HOUR PERIOD 
(101 pupils eating the plate lunch in Curry Demonstration School 
Cafeteria,  Woman's College of the University of North Carolina) 
Food groups    Q uantity 
equired 
Servings eaten were 
r Less than Same as More than 
daily standard by standard standard by 
4 3 2 l 1 2 3 4 
(Number of pupils) 
Meat, cheese, 
fish or poultry 1 - - - - 8 77 16 - - 
Egg 1 _= - _=_ 21 25 14 _i - - 
All protein 2 - - - 5 26 54 14 2 - 
Vegetables 
Potato 1 - - - - 52 46 3 - - 
Green or 
yellow 1 - - - - 20 56 23 2 - 
Other 1 - - - 48 39 13 1 - - 
Fruits 
Raw 1 - - - 26 43 25 5 2 - 
Other JL - — - - 62 31 8 - - 
All fruits, 
vegetables 5 - - - 5 20 22 19 22 13 
Whole grain 2 _ _ m 7 17 31 34 12 _ 
Butter 2 pats - - - 75 10 13 3 - - 
Milk 4 el. - 4 25 52 16 4 - - - 
(Per cent of pupils) 
Meat, cheese, 
fish or poultry I - - - - 8 76 16 - - 
Egg _i - - - 31 54 14 1 - - 
All protein 2 - - - 5 26 53 14 2 - 
Vegetables 
Potato 1 - - - - 51 46 3 - - 
Green or 
yellow 1 — - - - 20 55 23 2 - 
Other 1 - - - 47 39 13 1 - - 
Fruits 
Raw 1 _ — - 26 42 25 5 2 - 
Other JL - - - - 61 31 8 - - 
All fruits, 
vegetables 5 - - - 5 20 22 19 22 12 
Whole grain 2 _ _ — 7 17 31 33 12 - 
Butter 2 pats - - - 74 10 13 3 - - 
Milk 4 gl. • 4 25 51 16 4 * 
" ' 
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one of the most popular and economical foods, made a good showing on the 
survey with only 7 per cent of the children having less than the require- 
ment by one serving. About three fourths of the pupils had more than 
the minimum standard by one or more servings. 
Only 5 per cent of the children had less than the required number 
of servings of fruits and vegetables. These children lacked only one 
serving of reaching the standard.  Of the 101 boys and girls, 20 per 
cent consumed the standard; and three fourths had more than the minimum 
standard by one or more servings: 22 per cent having one additional 
serving, 19 per cent having two additional servings, 22 per cent having 
three additional servings, and 12 per cent having four additional 
servings. 
From a dietitian's standpoint, the writer felt the necessity of 
including the findings on each type of vegetable and fruit since it is 
essential that each child eat specific ones to provide particular nu- 
trients. Of the vegetables, about half of the children met the require- 
ment for the potato and the other half exceeded the standard.  Even for 
the green and yellow vegetables, the standard was amply supplied, with 
the majority of the children eating more than standard by one or two 
servings. Although about one half of the children lacked one other veg- 
etable, actually many had eaten a second potato or serving of green or 
yellow vegetable which fell in other categories. Raw fruits were not 
consumed by about one fourth of the children, while about two fifths 
ate the proper amount, and a total of 32 per cent of the pupils ate more 
than the requirement by one or more servings.  The other fruits were 
consumed in adequate or more than adequate quantities. 
Only 5 per cent of the children lacked the required number of 
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servings of meat, cheese, fish, poultry, or eggs.  As many as 26 per 
cent had the standard requirement in servings, with about 70 per cent 
exceeding the standard by one or more servings. Possibly the meat was 
not adequate in quantity for those 26 per cent who counted a serving 
at school as one complete serving. The meat served at school was not 
quite adequate on three fourths of the menus. 
Again the writer believed it necessary to present the data on 
eggs and meats individually. As many as 8 per cent ate the required 
serving of meat, and a total of 92 per cent ate additional servings: 
76 per cent, one extra serving; and 16 per cent, two extra servings. 
Eggs failed to present as favorable findings, for 31 per cent of the 
children did not consume the required egg. However, it was interesting 
to note that 1U per cent had more than the standard by one serving, and 
1 per cent had more by two servings. 
Thus the foods which needed to be increased most in consumption 
by the Curry patrons were: milk, butter or fortified substitute, eggs, 
and raw fruits. There is a possibility that some of the children failed 
to record butter or fortified substitute on their questionnaire since it 
is used most frequently as a spread or seasoning in foods. Since there 
was considerable inadequacy in the diets of the Curry children, it might 
be well to check the contribution of the cafeteria lunch to the day's 
requirements. 
The Federal Type A lunch is supposed to meet from one third to 
one half of the day's food requirements. Thus a comparison was attempted 
to determine whether the servings of food consumed at school approx- 
imated one third to one half of the required number of servings in each 
food group per day. No attempt was made to calculate the results of the 
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101 questionnaires in terms of calories, grams of protein, and other 
detailed figures. 
Of the two servings of meat required, the plate lunch provided 
one half, or one serving. Two vegetables plus one fruit were served on 
the plate; therefore over one half of the requirement in servings was 
satisfied. At least one serving of whole grain or enriched cereal, one 
half of the standard, was consumed in the cafeteria. Almost one pat of 
fortified butter substitute was provided for patrons of Curry Cafeteria. 
Again, about one third of the requirement was met. The one half of a 
pint of milk served daily with the plate lunch afforded only one fourth 
of the day's requirement, and little milk was consumed in combination 
with other foods. It is not too difficult for most children to meet the 
requirement for milk, provided they are served one glassful at each of 
the three meals and are encouraged to eat foods containing milk in one 
form or another. Although they did not care for creamed foods, these 
particular children were faithful consumers of ice cream—a relatively 
rich source of milk.  Apparently the inadequacy in the number of servings 
was in the foods eaten at home. 
School's responsibilities for overcoming dietary inadequacies 
The school has a great responsibility for the child's education 
and general development.  Certainly it has the responsibility of over- 
coming the inadequacies in nutrition which may lead to poor body growth 
and development. Two methods of attacking the problem are suggested by 
the writer:  (l) serving the Type "A" plate lunch plus an educational 
program and (2) planning the plate lunches to supplement the foods 
served at home. 
Applying the first method at the Curry School would involve 
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increasing the butter or fortified substitute and protein contents of 
the lunch to meet the requirements of the National School Lunch Act. 
Yet it does not seem practical to increase the cost of the plate lunch 
by serving additional quantities of meat since it was found that the 
children eat too much meat at home.  It would appear more feasible to 
substitute eggs and meat substitutes, which are usually cheaper items. 
The accompanying educational campaign should encourage each boy and 
girl from kindergarten through the twelfth grade to eat at home more 
milk, butter, eggs, and raw fruits possibly instead of some of the 
meats, starchy vegetables, cooked fruits, and cereals. The Type "A" 
lunch alone in this school would not solve the nutritional problem. 
The other method for solving the problem of inadequacy within 
specific food groups would be to supply at school those foods which are 
inadequately consumed at home rather than serve the Type "A" lunch. The 
school lunch would then emphasize milk, butter or fortified substitute, 
eggs, and raw fruits. 
Food Waste 
Waste of food is a commonplace occurrence in many institutions. 
Food may be beautifully prepared and served; yet if the child does not 
eat it, he is not receiving his quota of food nutrients.  "Hidden" 
hunger may still linger.  "Waste in Individual Plates" is a short survey 
which was used in the study to check on (1) the extent to which the food 
appealed to the children and faculty and (2) the intake of the food 
nutrients by the individuals. 
The waste on plate lunches served to children of all ages was 
observed carefully by one person for a week. As the trays were returned 
to the soiled dish window, each plate was checked as to the amount of 
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waste.  The plate waste was rated as "none", "little", "some", "most", 
or "all" for each food. The most frequent amount of waste was noted 
for each food or dish. 
For each food served during the five days, the most frequent 
amount of waste was "none" (Table X).  However, in the opinion of the 
observer, there was still too much waste in general among certain grades, 
especially the lower grades and kindergarten. The food, in their case, 
was decreased in October, 194-8 below the recommended requirement for 
their age at the request of the supervisors and according to the judg- 
ment of the management.  Food waste is still a daily occurrence—with- 
out regard to the menu in most cases. No attempt was made with this 
study to uproot the underlying cause, but it is a problem which should 
be studied separately. 
Those foods in which most waste occurred were: liver loaf on AO 
per cent of the plates, carrots-raisin salad on 34 per cent, baked fish 
and green peas on 30 per cent, and glazed sweet potatoes on 26 per cent 
(Table XI). The amount of waste may have been "little", "some", "most", 
or "all" of the serving. 
The food groups in which the highest percentage of waste occurred 
were the "meats" and the "other vegetable and/or fruit". Less waste was 
evident in the categories of "starch or main vegetable", "bread", and 
"dessert". Milk was consumed with less waste than any other food; the 
highest percentage of plate waste in milk was 9 per cent. This is an 
indication that the children liked milk and would probably drink more if 
it were served in greater quantities at home. 
After having studied the amount of plate waste with the comments 
which the committee of six judges offered on the same five menus, it was 
TABLE X 
WASTE IN INDIVIDUAL PLATES 
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Dishes served Per cent of plates 
with given amount of waste 
Mode 
All Most Some Little None 
March 14, 1949 
127 plates 
Egg Salad 1 5 3 9 82 None 
Baked Potato — 5 4 4 87 None 
Fruit-vegetable salad - 7 3 6 84 None 
Buttered whole \ irheat 
bread 1 7 2 2 88 None 
Plain cake with orange 
sauce 3 2 - 2 93 None 
Milk 1 1 — 2 96 None 
March 15, 1949 
128 plates 
Baked fish 6 7 7 10 70 None 
Escalloped potatoes 6 3 4 7 80 None 
Buttered beets 3 3 4 9 81 None 
Cornbread 1 2 7 3 87 None 
Lemon pie 4 2 2 2 90 None 
Milk 2 2 5 91 None 
March 16, 1949 
140 plates 
Swedish meat balls, 
gravy- 4 2 7 86 None 
Mashed potatoes 3 4 8 84 None 
Green peas 6 8 15 70 None 
Buttered rolls 1 4 6 85 None 
Glazed apples 2 4 9 79 None 
Milk 1 — 1 4 94 None 
TABLE X  (continued) 
WASTE IN INDIVIDUAL PLATES 
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Dishes served Per cent of plates Mode 
with given amount of waste 
All Most Some Little None 
March 17, 1949 
1UU  plates 
Hot roast beef 
sandwich, gravy 8 6 1 3 82 None 
Glazed sweet potatoes 9 7 2 8 74 None 
Cabbage-pepper salad 3 7 6 6 78 None 
Buttered whole wheat 
bread 1 3 1 3 92 None 
Fruit compote 4 4 4 6 82 None 
Milk 1 1 2 1 95 None 
March 18, 1949 
129 plates 
Liver loaf, gravy- 13 12 7 8 60 None 
Buttered potatoes 4 8 1 7 80 None 
Carrots-raisin salad 6 10 7 11 66 None 
Cornbread 4 4 8 7 77 None 
Fruit bars 2 - 1 - 97 None 
Milk 1 2 1 1 95 None 
TABLE XI 
PER CENT OF PLATES ON WHICH GIVEN FOOD WAS WASTED * 
(Plate lunches served during the week of March L4-18 in the Curry Demonstration School Cafeteria) 
Food groups Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Keats Egg salad 18 Baked fish 30 Swedish 
meat balls 
gravy 
H 
1 
Hot roast 
beef 
sandwich 
18 Liver loaf, 
gravy 
40 
Starch or main 
vegetable 
Baked 
potato 
13 Escalloped 
potatoes 
20 Mashed 
potatoes 
16 Glazed 
sweet 
potatoes 
26 Buttered 
potatoes 
20 
Other vegetable 
and/or fruit 
Fruit- 
vegetable 
salad 
16 Buttered 
beets 
19 Green peas 30 Cabbage- 
pepper 
salad 
22 Carrots- 
raisin 
salad 
3U 
Bread Buttered 
whole 
wheat 
bread 
12 Cornbread 13 Buttered 
roll 
15 Buttered 
whole 
wheat 
bread 
8 Cornbread 23 
Dessert Plain cake 
with 
orange 
sauci 
7 Lemon pie 10 Glazed 
apples 
21 Fruit 
compote 
18 Fruit bars 3 
Beverage Milk U Milk 9 Milk 6 Milk 5 Milk 5 
* The portions of food wasted may have been "all",   "most",   "some",  or "little". 
.... 
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evident that little of the waste was due to lack of appetite appeal 
according to home economists. Two of the menus received no comments, 
and three menus received only one, two, and three comments each. The 
menu on which most waste occurred included liver loaf and carrots- 
raisin salad which the children apparently did not care for. Even some 
adults have not learned to tolerate particular foods due to their char- 
acteristic flavor and texture.  One judge thought that there was lack 
of harmony since liver and raisins are not too "chummy". Another judge 
agreed that it lacked harmony and suggested substituting a roll for the 
cornbread.  The judge who rated the menus, considered these menus "good". 
Apparently, the food appealed to the children from the aesthetic 
standpoint since the waste was at a minimum, for in only five foods was 
there waste on 25 per cent or more of the plates. On the whole, there 
was not enough waste to greatly affect the nutritive intake. Contin- 
uation of attractive and appealing plates and education in good food 
habits will probably be the answer to the problem of waste. Certainly 
the quantity should not be decreased to relieve the situation, for then 
the possibilities for adequate nutrition are demolished. 
Management of Labor 
Efficient, planned management of labor is necessary to prof- 
itable organizations in any field, and especially is it true in the case 
of a food center. West and Wood say that "if each unit in the organiza- 
tion is constantly related to the main purpose, it becomes apparent that 
every activity touches many departments and that there is absolute neces- 
sity for correlation and coordination."^ This statement is likewise 
U.  Bessie Brooks West and Levelle flood, Food Service in Institu- 
tions.  New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1945. P- 341. 
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true of a small three-unit kitchen such as the existing one at the Curry 
School. Each person must know his job and be able to complete his tasks 
within the time allotted. Differentiation of units prevents one em- 
ployee's getting in the path of another in motion. Duplication and 
confusion can be eliminated. 
To provide definite information concerning the function of each 
unit in the Curry kitchen and the responsibilities that each employee 
must assume, written directions were devised for the head cook, assistant 
cook, and dishwasher and general helper, respectively during the first 
few months of the school term of 1948. In developing these sheets, the 
goal was to maintain a high degree of coherence, simplicity, and spec- 
ificity. One problem in compiling the sheets evolved around the selec- 
tion of a representative title.  It was felt that the information on the 
sheets should be designed to fill the needs of the workers in each parti- 
cular situation and eventually included both a portion of the job anal- 
ysis and parts of the work sheet. Because of the fact that, according to 
West and Wood, job specification is "a summary of a job analysis, simple 
in form yet containing the essential information concerning the require- 
ments of the job and the qualifications of the worker,"5 it was decided 
to combine the contents of the sheets under the title of "job specifi- 
cation". At the beginning of the study on labor, the original "job 
specifications" were modified to provide a space permitting observa- 
tional comments on each employee.  (pp. 60 to 64). 
From the observations, conducted without the employees' know- 
ledge, the workers did not waste time (pp. 129 to 153). In several 
5. Ibid., p. 345. 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: First Cook 
SUPERVISION: The first cook is directly responsible to the manager. An 
atmosphere conducive to mutual respect and cooperation prevails in this 
relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: The first cook manipulates the 
ranee, the steam-jacketed kettle, oven, peeler, and mixing machine. She 
has at hand the cook's table, refrigerator, and the usual small equip- 
ment. The cook procures perishables from the manager daily and staples 
and cleaning supplies as needed.  All food is issued by the manager. 
WORK SCHEDULE 
8:00 - Reports to work_ 
8:30 - Checks menu  
OBSERVED: 
Checks left-overs 
Secures necessary supplies. 
Prepares soup for lunch  
8:30-11:00 - Prepares main luncheon 
dish     
Cooks vegetables for lunch_ 
Aids cook in other unit, 
if necessary  
Makes dessert, if necessary 
11:00 - Completes all food prepara- 
tion   
11:00-11:15 - Takes prepared food to 
counter  
11:15-12:30 - Replenishes counter as 
necessary  
12:30-1:00 - Eats lunch  
1:00-2:30 - Puts away left-overs. 
Helps wash pots and pans. 
Checks left-overs in other 
cook's refrigerator  
Cleans unit  
2:30 - Goes off duty. 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: Assistant Cook 
SUPERVISION: The assistant cook is directly responsible to the first 
cook and manager. An atmosphere conducive to mutual respect and co- 
operation prevails in this relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: The assistant cook manipulates 
the slicer, shredder, and all small equipment necessary for the job. 
She has at hand the vegetable sink, salad table, supply cabinet, and 
salad refrigerator. 
WORK SCHEDULE: OBSERVED 
8:00 - Reports to work_ 
8:05-8:30 - Checks menu, procures sup- 
plies for her unit and 
checks left-overs  
8:30-10:50 - Prepares vegetables for 
salad  
Prepares dessert when nec- 
essary  
Makes toast for soup_ 
Prepares bread, rolls, etc. 
Makes sandwiches  
Prepares salad  
Makes coffee  
Assists head cook if nec- 
essary  
Completes all food prepara- 
tion   
10:50-11:00 - Serves dessert 
11:00 
11*00-11130 
11:30-12:00 -  Eats 
12:00-12:40 
Sends prepared food to 
counter  
Replenishes food to coun- 
ter while head cook eats, 
etc. _____^  
Serves kindergarten  (Re- 
fills )  
12140-I:05 
1:05-2:30 - Puts away left-overs 
Finishes washing pots and 
pans  
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Cleans counter and other 
equipment in serving unit 
in dining room  
Cleans unit  
2:30 - Goes off duty_ 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: Dishwasher and General Helper 
SUPERVISION: The dishwasher and general helper is directly responsible 
to the head cook and manager. An atmosphere conducive to mutual respect 
and cooperation prevails in this relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: This employee manipulates the 
dishwasher and has at hand the bread tables. He is responsible for the 
cleaning of the dining area, which includes tables, counters, and water 
fountain, and small equipment necessary to his tasks. 
i'/ORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work_ 
OBSERVED: 
8:05-8:30 - Cleans dining room_ 
Ventilates dining room_ 
Cleans counter and service 
tables. __ 
8:30-9:30 - Arranges for serving: sil- 
ver, straws, napkins, 
sugar, trays  
Fills salt shakers when 
necessary  
Kills flies when necessary. 
Cleans storeroom when 
necessary_ 
9:30-10:30 - Peels vegetables listed on 
menu  
Arranges dishes, cups and 
saucers on counter  
10:30-10:45 - Checks water in steam 
table   
Lights gas under steam 
table  
10:45-10:50 - Puts cream on counter. 
Washes pots and pans_ 
10:50-11:20 - Eats  
11:20-1:30 - Receives dishes, stacks 
them individually. 
(Cleans up after accidents) 
u 
Washes dishes, needed for : 
immediate use, usually : 
trays, small plates, and : 
teaspoons  
Cleans all tables and 
chairs in dining area. 
1:30-2:00 - Washes all dishes, puts 
them away  
Cleans equipment_ 
2:30 - Goes off duty  
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instances they were late to work, partially due to the fact that they 
commuted and had difficulty in meeting bus schedules. Occasionally the 
workers left a few minutes early in the afternoons, but not until their 
units were cleaned and everything was in order. The days were evened 
up at the end, for at other times, the employees felt the necessity of 
remaining overtime a few minutes (without additional pay) to complete 
their tasks. 
The first cook surpassed the other workers in efficiency, pos- 
sibly due to the fact that she had had more training in the past.  More- 
over, she was alert, had high food standards, and exhibited an ability 
to work with others.  The dietitian could depend on her to relieve her 
of specific responsibilities in case of emergencies.  This employee was 
abrupt in manner occasionally, but in general accepted constructive 
criticism. She offered suggestions for improvement of the kitchen and 
its operations. 
The assistant cook was less experienced and efficient, but had a 
wonderfully cooperative spirit.  She ranked the hiphest of the three in 
the ability to work with others and to accept constructive criticisms. 
She, too, offered some suggestions but was not too alert to the situa- 
tion, yet she was dependable and had better than average food standards. 
She had a tendency to forget the time, especially her scheduled time to 
eat.  It was amazing to observe her interest in trying to measure and 
weigh accurately in an effort to keep the recipes standard—a process to 
which she had not been accustomed. 
The dishwasher and general helper was the third and only male 
employee.  His duties were routine for the most part, but in general the 
most flexible. It was necessary to revise his procedure in several 
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instances, partially because he was new to the job and could not inter- 
pret all of the directions in every case.  Once he had understood the 
directions, the dietitian could be assured that the job would be carried 
out efficiently. He demonstrated ability to work with others and ac- 
cepted constructive criticisms. Perhaps he received more criticisms 
during the observation than any other worker, but in return he showed 
more improvement than any other employee. 
Cost of Food Served 
After carefully weighing all angles of approach to cost analysis, 
it was believed that it would be impossible to ascertain an accurate 
daily per capita cost on plate lunches due to the service of plates with 
portions of four different sizes. Had the food (A. P.) been issued 
separately for each of the four sizes, such data could have been computed. 
Thus the method of issuance of raw materials determined the feasibility 
of the method used in tabulating food costs. 
An itemized food cost account for the plate lunches was procured 
from the Curry Cafeteria's daily food requisitions. After the cost of 
the food which was left over at the end of the day had been deducted, 
these figures were recorded on the blank, "Cost of Food Served" (p. 67). 
(All left-overs were used later in a different form in individual items 
not on the plate lunch.) The average cost per plate was stated, deter- 
mined by dividing the daily food cost by the total number of plates 
served. 
Of the controllable items of expenditure in the budget of the 
institutional food service, food is the largest item. The average 
expenditure for raw food is approximately 50 per cent, varying with the 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
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Dishes 
Served 
:    Ingredients :    Amount 
:    Needed 
:      Unit 
:      Price 
:    Total       : 
:    Cost         : 
•                                            s 
:                        : 
:                        : 
Total Cost   : 
Average Cost Per Plf ite* 
•Plates of three sizes: large,  medium,   small. 
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type of institution and its policies. The trend in school lunch food 
service is toward 50 per cent and above, depending upon the volume of 
business, the type of labor available, the trend in prices of food 
materials,and the amount of financial aid, if any, received.  The Curry 
Cafeteria is a self-supporting organization with a comparatively small 
volume of business. at the time of this study, salaries and wages 
amounted to fourteen dollars and seventy-three cents per day.  During 
194.8 and 194.9, food prices were high but, fortunately, appeared to be 
dropping a little during the spring.  Over 50 per cent of the receipts 
from plate lunches was used for actual food expenditures (Table XII). 
On only two days were the food costs less than 50 per cent. The food 
costs were great enough on other days to absorb the differences on these 
two days. The total expenditures for the month were within the budget. 
According to the monthly report taken from Gurry Cafeteria 
files, the figures below present the financial picture for the calendar 
month during which most of the present study was conducted: 
Food costs for plate lunches and individual 
items * 546.22 
Total operating costs   329.15 
Net profit to be used for equipment and 
improvements    4'.21 
Total 3 922.58 
Therefore when both plate lunches and individual items were considered, 
the total food cost was greater than 50 per cent of the total income. 
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TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL DAILY FOOD COSTS FOR PLATE LUNCHES WITH 
FIFTY PER CENT OF THE TOTAL DAILY RECEIPTS FROM PLATE LUNCHES 
Days Food cost Fifty per cent of 
for plate receipts from 
lunches plat e lunches 
$   18.69 * 17.25 
21.13 18.23 
18.77 18.18 
23.07 18.70 
17.36 16.98 
20.89 17.95 
24.14 20.83 
22.20 17.75 
18.78 19.10 
20.79 17.63 
18.20 17.35 
19.45 17.40 
24.94 19.48 
22.83 19.75 
15.64 17.63 
30.00 16.20 
26.72 21.35 
22.80 18.70 
23.10 19.13 
24.77 20.83 
February 28 
March 1 
March 2 
March 3 
March 4 
March 7 
March 8 
March 9 
March 10 
March 11 
March 14 
March 15 
March 16 
March 17 
March 18 
March 21 
March 22 
March 23 
March 24 
March 25 
Totals $ 434.27 $ 370.42 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
An attempt was made in this study to evaluate the school lunch 
menus used in the Curry Demonstration School of the Woman's College of 
the University of North Carolina as to attractiveness and adequacy in 
relation to the time, labor, and money available. A check list for this 
evaluation was set up and twenty typical menus served to the children 
and members of the faculty and staff as plate lunches were judged.  By 
means of a survey, the foods eaten by the children within a civen 
twenty-four hour period were determined.  Observations were made of the 
labor situation, and food costs were tabulated. 
As for time, only eight dishes were late during the period of 
twenty days.  One dish was ten minutes late; however, it was raisin cob- 
bler, a dessert, and thus did not delay the cafeteria line. No other 
dish was later than five minutes. 
As for the person responsible for food preparation, the head 
cook handled a total of fifty-five dishes whereas the assistant cook 
prepared fifty-three. The dishwasher and general helper handled ten 
dishes although food preparation was not his chief responsibility. 
Apparently the work was evenly distributed. According to the obser- 
vations, the workers were busy most of the time and managed their time 
well. In general, they followed the directions on their "job specifi- 
cations" in carrying out their daily assignment and accepted construc- 
tive criticism with the idea of learning. The number of methods of 
preparation made possible an even distribution of work among the 
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employees and was varied enough for interest.     Fifty-five per cent of 
the twenty menus required at least four methods of preparation and 30 
per cent included as many as five of the possible six methods.    The most 
frequently used methods of preparation were "steamed,   stewed,   boiled", 
"used as purchased",  and "baked,  broiled,  fried".    Those less  frequently 
used were  "raw",   "warmed",  and  "creamed". 
Food cost tabulations indicated that over 50 per cent of the 
receipts from the plate lunches served on the twenty days of the study 
was used  for actual  food expenditures.     Furthermore,  the total expendi- 
tures for the calendar month were within the budget. 
Menus must be attractive to appeal to even the youngest patron 
of a food service institution.    To secure attractiveness,  four aesthetic 
requirements—variety,  harmony,   contrast,  and balance—are essential. 
In general,   there was variety from day to day and from week to 
week in the dishes  served in the Curry Cafeteria.     Only one meat was 
served twice—meat loaf—at the request of a group of the children who 
consider this dish a favorite.    None of the dishes in the  "starch or 
main vegetable" or the "other vegetable and/or fruit" groups were re- 
peated more than four times;  and only mashed potatoes were repeated on 
the same  day—Tuesday of the second and fourth weeks.    The service of 
breads was limited to three kinds due to the kitchen set-up and the 
volume of business at the time of the  study;  however,  there was variety 
from day to day,  except once where the week-end separated the two con- 
secutive days.     No dessert was repeated on any menu.    Milk was the only 
beverage  served in order to meet the standards for adequacy. 
Variety in menus was checked for the five food characteristics- 
color,  flavor,   form   (A.  P.),   shape,  and texture.     There was sufficient 
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variety in both (l) the number of characteristics and (2) the particular 
characteristics present in the twenty menus.  For example, 60 per cent 
of the menus had as many as four colors; the following colors were used 
in 80 per cent or more of the menus: tan-brown, white-cream, preen, and 
yellow-red.  The methods of preparation were varied enough to afford 
appetite appeal, since 85 per cent of the menus included four or more 
methods of preparation. 
Harmony, contrast, and balance were subjective requirements 
which could not be merely checked on the check list. A committee of 
six judges studied the menus and offered critical comments. One other 
judpe preferred to rate the menus as tc the presence of the aesthetic 
requirements.  The characteristic "texture" on the menus received the 
largest number of critical comments from the committee of six judges 
although it received the highest rating by the one judge. 
HARMONY, CONTRAST, AND BALANCE IN THE TWENTY KENUS 
Five Number of menus Number of menus 
characteristics receiving criti- rated excellent or rood 
cal comments from by one judge 
one to six judges 
on the committee Harmony Contrast Balance All 
Texture 10 18 u 12 U 
Flavor 8 15 11 11 37 
Color 7 12 10 10 32 
Shape 7 16 12 12 40 
Form, A. P. 3 15 10 9 iU 
* The three aesthetic requirements; variety is discussed elsewhere. 
"Form" received the least number of critical comments from the committee 
of six judges but was rated low by the one judge. Comparison of the 
amount of plate waste with the comments which the committee of six judges 
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offered on the same five menus indicated that little of the waste was 
due to lack of appetite appeal according to the home economists. Plate 
waste was high for foods which the children did not particularly like. 
In only five foods—liver loaf, carrots-raisin salad, baked fish, green 
peas, and glazed sweet potatoes—was there waste on 25 per cent or more 
of the plates. The seven judees did not agree with each other or with 
the children's tastes. However, they did seem to indicate that the 
menus, on the whole, were good—not excellent—in harmony, contrast, and 
balance in the five characteristics of color, flavor, form (A. P.), 
shape, and texture.  From 10 to 17 menus received no critical comments 
on any one characteristic by the committee of six judees; 9 to 18 menus 
were rated excellent or pood by the one judge on the various characteris- 
tics. 
The menus which received no critical comments on harmony, con- 
trast, and balance from the committee of six judges were: 
March 1, 1949 
Corned Beef Hash 
Buttered Corn 
Mixed Vegetable Salad 
Buttered Whole ;Jheat Bread 
Applesauce 
Milk 
March H,  19-49 
Egg Salad 
Baked Potato 
Fruit-Vegetable Salad 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Plain Cake with Orange  Sauce 
Milk 
March 17, 1949 
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich, Gravy 
Glazed Sweet Potatoes 
Cabbage-Pepper Salad 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Fruit Compote 
Milk 
n 
March 24, 1949 
Beef Stew 
Buttered Potatoes 
Cole Slaw 
Buttered Roll 
Orange 
Milk 
The four menus which received from five to seven critical com- 
ments on these aesthetic requirements from the committee of six judges 
were: 
March 2, 1949 
Fish Patties 
Buttered Potatoes 
Carrots-Raisin Salad 
Cornbread 
Dried Peaches 
Milk 
March 3, 1949 
Meat Loaf, Gravy 
Mashed Potatoes 
Green Peas 
Buttered Roll 
Gingerbread 
Milk 
March 7, 1949 
Ham Salad 
Buttered Potatoes 
Green Peas 
Buttered Whole Wheat Bread 
Apple Cobbler 
Milk 
March 11, 1949 
Salmon Loaf 
Creamed Potatoes 
Buttered Carrots 
Cornbread 
Lemon Custard 
Milk 
The menu rated highest on harmony, contrast, and balance by the 
one judge was: 
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March 9, 1949 
Braised Liver 
Buttered Corn 
Shredded  Lettuce 
Buttered Whole Wheat  Bread 
Spiced Peaches 
Milk 
The menu rated lowest on these aesthetic requirements by the 
one judge was that  of March third which received six critical comments 
from the committee of six judges. 
So far as adequacy was concerned, the three food groups which 
need attention are: milk, butter or fortified substitute, and meat or 
meat substitute. 
ADEQUACY IN TWENTY SCHOOL LUi.CH KINDS AND IN FOODS EATEN AT HOME 
IN A TWENTY-FOUR HOUR PERIOD 
Food Percentage Percentage of pupils for whom the 
groups of menus which number of servings ee ten compared 
met the require- with A Guide to Good Eatinp were: 
ments of the 
National School Less than Same as More than 
Lunch Act standard by standard standard by 
Fruit and/or 
vegetable 100 5 20 75 
Bread, enriched 100 7 17 76 
Milk 100 §0 16 u 
Butter or 
fortified 
substitute 45 Z4 10 16 
Meat, fish, 
cheese, or 
poultry 25 5 26 69 
Although only 25 per cent of the plate lunch menus included a 
large enough quantity of meat or meat substitute to meet the School 
Lunch Act requirement,   only 5 per  cent of the children ate fewer 
servings  in twenty-four hours than are required by A Guide to Good Eating 
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and about 70 per cent ate more than the required number of servings. 
Since 95 per cent of the children ate enough meat or meat substitute 
and since they tend to eat meat rather than eggs and meat substitutes 
at home, it would seem advisable to serve these more frequently on the 
plate lunch instead of meat and not be concerned about the size of the 
servings on the plate lunch. 
Almost half of the plate lunch menus did not meet the School 
Lunch Act requirement in the quantity of butter or fortified substitute, 
and approximately three fourths of the children lacked the standard 
number of servings in twenty-four hours. Thus the amount of butter or 
fortified substitute should be increased both at school and at home. 
Although the plate lunch menus met the National School Lunch 
Act requirement for the quantity of milk, 80 per cent of the children 
did not drink enough milk in the twenty-four hours. In addition to the 
service of one glassful of milk per meal, the inclusion of more milk in 
combination with other foods both at school and at home or a possible 
in-between-meal serving of milk or milk product is recommended. During 
the five days the waste was checked at school, milk was wasted by only 
U  to 9 per cent of the pupils which indicates that the children like 
milk and would drink more at home if it were only served to them. 
On the whole there was not enough plate waste to greatly affect 
the nutritional intake, for actually in only five foods was there waste 
on 25 per cent or more of the plates. 
The plate lunch menus were planned to be prepared with the 
available time, labor, and money. They were varied and were rated good 
on harmony, contrast, and balance. They were adequate except for the 
quantity of butter or fortified substitute served. However, if the Curry 
• 
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children are to have adequate diets, either an adequate plate lunch at 
school should be accompanied by an educational program to increase the 
use of butter or fortified substitute, milk, and eggs at home or the 
plate lunch should be modified to supplement the foods eaten at home 
rather than meet the National School Lunch Act requirements. 
The following techniques or methods proved satisfactory in this 
study but would, of course, have to be modified to fit the needs of 
another institution: 
1. The blank, "Variety in Foods Served", used in 
determining variety in dishes from day to day 
and from week to week. 
2. The "job specification" sheets, used in observing 
the employees on the job. 
3. The tabulations, used in determining daily and 
monthly food costs. 
One technique which the writer felt could be improved upon was 
the "Check List for Evaluation of School Lunch Menus". Suggested 
improvements are: 
1. Harmony, contrast, and balance should be omitted, for 
no objective method for checking these aesthetic 
requirements could be devised. 
2. A space should be provided for staples under Form, A. 
P. In this study any staple was checked in the space 
allowed for "fresh, cooked". 
3. Perhaps a new term should be added to the check list 
since a question was presented as where to check a 
slice of liver in considering shape. In the present 
study liver was marked "whole". 
L.  The word "stripped" under Shape might be changed to 
"cut in strips", since the terminology was questioned. 
5. The differentiation of textures, especially "coarse" 
and "crisp", should be reconsidered for another 
situation. Some persons thought raw salads should be 
classified "crisp" rather than "coarse". 
In validating this check list the writer would recommend the use of it 
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for one week, the tabulation and examination of results, and the re- 
vision of the check list, repeating these three processes as often as 
necessary. 
Three problems in this particular school were pointed out by 
the present study which need detailed study. 
The survey of "Foods Eaten in Twenty-Four Hour Period" could 
well be conducted with closer supervision and at intervals interspersed 
with units in a correlated nutritional education program designed to 
encourage good food habits on the part of the pupils in each grade and 
their parents.  Modification of the school lunch to supplement the foods 
eaten at home may be necessary. 
Observation of plate waste, subjective as it was, proved satis- 
factory in this study, since waste for the whole school was not great. 
However, the writer felt that possibly the greatest waste was on the 
plates of the children of the kindergarten and the lower grades. This 
suggests a subjective study of the food waste on the plates of children 
in different grades, followed by a more objective study of the size of 
servings and plate waste for the particular grades where waste is 
greatest. 
In the present study the aesthetic requirements of harmony, con- 
trast, and balance were measured subjectively.  The children, the most 
important group of all, were not given the opportunity to express their 
ideas on this subject. They might be asked to state food likes and dis- 
likes within the food groups in which there were indications of inad- 
equacy and suggest particular dishes which could be served on the school 
lunch plate.  They might even be asked to suggest their favorite com- 
binations of dishes. Thus one could develop menus which are adequate 
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and attractive according to the children and can be prepared with the 
available time, labor, and money. 
" 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
                             ■     1 
Factors  to Consider :        Dishes to Be Served   F*bnta.r</   28 . 13*9 
• 3*w    '• 9/UM4 
'  /.usychoorv S<4J*G6 
: Loaf          '• 7*ota.to*£ 
'• CahSaper Bu.it*rad. ''   A'.n/sm 
X Cobhler 
Milk,    '• 
Harmony,   contrast, 
variety, balance 
Color 
Green 
i 
:     f 
E 
: X x            : 
Purple 
Tan-brown :     >s :      >s :     ^ 
White-cream y     : 
Yellow-red :      • 
Flavor 
Bland :      • S        X 
Salty s 
Strong :      s 
Sweet • V 
Tart : 
Form,  A.  P. 
Baked x S 
Canned • 
Dried v 
Fresh 
Cooked • V 
Uncooked S \S      X 
Frozen                          i 
Shape 
Fluid *s        X 
Mixed 
Mound,  round,            . 
whole,   square fr*Ao/« 7£ou.r*o{ *Sou.nrt. 
Stripped, diced,     : 
shredded,  grated, : 
in pieces ih.zsdsisd. 
X 
Texture                              : 
Coarse                        : V *s 
Crisp • 
Firm                              | • 
Fluid                            : V       X 
Smooth                          : \S         , V 
Soft                              | 
Method of preparation       : 
Baked,  broiled,  fried: £*&*£ i &*.A.e<{ • 
X X 
BoAad    '■ 
Creamed                              : 
JWMW— 
Raw v       , 
Steamed,   stewed,            s 
boiled                              : Steamed'' St&ajn&dl 
Used as purchased         t               | x     v     : 
. Warmed                               . :     .„,,   ,,: •s •   -        -* 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,  Continued 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to Be Served. Fe-bru^ru  28. /943              \ 
■■linked       i dlazeai • Cahbmf*- 
r———  
BuZter*& Kaisin. M.ilk.    « 
: /.oaf         : 'FbtatotA 
fto// Cobbtor t             : 
r 
Person responsible for t 
preparation I             : 
Head Cook V • t V 
Assistant Cook 
Dishwasher 
:      v :     • :     s 
Time served •   11 zo 11   ZO :   it zo 11 zo 11:30 11: ZO   . 
Adequacy 
Quantity Total i               : ' 
required by quan- :             : 
the National     : tity : i             : 
School Lunch served :             : 
Act1 per :                : ■                           • »                           • 
person : :             : 
Meat,   fish, : 1             : 
oheese or   • tuncA*** : 
poultry ..<>,<.,' i             : 
(2 oz.); Hex.. i*ox :             : 
egg (l);    i :             : 
legumes !             : 
(£c);       I : 
peanut : 
butter         i : 
do.)         ■ 
Fruit and/: ^5t*«etf 6V«c.i H+/s/ns 
or vege- 
Ji- 
ii e. 
Potato** PffXT- +*. 
table           : 4-c CaljhMf 
(3/L c)     1 
J. 
J c 
Bread,   en-: Cru.it 
riched         I 1* 1 * 
(1 serving) 
Milk             : t* :                :               i :                : **\ 
Butter or   : 
fortified   : 
substitute: 
Ztsp * top-   j 
&4fp. '• 4     tsp 
(2 tsp.)     :  -r 
1.  Stewart,  Jean J.  and Edwards,  Alice L.    Foods Production, 
Marketing.  Consumption.     New York:    Prentice-Hall,  Inc.,  1948.    pp.   52-53. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors  to Consider 
I 
:         Dishes to Be Served MarcA.    1.    13+3              \ 
'■BuXtaTtctlMuLed 
: Corn.        - Ve^We 
'. Bu-timrea. 
'■WkoJoHtu* 
!  A.ppla- ■ M^/A.     : 
Harmony,   contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
1 
t 
:            : 
Purple 
Tan-brown :     v :     i/ 
White-cream :      <s '■   .V    1 
Yellow-red :     f 
Flavor 
Bland 
i 
•      v V .     •     : 
Salty V 
Strong :      v/ 
Sweet \S 
Tart 
Form, A.   P. 
Baked * 
Canned <s *- v^ 
Dried 
Fresh 
Cooked 
Uncooked ■/ v       '. 
Frozen 
Shape 
Fluid v-      : 
Mixed • 
Mound,  round, 
whole,   square MountL ■S<iu.ar*. (VlounJ. 
Stripped, diced, 
shredded,  grated, 
in pieces                ! In. P/ec*s 
! 
w           " 
: 
Texture 
Coarse V v^ 
Crisp 
Firm 
Fluid •      : 
Smooth                          s V \< 
Soft </ : 
Method of preparation       : 
Baked,   broiled,   fried: 
i i 1 
• 
: 
Creamed                               : v        : 
Raw ^ 
Steamed,   stewed,            : 
boiled                               : Bo/fed   : . 
Used as purchased :                : •      :     v •     : 
Warmed                                 : :               j » 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS, Continued 
Factors to Consider :     .  Dishes to  Be.Served. -Mamk I , JgftS 
' CornmJ ''Bcdtere.<£' M-iz-ed     :-Buiter*d. • Aflo/e - MJ/A.    1 
'•Btef '• CoW        : VeM.iakk}V<hoh WK*t    sact.ce 
i^SdJaL    :Bre*d     : '■Hash. 
Person responsible for :               :               :               : 
preparation                            J                :               :               * 
Head Cook :      v :      </ 
Assistant Cook :     • • :       • 
Dishwasher 
Time served I   JJ3.0 .  11: ZO t  113.0 :  11: ZO •   11   iO 11:2.0 : 
Adequacy 
:                 : 
•                 • 
Quantity             .-Total '.:::: 
required by       :quan- it:  : 
the National     :tity :                :               :               :               : 
School Lunch     :served :                :               :               : 
Act1                      :per :              :              :              :              : 
:person :                :               :               : 
Meat,  fish,: 
oheese or  : Beef 
poultry       : (Beef 
(2 oz.);     : Hash) 
egg   (1);     x   1 ox. 1 ox 
legumes       : : 
(ie.)l      : :               :               :               : 
peanut         : :               : 
butter         : : 
(i c.)         : 
Fruit and/: 
or vege-     l   ■% Corn, VeoetahUt Apple - 
table           : S     C. ■3   C. 
Sauce, 
(3/4. c.)     : **■ 
Bread,   en-:             l 
riched         :    / 1         i 
(1 serving): 
Milk             :    /      +: VJHii*.        t ±M\ Or pt.)       :   *-"*• 1 i3ac&c« "*■ • : 
Butter or   :             1 
fortified   :  z u   : 
substitute:        J/°': +         <**p     , t±4*\ 
(2tsp.)     :           .j  -i 
1. Stewart, Jean J. and Edwards, Alice L.  Foods Production, 
Marketing. Consumption. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948. pp. 52-53. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider 
I 
:         Dishes to Be Served AZarcA   Z. lSfS • 
\Fiih '•Buttartd : Carrois- 
-.Pctaioas lKa,ai*v 
t               •..■■*ud 
Cornh>**d 1 Dr/td. 
1 Peaches 
■ MIL    '■ 
Harmony,  contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
i 
1 
I 
t            : 
:            : 
Purple 
Tan-brown :     • • 
White-cream V :    •      : 
Yellow-red :     </ •      V 
Flavor 
Bland l        V • •      : 
Salty • 
Strong 
Sweet \S S 
Tart 
Form,  A.  P. 
Baked 
: 
: 
: 
: 
Canned • 
Dried • • 
Fresh 
Cooked 1/ • 
Uncooked V •     : 
Frozen                          i >s 
Shape 
Fluid y 
Mixed • 
Mound,  round,           s 
whole,   square itouni Whol* Jvuare. 
Stripped, diced,     : 
shredded,  grated,: 
in pieces               : 
J 
TJt-T  ..IB _ 
1 i 
In. P>scs4_ 
: 
Texture                              : 
Coarse                          : v       : </       : 
Crisp                            : 
Firm                              | S 
Fluid                            : S     : 
Smooth                          : >S        : 
Soft                              | •        : : 
Method of preparation       s 
Baked,  broiled,  fried: $aAe.d      : A"W    : 
Creamed 
Raw i/        : 
Steamed,  stewed,           : 
boiled                              : •Steamed l Mmtumd t 
Used as purchased         | •      : 
Warmed                                :  1 .... i. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS, Continued 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to Be Served. Hare A Z.194S 
: F,ih.          XBuHertd • Carrot*- XCornbroad ! Dr,e.d rnJtk   : 
'.Pities     '.Voiatots 
:Sa/*d 
'• PeacAes. 
Person responsible for :                : i \ : t            : 
preparation : X i             : 
Head Cook :      s :      • :      <s 
Assistant Cook :      s :       s       :              : 
Dishwasher :      v' 
Time served : 1/.S.O :    /t zo :   ll:XO •    J/ZO : JJ.-XO 11 :2.0: 
Adequacy 
Quantity :Total :               : ! : : 
required by : quan- :              : ft 1 1 : : 
the National tity >                                • : i : 
School  Lunch :served !                : t '. • • 
Act1 :per :                : : : : 
:person : : ! : 
Meat,  fish »: t               : : 
oheese or t : 
poultry • • F/sh. £r? • • 
(2  oz.); :  2 oz 2, ox. Pbcude-r : 
egg (l); X e7f    „ 
-t • • 
legumes • ZWafer • 
(i c); : : 
peanut : : 
butter • 
a c) 
Fruit and/ 
or vege- :  JL    * On/orts Vo6aio*& Carrods/. Pe&ches 
table ,    /Ac. y-        • 3    C. fta/'s/fzs: 
(3/4. c.) • j  c        !  i 
Bread,   en- : 
riched :    1+     ; Crumbs, 1           ! 
(1  servirg 1!            I 
■/ 
Milk 
(i Pt.) 
:                : 
: 
Milk 
*               , : t^.; 
Butter or :              : 
fortified :    tttapA ? isP : 
-3-   j 4-  tsp    ! 
substitute :              i 
(2  tsp.) :              : 
1. Stewart, Jean J. and Edwards, Alice L. Foods Production, 
Marketing. Consumption. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948. pp. 52-53. 
CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors  to Consider Dishes to Be Served     March 3   19* SL l 
'• Mi/A.    : XJ^—t 
: Grjvu 
: Plashed 
: Potato** 
'    Grmtn. 
I Ho//          :     hre*CL 
• 
Harmony,   contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
.         r' 1 
;     ^ 
: 
• • 
: 
: :            : 
Purple 
Tan-brown :      s :     K :      S 
White-cream ^ S    : 
Yellow-red 
Flavor 
Bland l^ •     v </ S      : 
Salty :      • 
Strong 
Sweet :      v 
Tart 
Form,  A.  P. 
Baked S 
Canned !       V 
Dried 
Fresh 
Cooked *       \ s s 
Uncooked </ 
Frozen 
Shape 
Fluid ^     : 
Mixed 
Mound,  round, 
whole,  square         i •Soud re    '• Moc„d Rou.n<L •^ou+rt 
Stripped, diced,     : 
shredded,   grated,I 
in pieces 
/ 
f"-J3k&£i- 
J             . 
Texture                              : 
Coarse                          : 
Crisp                            i 
Firm <S      : f'      : 
Fluid                            : ^     : 
Smooth                          t •       : ^ \s      : 
Soft                               : 
Method of preparation       : 
Baked,  broiled,   fried: SaAod   • #a.Av± \ 
: 
Creamed 
Raw                                       : 
Steamed,  stewed,            i 
boiled                              s stgamjtii. fl*/<W : 
Used as purchased _i/     1 
Warmed                 .   .           : s      : __ £ 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,  Continued 
Factors to Consider Dishes to B« i Served. M.».Tch 3X 19+$ 
AZM* l*la.shetL : Greets Butter»£. G/neer- Milk    •• 
ix«y. Pot/ttoew fma.% no// bread 
Sw»y : 
r  " . 
Person responsible for :              : : 
preparation i : 
Head Cook %/ •       S :      v 
Assistant Cook 
Dishwasher 
S S 
• 
Time served 11Z.O 11:3.0 ■     1JZO 11   XO 11   zo U:ZO\ 
Adequacy 
Quantity- Total \              :              : : : 
required by quan- : 2 : 
the National tity :                : : : 
School  Lunch served :               : : : 
Act1 per :                : : :            : 
person : : :            : 
Meat,  fish : !             : 
oheese or Beef : 
poultry 1* ox. /t oz 
(2 oz.); £r? £?f 
egg  (1); 7-bwate-r- Fbccdcr 
legumes t :    r- 
(io.)i :                : 
peanut : : :            : 
butter 2 
(i c) 
Fruit and/ 
or vege- S      ** Onions fbto.toos ^dJ : 
table c c 7ofna to e <. 3. C. ■3 c : 
(3/L c.) + 
Bread,  en- Qt'nQ^r- 
hrcad. riched 1 ** Crumbs l 
fl   servin?):              1 f- 
Milk 
li_pt.) iPt * Al/7/fc *  a. pi. . 
Butter or 
fortified J-   j U.     t    fc li 6afi 
substitute •*•*•*»■ *■  cap a.   Cap- 
(2 tap.) 
1.  Stewart,   Jean J.  and Edwards,  Alice L.    Foods Production, 
Marketing.  Consumption.    New York:    Prentice-Hall,  Inc.,  1948.    pp.   52-53. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider :        Dishes to  Be Served      Marcft,   +. 19+9          \ 
'-FranXa    iBaAud.     '•Cabbaae-'SiUlt.ttjL'.C/iecoUie. 
lOrmd/m.   :                  '«S*M.      : Bread      i            J 
•• AZ//4    : 
Harmony,   contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
: 
l 
t 
• 
: 
:      • 
1 
! 
1 
■ 
: 
Purple 
Tan-brown :    V :     • :      s :      S 
White-cream :     •    : 
Yellow-red :      • 
Flavor 
Bland 
1 
:     v y 
x             t            : 
Salty :     • :              1 
Strong • 
Sweet • 
Tart 
Form, A.   P. 
Baked 
: 
: • 
Canned 
Dried S 
Fresh 
Cooked V • 
Uncooked • </     : 
Frozen 
Shape 
Fluid v •     : 
Mixed v/ 
Mound,  round, 
whole,  square WhoSe, WWe. ^fMflt ruusxt 
• 
Stripped,  diced, 
shredded,  grated, 
in pieces 
/ • 
: 
Texture 
Coarse y 
Crisp 
Firm *~ 
Fluid f     : 
Smooth •           ! s 
Soft V 
Method of preparation       ! 
Baked,   broiled,  fried: £?jcexL     '• 
\ 
! 1 ! : 
Creamed iS I 
Raw V : 
Steamed,  stewed,            J 
boiled                              : Qo,£a.<^    '• 'Steamed ■Boiie^   • 
Used as purchased         : j S         i s     : 
Warmed                                : '•   .  ? 1  i 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS, Continued 
Factors to Consider Dishes to Be Served M*rcA   ±J3A&             ': 
: FranAa : BaA.ec/    : CmAbmtje^BuAtered.'-Chocola.ie} Hitk      '• 
: J^. '• Potato*.*-Ipp/e.       '•VheltMiU&Puddin*  '• 
\4fttoL   'Qrt**.    '             • 
Person responsible for :::::: 
preparation :              :              : 
Head Cook :      v :      • 
Assistant Cook :      • :      *■ '.        v-          '.                   \ 
Dishwasher 
Time served :  ltzo :   itzo :   U.-xo :   fJ-*-° :    it  zo:   i/zo: 
Adequacy 
Quantity             :Total t               : :               :             : 
required by       :quan- :               :             : 
the National     :tity :               :             : 
School  Lunch     :served :               :             : 
Act1                      :per :               :                :                :             : 
:person :               :                :             : 
Meat,  fish,: Frtnkt :                :                :             : 
oheese or  :  l±ox. 1 3. oz. : 
poultry       : Cheese. !                :             : 
(2 oz.);     : t :             : 
egg   (1);     : :             : 
legumes       : •                           • «                           • 
(|c.)i       :              1 :              :              :            : 
peanut         :              s :                : 
butter         :             : 
(i c.)         :              : 
Fruit and/:              1 
or vege-     :              : Potatoes Caeaaae., 
table           :   f c.    : ±c     : Apples :             : 
(3/4 cf)     :   ,      ,    : ~a c 
Bread, en-:            : 
riched         :     l / 
(1  servir^):             | 
Milk             :   j.   /': Milk.   :                :                :                : AZ/66   :   .         : 
f* pt.)       :   *^   : *•       . 
Butter or :            : 
fortified  :              : 
substitute: 1 i *y>: 1   t-Sfi      • + top.   . / t tap.. 
(2tsp.)     :        ,.,..: '                 ' 
1. Stewart, Jean J. and Edwards, Alice L. Foods Production, 
Marketing. Consumption. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948. pp. 52-53. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to Be Served Aia.rc/1   7; 1949 
•  //a/71. 
: ■Sm/a.d 
• Gret-n. 
' Pe*a 
• BuAiertxt'-  Apple. 
■ ltl/tva/e Hf/xjt CobbUr 
.Bread.        '. 
: M.,ik    : 
Harmony,  contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
1 
:      • 
1 : : 
Purple 
Tan-brown :     •" :      y :      y 
White-cream :     •" :    </     : 
Yellow-red 
Flavor 
Bland :     y :     S s s    y     : 
Salty s 
Strong 
Sweet y 
Tart 
Form, A.   P. 
Baked y 
Canned y y 
Dried y 
Fresh 
Cooked y s 
Uncooked /     : 
Frozen 
Shape                                  i 
Fluid y     • 
Mixed 
Mound,   round,            : 
whole,   square Wound Whole. •JfoLare. IfipuAKfe 
Stripped,  diced,     : 
shredded,  grated,; 
in pieces                : 
i 
ff 1 
i : 
Texture 
Coarse                          | y       : 
Crisp ►^ : 
Firm                              | y 
Fluid                            : *   ■ 
Smooth                          : y      •• y 
Soft                              : Kl        ' 
Method of preparation       : 
Baked,  broiled,  fried: 
1 
MA&AXU 
Creamed                              t 
Raw : 
Steamed,   stewed,            t 
boiled                              | •54z*rn~,£ ■AO/SCAL   •■ c 
Used as purchased         : y         : •                 : >/         '• y     : 
.    .Warmed                                 | : „__-»-. —  ..J.                     -1 — _, i 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,  Continued 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to Be Served. March    7, 19*9 
: Mam. IBccttered'. Green, '•Better**,'. Apple, '•Milk  : 
•.SaUd. : 7l.4a.6oes I Vaaa '■H/io/e )faik CohA/er 
•Sre^uZ      I 
Person responsible for '.               : i             : 
preparation :               :             : 
Head Cook :      K- :     S :     S :      v* 
Assistant Cook :      v :       •s :     >^ 
Dishwasher :     s 
Time served :   ll:2.o 
! 
,   11: ZO :   11:3.0 !   11: 3,0 ;    Jl: J.O :  ttsxox 
Adequacy : 
Quantity             :Total : * 1 :               :             : 
required by       :quan- : :                :               :             : 
the National     :tity ■ • :               :             : 
School Lunch     tserved : :               :             : 
Act1                      :per : 1                :               :             : 
:person : (ft: 
Meat,  fish,:  ,.     *• 
oheese or  t 
ySp/ce*/ : :               :             : 
//am. 1 :               :              : 
poultry       : It 01. :               :             : 
(2 oz.);     : S??3 
1 :               :             : 
egg (1);     : t : :               :             : 
legumes       : : : 
(i c);       : : : 
peanut         : : : 
butter         : 
(i- c,)         : 
Fruit and/:             i 
or vege-     : M.    t '• KoAMa : Fotaioci    &eas      S /tpf>/es 
table           : "■'■    1 
(3/Lc.)     :             l 
*■         , 
3 C 
_/_       1 
3 c. f-c. 
Bread,   en-:              1 
riched         '•   1 *     ! :               : 1 Crocst   ; 
(l  serving):             : :               : 
Milk             :     .        : *M\ (i Pt.)       :    */»*« 
Butter or   :             : 
fortified   :             : /             • .        s 
substitute:       3/°' : 1   t*f>      . *   tap.  . * *V~i 
(2 tso.)     :             :  .1 .. f 
1.  Stewart,   Jean J.  and Edwards,  Alice L.     Foods  Production, 
Marketing.  Consumption.    New York:    Prentice-Hall,  Inc.,  1948.    pp.   52-53, 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors  to Consider Dishes to  Be Served mm^^rcA,  8, IMA 
H*mhu.rytS. AZaj/t&t  :  Co/c 
Pitt!**, 
Grave 
Potatoes', ~S/_ 
/VUU. 
Harmony,   contrast, 
variety,   balance 
Color 
Green 
! 
1 
i    • 
t 
r 
t 
1 
:             : 
Purple :      S 
Tati-brown :     • ;      • 
White-cream • •     •      : 
Yellow-red 
Flavor 
Bland 
l 
,< •     : 
Salty • 
Strong • 
Sweet y/ 
Tart 
Form, A.  P. 
Baked * 
Canned s 
Dried 
Fresh 
Cooked • / 
Uncooked </ •     : 
Frozen 
Shape 
Fluid •      : 
Mixed 
Mound,   round, 
whole,   square noaia MAUMA ~fto<u.n<L Whole 
Stripped,  diced, 
shredded,  grated, 
in pieces Shredded 
: 
: 
Texture 
Coarse *s 
Crisp 
Firm Y" • 
Fluid s     : 
Smooth ^.   . • v 
Soft 
Method of preparation 
Baked,   broiled,   fried •^c*   : 
1 
1 : 
Creamed 
Raw .   *    :• i 
Steamed,   stewed,            i 
boiled ~3tc4mad: 
Used as purchased V* /     : 
Warmed                                 : }   '    '• _a, i 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS, Continued 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to Be Served. /n*r*A,   a. IMS               ] 
'•Hamburger •"Lashed. 1 Co^e. :&u.Ui irad • 7*ra.n& : Mdlk   '• 
'•Tkttit, '■7h£a£oG3 " «S/«tc '•7U.ll '• P/u.m.3 1                ; 
iGnaMrf : I                I 
Person responsible for 
/ 
: l : I 
preparation : : :             : 
Head Cook :      «< :       •" 
Assistant Cook :      • :      S • 
Dishwasher :     y 
Time served : //   zo :   U.-At :    // zo :   //• ZO :    //ZO : //zo: 
Adequacy t ! :             : 
Quantity             :Total '. : • 
required by       :quan- ' : l :             : 
the National     :tity • : • :            : 
School Lunch     : served : • • :             : 
Act1                      :per i 1 :             : 
:person 1 . :             : 
Meat,  fish,: B*ef :             : 
oheese or   : 1± •*.' 1 A.   OX.. : 
poultry       : Eff :             : 
(2 oz.);     : Tourdcr- » :             : 
egg  (1);     : + :             : 
legumes       : :             : 
(io.)j       : :             : 
peanut         : :             : 
butter         : 
(i c.)         : 
Fruit and/:              : 
or vege-     :  # e* J On/ona ! 7b6a6oeS CahbaQ* FYtcms 
table           :              : *          j *e.     1 ■fa       ■ *■ c. 
(3/ic)     :              : 
Bread,  en-:              : 
riched         :    / •*    : Cru.rn.iba, 1 
(1 serving):             : 
Milk             :    ,      f: 
(* ot.)        :   ***■ 1 
/"Lilk.    • 
+■       : tpi\ 
Butter or   :              : 
fortified   '•   ,J,    • 
substitute:    *   /"': 
-*■ j      • ■f tsf>. li isp' 
(2 tsp.)     :              : ., ,,- : 
1. Stewart, Jean J. and Edwards, Alice L.  Foods Production, 
Marketing. Consumption.  New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948. pp. 52-53. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to  Be Served M*r^h.3.1949              \ 
• Ba.ttc.reji 
* Corn, 
Harmony,  contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
:              t              :              :            : 
;                             :              :            : 
:               :               :               :             : 
:     •     {              :              :            : 
Purple It.            ; 
Tan-brown :     S \/ 
White-cream :     S     : 
Yellow-red :      • :       i/ 
Flavor 
Bland :     i/ :     ^ \      </ :    S     I 
Salty 
Strong ^ 
Sweet V t 
Tart 
Form, A.   P. 
Baked S 
Canned S    . </ 
Dried 
Fresh 
Cooked ^ 
Uncooked </ :      S     : 
Frozen 
Shape 
Fluid s     : 
Mixed 
Mound,  round, 
whole,   square Roix.ncL iSouarz 
Stripped,  diced,     : 
shredded,  grated, 
in pieces 
i 
In. Sects 
6 
In. P,ects 
Texture 
Coarse                          : ^ V 
Cri3p 
Firm S S 
Fluid ■/     •• 
Smooth                          | • 
Soft                               | 
Method of preparation       s 
Baked,  broiled,  fried: 
:               l 
Frie,tL       5                   ! 
:               i 
:               I 
Creamed                               r i 
Raw s        : 
Steamed,   stewed,            : 
boiled                               : BsUisisL '■ 
Used as  purchased         : •         : s     : 
... _ Warmed V  * 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,  Continued 
Factors  to Consider :        Dishes to Be Served. MurcA, S, J-94S . 
: 3ra /»e*£ '• B^rieredl^SHredded'- Su.6tered.\ •J/OJc«<f /viiu.   : 
: i/Ve<- iCcrn. 
•.Bread      : 
Person responsible for I                :               : i             : 
preparation :               : 
Head Cook :       • :       «^ 
Assistant Cook ►^ :    s :    s 
Dishwasher 
Time served ■     11   iO :   ii zo :   JJIAO //.ao :    tl:a.t> 11 3,0: 
Adequacy 
Quantity             : Total :              :              : :             : 
required by       :quan- :               :               : :             : 
the National     :tity :                :               : :              : 
School  Lunch     :served :               : :             : 
Act1                      :per :                :                : :             : 
:person :               : •                           • t                           • 
Meat,   fish,: Liver :               : :             : 
oheese or  :  A**- Xoz. :              :              : : 
poultry       : :              : :             : 
(2 oz.);     : :               :               : :             : 
egg (l);    I :               :               : :             : 
legumes       : :                :               : :             : 
(}c);       : :               : :             : 
peanut         : : :             : 
butter         : 
do.)         : 
Fruit and/:       _ . Omens 
or vege-     :-c Carrots t, Corn. 
i-c. 
Peacnet 
to. table           : Tom*toti      ■ c- 
(3A c)     : u       ,   .,       * 
Bread,   en-: 
/ riched         :    *       . 
(1  serving): 
Milk             :    j_    . 
(y-Dt.)       :    */"*• 
ifd\ 
-i-_ ■JKJM   fc- ■■■ m——-■ — - ™^- 
Butter or   :             J 
fortified  :             : 
substitute: 1 *&»/*. 
(2 tap,)     ,:    1 
i-6^.. litsp,. 
_ ,   ,.M. 1 
1.   Stewart,  Jean J.  and Edwards,  Alice L.     Foods  Production, 
Marketing,  Consumption.     New York:    Prentice-Hall,  Inc.,   1948.    pp.   52-5.J. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider Dishes to Be Served      Ai*rc/i ]Q  194-3         \ 
■■SaAta 
'■Seans 
•Bu.£6erea 
•K-aJe. 
•Carrots- 'Buttered 
• Ha fSMi    '• Jtoll 
•£ala<L     : 
'•tSp/ce. 
'Cake. 
: Milk    i 
Harmony,   contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
1 
■ :       • 
• 
: 
: :             : 
:            : 
: 
Purple                          : 
Tan-brown                          • :      K :       • 
White-cream :      y    : 
Yellow-red :       v- 
Flavor 
Bland :      S :     S     : 
Salty 
Strong :      */ 
Sweet •/ 1      • vS 
Tart 
Form, A.  P. 
Baked :      • 
Canned S 
Dried :       •" 
Fresh 
Cooked </ 
Uncooked S :     S     : 
Frozen K" 
Shape                                  : 
Fluid                            : ^    : 
Mixed                            : </ 
Mound,  round,            : 
whole,  square         : M.otMT-d KoccrKl 'Sou.are. 
Stripped,  diced,     : 
shredded,  grated, : 
in pieces                : In Puces 
: 1 
0 
Texture                              : 
Coarse                          : V s 
Crisp                            1  L 
Firm S 
Fluid                            : •"   : 
Smooth                          : S     : • 
Soft                                 : ! 
Method of preparation       : 
Baked,   broiled,   fried: 
: 1 
: 
: t : 
&ake.d : 
• • 
: 
Creamed                              : 
Raw                                      : *-"■      : 
Steamed,  stewed,           : 
boiled                              : \5£<i4me<£\ 
Used as purchased         : r-      : 
Warmed                                :  ...?_....*!     ■ -> 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS, Continued 
Factors to  Consider Dishes to  Bl Served. MmmcJk lo 19+9            , 
BaAed Z3u.it tred Carrots-: Bu.ttzrtj& -Sp/ee Milk    : 
J3<'rt'..'. '■Ha/a Kaiain.   : Holi CdAft 
Person responsible for 
• 
: i             : 
preparation : :             : 
Head Cook • :      </ </ 
Assistant Cook • '.  y ., / 
Dishwasher 
Time served JIJ.O :   /J:J.o IJ.ZO //   J.O SJ-ZP. lf:XO\ 
Adequacy- 
Quantity              :Total :               :               :             : 
required by       :quan- :                :               :             : 
the National     :tity :                :               :             : 
School Lunch     :served ::::  
Act1                      :per :                :               :             : 
:person :               :               :             : 
Meat,   fish,: : 
oheese or   :   x    * 0awh4 : £ff 
poultry       : a. c- : fbccK^er 
(2 oa.Jj      : : <*■ 
egg  (1);     : :               :               :             : 
legumes        : :              :              :            : 
(ic.)j        : :               :               :             : 
peanut          : :                :               :             : 
butter          : 
(|c)          : 
Fruit and7: «»acA«fc 
or vege-     :  3   ** Kale. Carrot*, * 
table            : * a. -L. + c. i?J(«//xi 
(3/L c)      : AC 
Bread,   en-: CaAe. 
riched         :    /* 
(1  servire): 
1 ■r 
Milk              :    v 
(■k pt.)        :   *{f-l 
x p6 . 
Butter or   :             i 
fortified  :            : 
substitute: •**•*/» * t'p- : * tap 
l-tUp-, 
(2 tsD.)      : :                
:       1 1 -  
1. Stewart, Jean J. and Edwards, Alice L.  Foods Production, 
Marketing. Consumption. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948. pp. 52-53, 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to Be Served       March.  // 1949 
l •Salmon, ! Creamed '.Buttered 
'.Potatoes ',C*rrots 
ICornbread »Le.rrx.ori, Mfik    : 
Harmony,  contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
r 
1 
: 
: 
: 
t 
I 
: 
: 
■ 
t 
< 
Purple 
Tan-brown .     • :     • 
s      ". White-cream :      v 
Yellow-red :      "  . 1     S 
Flavor 
Bland :     S :     • -.. y  , s   ; 
Salty V 
Strong 
Sweet 
Tart </ 
Form, A.   P. 
Baked 
Canned V  L 
Dried 
Fresh 
Cooked :     S •" y * 
Uncooked -Y-   1 
Frozen 
Shape 
Fluid •    1 
Mixed 
Mound,  round,           s 
whole,  square 5yycare- ■Sft+are, ftoLond, 
Stripped,  diced,     : 
shredded,  grated,: 
in pieces 
-*jr-    i. 
2)/ced> ^4yjpi'&sL 
j 
i : 
Texture                              1 
Coarse                          : v-       „ 
Crisp                            : 
Firm                              | V' s. 
Fluid ... K     : 
Smooth                            : sS 
Soft •       : 
Method of preparation       : 
Baked,  broiled,  fried: 
i 1 
i 
: 1 i 
• 
: 
Creamed                              : s      '■ .   .      | :             : 
Raw :                 : i 
Steamed,  stewed,           t 
boiled                              : L* eqmq4 :\?if earned Bo/Si<* : 
^    : Used as purchased         : 
Warmed                                : ".....      a    • ! -* 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS, Continued 
Factors to Consider Dishes to Be Served. W+rcS*  4L i$+9          \ 
'■Sa/mon, '• Creamed •Buttered '• Cornbre&fi Lemon, • fti/k.   : 
■/.*,/ '• MMW 'Carro6s '•Ctcsiani! 
Person responsible for : !             : 
preparation 
Head Cook :     V :      •• 1      S 
Assistant Cook 
Dishwasher 
:      S :      is 
:      • 
Time served • lt:a.o :   11: zo ■     1/-J.O .    11-3.2. :    11 xo :  11 1.0: 
Adequacy :             : 
Quantity Total 1 :               :             : 
required by quan- :                :               :             : 
the National tity 1 :               :             : 
School Lunch served :                :               :             : 
Act1 per !                :               :             : 
person i               : :             : 
Meat,  fish, ++ P/»A, £f? Sff 
oheese or   I /J.OZ. /*•»• T'eusder 
poultry £?? 
T * 
(2 02.); 7'occde.r :             : 
egg (1); t :                :               :             : 
legumes :               :             : 
(*0.)j :               :             : 
Deanut :               :             : 
butter         i 
lie.) 
Fruit and/: jLemois 
or vege-     : 
*." 
On. tons'. r?„6Atoei Carrots + 
table           : r          . xc 
j- 
(3/4c)     : 
Bread,   en-: 
riched         : i*     : 
Cyitmbs, /       j 
(1 servirg) 
Y 
Milk             : **'• At/At    '- M,,it. Z pi . 
(i Pt. )       1 tf*.  , +         • + 
Butter or   : 
fortified   : 
fdsf-   \ tds/o. : substitute: A. *■*/>.: i 6*P.  
(2 tsp.)     1 _ „ i    ..,.      \  i 1  
1. Stewart, Jean J. and Edwards, Alice L.  Foods Production, 
Marketing. Consumption. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948.  pp. 52-53. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider Dishes to Be Served M.*rcfi  14-. 19*9             \ 
XMff ' S*A*cC   '• Pru.il - 
• Pota.6a    Weo*l*bk. 
1                 \AMLL 
\Bcctteret6-ffain. CaAq 
'•Whole Wheat Orange 
: Bredd      '- •Sau^e 
M.,//c : 
Harmony,  contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
t 
1 
1 
i : 
: 
:     S 
I 
I 
t 
! 
i 
t 
:            : 
i            : 
Purple 
Tan-brown i/ :     s i   .rf.   ... 
White-cream 1 •     : 
Yellow-red S 
Flavor 
Bland S :     f '■,   riT ■ i v- 
Salty * 
Strong 
Sweet y 
Tart 
Form, A.  P. 
Baked                         _j iS 
: 
Canned 
Dried • 
Fresh 
Cooked • / i ■ *   
Uncooked </ -Y—i 
Frozen 
Shape 
Fluid S     : 
Mixed                            J S 
Mound,  round, 
whole,  square Mjou^isd'- Whole. *S?u,aro <$<iu^rc. 
Stripped,  diced,     : 
shredded,  grated,: 
in pieces 
: 
' 
Texture                               s 
Coarse                          : V         I </ 
Crisp 
Firm 
Fluid                            : ... K     : 
Smooth                          : S y    ■ V 
Soft                               : 
Method of preparation       s 
Baked    broiled,   fried: 
J 1 i 
&*k<d. I 
Creamed                              • 
Raw y    .! 
Steamed,   stewed,            : 
boiled                               : -fWe^   ■ ■S^tanied'- iBuLukX 
Used as purchased         - S      '• ~Jl..- '• 
.   . Warmed                                 ! 1     ~i i 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,  Continued 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to  Be Served. AUrc/t. 4L &+? 
: Mff • Rakad '•Pru.it-     I3ut6ere£ Plain. C*ke '■ Mi/A.   : 
**3mM • Potato : Vc°*i!a6Sc 1 Who It Wfeii Orano* 
: ^Sa/axi      : 3 read.     '••Saux.t. 
Person responsible for I               :               : :             : 
preparation :               : :             : 
Head Cook • :      y :      >s 
Assistant Cook :       S s • :       -^ 
Dishwasher 
Time served : M:a-i I  S/.J.O :   J/:ZO :  J2:zO 1/1:12. • ll:XO\ 
Adequacy 
Quantity             :Total :               : :            : 
required by       :quan- :               : :             : 
the National     :tity :                :               : :             : 
School  Lunch     :served :               : :             : 
Act1                      :per : :             : 
:person :               : :             : 
Meat,  fish,: £<fj : *VI !                   ; 
oheese or  :    t* 1 : Pousotcr ; 
poultry       : : + !                   : 
(2 oa.Jl     : : :             : 
egg   (1);     : !                :               : *                          • »                          • 
legumes       : :               : :             : 
(ic);       : :               : •                           • • 
peanut         : : : 
butter         : • 
U-c.)         : 
Fruit and/: Lettc^cx, • 
or veee-     : -A »u/« Totato AfipJe,6y Oran.oe. 1 
table           : + ±c Bananas + ' 
(3/4 c)     : ta : 
Bread,  en-:             ! Cake. \ 
riched         :    1 *    '• / t • 
fl   serving): '• 
Milk             :    .     +i 
(* pt.)       :   */*■  1 
+         , A. pi   . 
Butter or   :             i '• 
fortified   : J^topX * tap- • £- ^      : t*v '• • 
substitute:              s • 
(2  tsD.)     :            ._.: m         J _ .1 
1.  Stewart,  Jean J.  and Edwards,  Alice L.    Foods  Production, 
Marketing.  Consumption.     New York:    Prentice-Hall,  Inc.,   1948.    pp.   52-53. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to  Consider Dishes to Be Served Ma.rcA   15.194-9           \ 
1AM :a<*ifiio: fleets   :                : p/«, 
: MSlk   : 
Harmony,  contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
t 
: 
i               : 
8               : 
! 
: 
: 
i             l 
i 
: 
Purple 
Tan-brown S :      *■ 
White-cream • :     y    : 
Yellow-red :     y K* 
Flavor 
Bland :     • :      y :      S *s    : 
Salty v^ 
Strong 
Sweet 
Tart y 
Form, A.   P. 
Baked 
Canned ■/ 
Dried 
Fresh 
Cooked \S S ^ 
Uncooked S   : 
Frozen S 
Shape                                   : 
Fluid s     : 
Mixed 
Mound,   round,            : 
whole,   square \$QlC&.Tes ^fumre ^§i.t*J3*. 
Stripped,  diced,     : 
shredded,  grated, : 
in pieces 
V   ' 
i 
In, P/e*^e& I'*. P/0ce3 
! 
Texture                               : 
Coarse                           : •        ! 
Crisp                             : • 
Firm y    1 </ 
Fluid                            : y     ■■ 
Smooth                          s ' 
Soft                               : S       : 
Method of preparation       s 
Baked,  broiled,   fried; 
:               : 
:               : 
a* ir a    1 Baked.   ■ 
:                :               : 
:                :               i 
'•Baked   ••BaJmd ■ 
Creamed                              : s        ■ 
Raw                                       : 
Steamed,   stewed,            s 
boiled                              j •Steamed 1 JSa&sLi Soiled   '■ 
Used as purchased         s \s     : 
,Warmed                                 :  i 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS, Continued 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to Ba Serve*   PUrcJ*. 15. 1949            \ 
:&aA*t£ '■£x+//aoed '• Buttered!Cornbrmasi Lcry on, • M.i/k    : 
'•Ptsf*, :Pota.6a*ji '.Sects     : : P/e 
Person responsible  for I               : : :             : 
preparation ;               : 
Head Cook :     S :     s :      • :        •" 
Assistant Cook :      ^ :      K- 
Dishwasher :      S 
Time served :  11 xo 11 ■■ zz :   11 io : ll:S.o :   //  a.s~ •   X1ZO; 
Adequacy 
Quantity             :Total t               :                : :             : 
required by       :quan- !               :                : t             : 
the National    :tity :              :              : :             : 
School Lunch     :served : >                           • *                           • 
Act1                      :per : :             : 
:person : 
Meat,   fish,: r/s/v £11 *fj 
oheese or  : Hot. Itox Pomdcr fo>ujcU.r 
poultry       : :      t I          t 
(2 oz.);     : ;             : • £r?s 
egg (1);     : t             : :      V 
legumes      : : 
(io.)|       : :              : 
peanut         : 
butter         : 
(ic.)         : 
Fruit and/: 
or vege-     :  .     f /o^d/ocs Seeia /.©/TIO/Z-S 
table           : * a AC *- c 
(3/4 c)     : 
Bread,   en-:              : 
riched         It*     i 1 Cru.it 
(1 servim):         .   i 
t 
Milk             J    .    *,! M.itk     ! M.ilic -L      ,    ' 
(* pt.)       :   ^P1   I +          • * 
a. Pt. . 
Butter or   :              J 
fortified  :            +'. 
" tap   : 
J             ' 
substitute: '***» : +  6*p-  • 
(2tsp.)     :        _._J 
1. Stewart, Jean J. and Edwards, Alice L.  Foods Production, 
Marketing. Consumption. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948. pp. 52-53. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider :        Dishes to  Be Served       M.a.rch, i(.. 2949         ; 
'••SixJcdi sh. '•Mashed.: Qrce^ 
•.Potatoes &aa& 
• Qidterett 
• ftolia 1 /Z/^Ves 
•AZ/ZA.  1 
Harmony,   contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
• 
t 
1 
1 
! 
: 
: : 
: 
: 
: 
:            : 
:            : 
:               : 
Purple 
Tan-brown :    •" ' • :      v* 
White-cream S :     S       : 
Yellow-red 
Flavor 
Bland \S :     \/ :     s :    s      '. 
Salty :      v 
Strong 
Sweet :      v 
Tart 
Form, A.  P. 
Baked \/ 
Canned 1     </  ... 
Dried v' 
Fresh 
Cooked s      '. V 
Uncooked */ 
Frozen 
Shape 
Fluid S    : 
Mixed 
Mound,  round, 
whole,   square /&OCI. *7 »    I J^tou.n.d, R.ou.n& Mound- 
Stripped, diced,     : 
shredded,  grated,: 
in pieces 
: 
: 
'•In, /?ece-s 
: 
Texture                              : 
Coarse                          : 
Crisp                            t               : 
Firm                               : \/        : S 
Fluid                            : S    : 
Smooth                          : S i/ 
Soft                                  : S 
Method of preparation       : 
Baked,  broiled,  fried: Fr/ed,      • 
: 
i 
t              :            : 
:                :             : 
Creamed                              : 
Raw                                       : 
Steamed,   stewed,            i 
boiled                              | | Stedrnod"' &qf(e.<(*   • ^feu/Git'- 
Used as purchased y'   : 
.Warmed                                 : f        ■             . •        .. i -* 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,  Continued 
Factors to  Consider :        Dishes to Be Served. AZ arc-A , 4.C , 19 
'iSu*d/ah, '• A?*ST.*O' ■ Sree-v : *u.ti*r«L ■ G/Mat l At/76   : 
'•AZua.4. : Potatoes P«*J \Hoti3 l /ippla-S 
'.&*/£* 
Person responsible  for I I i              : 
preparation : i            : 
Head Cook ;    e :     s :     • 
Assistant Cook 
Dishwasher 
</ :      s 
:      ^ 
Time served . : //.io :    //.io :    //.-s.o •    //:JLO •  //-zo • //:xo : 
Adequacy 
Quantity             :Total 
required by       :quan- :              9 ' !             : 
the National     :tity • • 
School  Lunch     :served 
Act1                      :per 
• • 
: 
:person 1 : 
Meat,  fish,:          ,,. •   See/ , : 
oheese or t 1%-a*.. •    /***. : 
poultry E?<, : 
(2 oz.); " Pau/tter • l             : 
egg  (1); >      *          • : 
legumes !               : • 
(ic.)j :               : : 
peanut         : 
butter         » ; 
(i c.) 
Fruit and/ Tomaiota Potetoc*" Aus     ' App/os 
or vege- 
table           ! 
1 X          ■ 
(3/L c.) *             i 
Bread,   en-, 
riched         J 
(1  serving) 
r Cru.mitst ■f-          ' 1           ; 1 
Milk 
(i Pt.) 
** 
a. pt. y-          ; t        : a. p& ■. 
Butter or  : 
fortified  : 1 
substitute: SLtsp     S ♦   tap     • ♦   ^-s/>   ; 
J±  6sp.. 
(2 tsp.)     : t ■ 
1.   Stewart,   Jean J. and Edwards-,  Alice L.     Foods. Production, 
Marketing.  Consumption.     New York:    Prentice-Hall,   Inc.,  1948.    pp..   52-53. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors  to Consider Dishes to Be Served      /*larcA,jf  13f9 
'J*>t Ko&st'. Gtezad    •Cat>ba<ie-'B<cit.e.red: Fru.it     t Milk,  ' 
:B*e.f        liSoveae    iPyyaJf   Vtfhole. Wheat ComfoteX                : 
Harmony,  contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
1 
■ 
1 
: 
| 
t 
:      v 
• 
1 1 
:            : 
:            : 
i            : 
:               : 
Purple 
Tan-brown :    y :      • :      • 
White-cream :    •*     : 
Yellow-red :                t      s 
Flavor 
Bland 
t 
:     • :     s     '• 
Salty :     •" : 
Strong s 
Sweet • y 
Tart 
Form,  A.  P. 
Baked y' 
Canned :              : 
Dried *- 
Fresh 
Cooked                _, * </ 
Uncooked • S     : 
Frozen 
Shape 
Fluid K   •' 
Mixed * 
Mound,  round,           . 
whole,  square Mho/e. vi'*<|4^ rC, 
Stripped, diced, 
shredded,  grated, 
in pieces 
t 'r u— 
i I 
: 
: 
Texture 
Coarse S 
Crisp 
Firm • .    _*r 
Fluid </     : 
Smooth S S 
Soft                              : v 
Method of preparation       : 
Baked,  broiled,  fried: SaA-coi 
I 
1 
i 
: 
I i 
: 
: 
Creamed                              : : 
Raw                                      : •          ! 
Steamed,   stewed,            i 
boiled                              : ■Sttcdmexl: \5l«uut,tL\ 
Used as purchased         : :                  | •        : S    : 
Warmed                                1 , - -,.--«  . . , . i       ,.     « ■                    ' • _. i 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,   Continued 
Factors to  Consider Dishes to  Be Served. ^•?'C^   IT   J9f?               \ 
'■Hot Roast ■ G/iied Cahbaaeri Bu.tter&<ti Fru.j6     ' Mi/k.   '• 
• Pepper '.WholtWheat Compettt                : 
••SaJad     '.Bread      '. 
'•Beef : vSu/eet 
! fhia.ioe.i 
Person responsible  for :                :               :               :             : 
preparation i               :              : 
Head Cook_ :      v :      / :               : 
Assistant Cook S :      1/ :      v/      :              : 
Dishwasher :               : 
Time served •   I/-0.0 .     //:S.O •     //:Z.O //.S.O 
•                                   a 
:   //xo : //:a.o : 
Adequacy ;     ; 
Quantity             :Total : :             : 
required by       :quan- :               :               :             : 
the National     :tity :              :              :              :            : 
School Lunch     :served :               :               :             : 
Act1                      :per :               :               :              : 
:person :               :               :              : 
Meat,  fish,: Beef :               :               :             : 
oheese or   t   Ji. oz. 1 ± ox. : :              : 
poultry       : : 
(2 02.);     : : 
egg  (1);     : t                :               :               :             : 
l9gumes       : 1                                •                               •                               •                           • •                               •                               •                            • 
(|c)i       : :               :               :              : 
peanut         : :               :               : 
butter         : 
(ic.)         : 
Fruit and/: •Su/ee.6 CatMbdje, Dr/e.d   '• 
or vege-     : M. 7>otaio*.e Pepper 7ru,/&    '' 
table           : '** J- 1 c i-o -L-                      : 4- c 
(1/4 9-]     : 
Bread,   en-: 
riched         :    / I 
(1  serviig): 
Milk             :    +    , 
fi pt.)       :   *** 
j. pi.. 
Butter or  :            i 
fortified   :              1 
substitute:/f itp , *   tsp   • J t 6>p. j 
J? tsp.)  . I     _       • 1 ..     .._  _i i -J 
1.  Stewart,   Jean J. and Edwards,  Alice L.    Foods  Production, 
Marketing.   Consumption.     New York:    Prentice-Hall,  Inc.,   19/18.    pp.   52-53. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider Dishes to  Be Served    MercA  18 . 19+9           \ 
' Gr/tyy 
•Butiertd'CAr-rois- ■Ccrn.breiM FrU.it 
• • * • 
Harmony,  contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
:              : 
*          ; 
:              : 
: 
t 
: 
s 
• • • • 
:            : 
:            : 
: 
Purple 
Tan-brown :      V l     S ••     / 
White-cream :      v :     /■    : 
Yellow-red :     s 
Flavor 
Bland i     *s s     s :     <s     \ 
Salty 
Strong '    C 
Sweet S V 
Tart 
Form, A.  P. 
Baked 
Canned 
Dried </ *r 
Fresh 
Cooked    . . y . y .   * V 
Uncooked y v     : 
Frozen i 
Shape 
Fluid •    : 
Mixed V 
Mound,  round, 
whole,  square WA, o/e. Whole. vSy**«re Wkoktf 
Stripped, diced, 
shredded,   grated, 
in pieces 
i 
: 
: 
Texture 
Coarse •      «      •     i 
Crisp { 
Firm S >/ 
Fluid : ... v :-. 
Smooth S       \ • 
Soft J                                \ 
Method of preparation       i 
Baked,  broiled,  fried: Fr,c<L    : 
: 
: 
1 
: 
: 
i 1 
i 
Creamed                              : 
Raw S     | 
Steamed,  stewed,          : 
boiled                              : •SiejmKxii 
• • 
Used as purchased         : S    : 
_ _ Warmed                                : » i 
Ill 
CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,   Continued 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes  tn  Re flirvri fri^rc/i. /e. 1SA9 
• t-IVKY •Bettered '•Carrota- ' Cornbreti fret it :j*UiA.     : 
■Loaf, ••Poiaioes '.Rais/n. •■ Bars 
'• G"a- »u \S*e«l 
Person responsible for 
T 
preparation 
Head Cook :     S :       • :      S 
Assistant Cook :      v/ :      \S 
Dishwasher !        v' 
Time served :    //." 2. O :   //.2.0 ;   //:a.o :    //.w :    J/.2.0 :   //.-JLOi 
Adequacy 
Quantity             :Total 
required by       :quan- :               t : 
the National     :tity t :              : s              : 
School Lunch     :served :                : • • 
Act1                      :per :                : :             : 
rperson •                                • »                                • • 
Meat,   fish,:       ++¥ Z/ver iff. : fr?_, 
oheese or   : l± ox Jt ox. 
poultry       : *T? t       :      + 
(2 oz.);      : Pocvda.Y ■                                 • : 
egg (1);     : + :              : : 
legumes       : : : 
(|c)i       : : : 
peanut         : : : 
butter         : 
(Ic.)          : 
Fruit and/: 
Oruons . 7-btatocz Car rota, 1 
Z)rie*l 
or vege-     1 .     +*> 
table            :Tc 
■f- -4. Fru,it 
+ 
(3/ic)      : 4-c 
Bread,   en-:              s Bar 
riched         : /         : 
(1 serving): 
/       : t ■ 
Milk              :    .      +: 
r* pt.)        : *•/*   : 
At ilk     : 
+         | a. pt. \ 
Butter or   :              i 
fortified   :              : 
substitute :Jt djo-: ■f    tsp   • ■*<-   tap-  • 
(2,tsp.)  ,  :             1 ± 
1.   Stewart,  Jean J. and Edwards,  Alice L.     Foods  Production, 
Marketing.  Consumption.     New York:    Prentice-Hall,  Inc.,  1%8.    pp.   52-53. 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to Be Served    MarcA, Zl. 1943         s 
:Cr«<j»te<rt5artfW:A'i/i««;   :Boc66erec£ App/e. 
'••Sa/mo/t. '.Corn.          'VeQt.£ah/*R.°U          X 
••Mi/A   : 
Harmony,  contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
i 
: 
• • 
: 
■ 
: :             : 
t             t 
Purple 
Tan-brown :     •" 
White-cream \  y :    •      : 
Yellow-red ',              :     y :      S 
Flavor 
Bland •      S • :     s •      : 
Salty S 
Strong :     s 
Sweet 
Tart 
Form, A.   P. 
Baked </ 
Canned s • 
Dried 
Fresh 
Cooked y 
Uncooked s • V     : 
Frozen 
Shape 
Fluid ***$ 
: 
: f     : 
Mixed s 
Mound,  round, 
whole,  square 7iCHX.r-L.ol **&©/* 
Stripped,  diced, 
shredded,  grated, 
in pieces In, P,ecci 
! 1 
: 
: 
 I 
Texture                              s 
Coarse                        : f ^ 
Criso                            t               i : 
Firm S        '. • 
Fluid y   '• 
Smooth •       : i 
Soft • ': 
Method of preparation       : 
Baked,  broiled,  fried: 
1 j 
1 
I : 
: 
: 
Creamed                               : /       : 
Raw                                       : • ■/      : 
Steamed,   stewed,            : 
boiled                               J Boiled   : 
Used as purchased         : :                | •     : 
 Warmed           .          ? :                : ._....,,..—     -' _^ : __ —J „.. i 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION  OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,  Continued 
Factors to Consider :          Dishes to  B« Serve*     March 2.1, 194-9             ; 
' Craamid '■Bu4i*r*£ AZ/ie<t •Buiiercd • Aff-'/o • A2//6   : 
'^A/rrvon, •Corn, • Veye<tdi>k \fiolC 
Person responsible  for I 
preparation 
Head Cook \S :      S 
Assistant Cook t      / :       S :      ^ 
Dishwasher 
Time served . //a.o :    // io :    //.io :     //:XO //.S.O //AO: 
Adequacy- 
Quantity             :Total 
required by       :quan- 
the National     :tity 
School Lunch     :served 
Act1                      :per 
:person 
Meat,   fish,: K3a/*rton* 
oheese or  : l±o^. J±ox. 
poultry       : 
(2 02.);     : 
egg  (1);     : 
legumes       : 
(ic.)j       : 
peanut         : 
butter         : 
fie.)          : 
Fruit and/: 
or vege.-     :              : 
table           tite..   , 
Corn. Veoc6abk= ( /ipp/e- 
-ir » 
>3C. 3 C. a. C. 
(3/ic.)     i              : 
Bread,   en-:              s 
riched         :    /        : / 
(l servin?):             • 
Milk              :    .    ,+l /*iUk  : ±M\ ft pt.)       :   ^Pi   : t 
Butter or   :              i 
fortified   :              : 
substitute: 1+ 6^o; 4fy>. •■ iriy. : i-**p.\ 
(2 tsp. )     :             .1 _• ^ -i 
1.  Stewart,   Jean J.  and Edwards,  Alice L.     Foods Production, 
Marketing.  Consumption.    New York:    Prentice-Hall,  Inc., 1948.    pp.   52-53. 
1U 
CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider     :         Dishes to Be Served    AturcA   Z2.J94Q 
: Loaf, 
'.Gravw 
'•Masked :fir«e/v 
'■ Potatoes' Peas 
'Cornbrtafi Fru.it 
'                 : Gefat/i. :            : 
.          1 
Harmony,  contrast,              : 
variety,  balance                 t 
Color                                  t 
Green                            : 
•                    • 
t                : 
:              : 
I 
I : 
Purple                          : l 
Tan-brown                    ^     • :      S 
White-cream               i l    J£ :     </    : 
Yellow-red                  :               : :      V 
Flavor                                 :               s 
Bland                          ;              :      • • •/ v-       l 
Salty    .                       :     v 
Strong                          : 
Sweet                          : s 
Tart                              : 
Form, A.   P.                       i 
Baked                            : 
Canned                          : s s 
Dried                            : 
Fresh                            : 
Cooked                  :     • • / 
: 
Uncooked               : S    : 
Frozen                          : 
Shape                                   : 
Fluid                            : •    : 
Mixed                            : 
Mound,  round,            : 
whole,   square         L&EttBS /Vloixsid ■SyHrfr*. Svu.&r»i 
Stripped,  diced, 
shredded,  grated,: 
in pieces                ; InP/ectt 
d 7 
Texture                              : 
Coarse                          :             ^ 
• 
J     • 
Crisp^                     ; : 
Firm                              :      v S "* 
Fluid                            : •   : 
Smooth                          : ....   * : 
Soft                               : : ;• 
Method of preparation       :               ! 
Baked,   broiled,  fried :3ak&4 
\ 
: 
:               i 
:ftaW 
1 
: 
: 
Creamed                              : J _j 
Raw                                       : 
Steamed,  stewed,            z               ■ 
boiled                              : iV»imaJl ftojled.    : &*fcLJ 
: 
: 
Used as purchased         s y..„! 
.    Warmed                                 : . . i   i          t— 1 
•         • 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,   Continued 
Factors to Consider 
Person responsible for 
preparation 
Head Cook ___ 
Assistant Cook_ 
Dishwasher   
Dishes to  Be Served    MarcA,  ZZ,i9f3 
Meat 
loaf. 
• 
Masked 
Potato** 
\S 
Green- 
Pea* 
• 
Cor/torcad: Fru.it 
I Gelatin, 
M,/A. 
• 
Time served //- 2.Q //■ ZO // ■ XO I/-ZO :     //-Z.O // ZO 
Adequacy 
Quantity 
required by 
the National 
School  Lunch 
Act-1 
Meat, fish,: 
oheese or 
poultry 
(2 oz.); 
egg (1); 
legumes 
(io.)j 
peanut 
butter 
:Total 
:quan- 
:tity 
: served 
:per 
:person 
J±oz 
Fruit and/: 
or vege- 
table 
Bread,  en-: 
riched : 
(1  serving) 
A. 
1* 
Milk 
\/d. 
Butter or 
fortified i 
substitute 
Ji  tspT) 
l£. isp 
Beef 
/ioz. 
Powder 
+ 
On.ions 
t 
TomadomX 
Pmtatoi 
t*. 
Crumbs 
+ 
-r 
Milk. 
+ 4. y 
ei    Paai 
■t    tap. 
Be* 
Pou/der 
* 
AZiik. 
+ j. pe. 
1.  Stewart,  Jean J.  and Edwards,  Alice L.    Foods  Production, 
Marketing.  Consumption.    New York:    Prentice-Hall,  Inc.,  19/18.    pp.   52-53, 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors  to Consider Dishes to Be Served     /VdrcA, Z3. 194& 
''Ham-      -Glaxed     '• Oreen.    '-Bu.l4ara& 2>r,ed 
'■ £yy           h$wm*4    :Beana    -Whole- Med£ Peach, 
LC*sseralt.lPo^a,i-Oe<i                   '.Rrmatl      '. CahM*r 
: M.nk.  1 
Harmony,  contrast, 
variety, balance 
Color                               i 
Green 
i               : 
»              : 
t              : 
• •                    • 
:              : 
:      •"      : 
i 
:             : 
:            : 
:             : 
:             : 
Purple 
Tan-brown </ 1                       5          • :      </ 
White-cream :     S     : 
Yellow-red :    y 
Flavor 
Bland 
l 
:     •    . j      • :     ^     : 
Salty s 
Strong 
Sweet • :      •" 
Tart 
Form,  A.   P. 
Baked :              :     S 
Canned :     s      : 
Dried :      </ 
Fresh                            : 
Cooked                    : y       : • :      S 
Uncooked                : ! •     : 
Frozen 
Shape                                   : 
Fluid                             : S    1 
Mixed                             : ;             : 
Mound,  round,            : 
whole,  square         : MIOIU^IQI, " Whole 1 Jjujrt 'S-iu.a.re. 
Stripped,, diced, 
shredded,  grated, : 
in pieces                : 
! 
In, Pieces'* 
Texture                               : 
Coarse S     A               '• 
Crisp                             : :                : </ t 
Firm S ; 
Fluid                             : y   ' 
Smooth                          : ^ s      :  i 
Soft                               | s      : i                : * 
Method of preparation       : 
Baked,   broiled,  fried: 
: 
StkJUL   1 A*iW   ; 
:                : 
:                t 
TUAmA    : 
t 
Creamed                               : 
Raw                                       : : 
Steamed,   stewed,            : 
boiled                               : Ho/V&tZ   : •Stemmed* $°{/$4 •            '■ £teu/ejLl 
: 
• 
Used as purchased         : :               : _   ...    1   *     * __^    i 
 Warmed                              : :                : * » 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,  Continued 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes  to Be Served. MarcA.  23.1949              '■ 
•Ham- : O/ated '• Greet. •Buttered'- Hr/ed. : M../U.  : 
%*Tt '• So/aei • Seans •WheJe Wt*it Peach. 
: Casse/ok '• Potatoes '■Bread      '.Cobh/e.*- 
Person responsible for :               : :             : 
preparation : :                :             : 
Head Cook                    ._„,. :      •. '■ _y :      • 
Assistant Cook • .    /-.... :      •/ :       S 
Dishwasher 
Time served : // 3.3 :   JJ zo :   n.xo // :XO :   11.2.0 •   ///A© : 
Adequacy : 
Quantity             :Total :               :                                :             : 
required by       :quan- !               :               :               :             : 
the National     :tity :               :               :               :             : 
School Lunch     :served !                :               :               :             : 
Act1                      :per :                :               :               :             : 
:person t               :               :               :             : 
Meat,  fish,: /Jam, :                :               :                :             : 
oheese or  :    ^ J oz. :               :               :                :             : 
poultry       : (*ff) 
1 
:               :               :             : 
(2 oz.);     :   l oz :              :              :              r           \ 
egg  (1);     : ::::•• 
legumes       : :               : : 
(ie.)i      » :               : • • 
peanut         : : : 
butter         : 
• 
tec.)         I '- 
Fruit and/: Sweet. Bea n.a   • Peaches ' 
or vege-     : it         '• T-b/atoes j. j. „ 
: 
table           :/iC       . X J   c        . ♦  
c | 
(3/4 c)     : 
3   C s 
Bread,  en-:            : C ricmhs 1 
Crwai    '' 
; 
riched         :  1 "    I *            • + • 
(1  serving): ■ ,   .• 
Milk             : j.    , -: Milk.      i 
+         t *M-\ 
Butter or   :              I 
: 
fortified  :              s t  tsp. . 
• 
substitute: X* tap.-. 1* **/> : i tap  -. *  6sf>.  : i ty - 
• 
(2 tsp.)     :             .:  ^ -i 
1.   Stewart,  Jean J.  and Edwards,  Alice L.    Foods Production, 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to Be Served March.   Z4.2343          ': 
•Beef 
'•Stew 
\JBu4tmndl Co/e 
•Potatoes !v5/dur 
•Bcui£ere& Ord/zye 
: ft*,// 
: fll/4L  : 
Harmony,  contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
: 
: 
: 
:     y 
: 
: 
t 
t 
: 
: 
:             : 
:             : 
t             : 
Purple 
Tan-brown :     • :   y 
White-cream y :    y     : 
Yellow-red :    y 
Flavor 
Bland y :    y :    y 
Salty :      / 
Strong ■    y 
Sweet 
Tart y 
Form, A.  P. 
Baked y 
Canned 
Dried 
Fresh 
Cooked / y 
Uncooked y y y      : 
Frozen 
Shape 
Fluid **     : 
Mixed 
Mound,  round, 
whole.   square Whole. fcou.nt£ Who'sL. 
Stripped,  diced, 
shredded,  grated, 
in pieces In, 7?*casl 
i 
j 
Shrtidtd:- 
1 
Texture 
Coarse ,s     '• y  i 
Crisp 
Firm V 
Fluid y * _i 
Smooth f y      '• 
Soft 
Method of preparation 
Baked,  broiled,   fried. 
s 
: 
: t : 
Creamed 
Raw y      : 
Steamed,   stewed, 
boiled                              : Stem«^   '• Jfeaae^ 
Used as purchased y     : y     : 
_. Warmed                                 1 _ _  : y   \ 1 L 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,  Continued 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to  Be Served    Marc/v  24-. 194$           ', 
'•Beef ''Builervd. •  Co/e. '■Bcctttredi Orange. : At/M.  • 
'•Seew '•'Pata.toAS ' iS/acir '■Ko// 
Person responsible for l : i             : 
preparation :             : 
Head Cook :     v' :      S 
Assistant Cook 
Dishwasher 
:       f :      • :      S 
:      S 
Time served :  l/.xo :    //s.o :   //.J.O II:J.O •     l/.ZO //. s.o : 
Adequacy ! : 
Quantity- Total :                : : 
required by quan- :              : : 
the National tity : : 
School Lunch served : • • 
Act1 per 
person 
: 
: 
: 
• • 
Meat,   fish, Batf : : 
oheese or   1 it,*. ltox. : : 
poultry • • : 
(2 oz.); : : 
egg (l); : 
legumes 
(Id;       1 
peanut         : 
butter         ! 
do.)         1 
Fruit and/: On, i on.3 PotabxA  CabbaQO Or a rife,'' 
or vege-     : 
table           : 
He. : Carrots. 
J.         • 
3c. 
M J c. 3. a.    . 
(3/ic.)     : *           , 
Bread,   en-s 
riched         s t       : 1       : 
(1 serving) 
J-    .! Milk             : j 
& Pt.)        I ±f*t. . * pt: 
Butter or   : 
fortified   : 
substitute: 
lisp   \ 7 iap. His? \ 
(2tsp.)     :  ± 
1.  Stewart,  Jean J.  and Edwards,  Alice L.    Foods Production, 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to Be Served     /W/ x.   ZS. 1-94-3          ! 
'•Hot Ro&st- &*Aftc£     •Bu,66ereJiBu1Uen^. 
'.fhr/c        :^cce>ut   :/Ca/e       '•UhokWhe& 
'■^ao&w/c/^ Pbtfuioea'.                   \Rread, 
: ft/l/L   : 
Harmony,  contrast, 
variety,  balance 
Color 
Green 
: 
8 
: 
t 
:      S 
l :            : 
:            t 
Purple :      »" 
Tan-brown i      V i      *- 
White-cream :      y 
Yellow-red :      y 
Flavor 
Bland *■ •    iT , / 
Salty S 
Strong :     • 
Sweet \S :      •■ 
Tart 
Form, A.   P. 
Baked >s 
Canned 
Dried :     y 
Fresh 
Cooked v *s 
Uncooked s   : 
Frozen ^ 
Shape                                   s 
Fluid ^   : 
Mixed 
Mound,   round, 
whole,   square ■3qu.a,re. Wko/e. fyoicrid iSo^src- 
Stripped,  diced,     : 
shredded,  grated,: 
in pieces 
"V ■■ ■  0 : 
:             : 
LK&^SS. i 
Texture                               : 
Coarse                          ; S       i 
Crisp                             : 
Firm V"- s 
Fluid                             : S     : 
Smooth                          : \f S 
Soft                               : 
Method of preparation       s 
Baked,  broiled,   fried: £*6&d-i 
1 
: 
\ : : 
Creamed                               : 
Raw                                       : :               : : 
Steamed,   stewed,            : 
boiled                               : \Mm*Mmdi \S4unndX •Steamai 1.            : 
Used as purchased         : :              :              ' S       : :     •    : 
Wapmed                                     : _                                   i • _ L ! i            -» 
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF SCHOOL LUNCH MENUS,  Continued 
Factors to Consider :         Dishes to Be Served. March, ZS. J9?9 
'•Hot Rots* •■Baked '•Buttered '•Buttered '• steamed : Milk.   : 
•.Pork. '•So/ee.6 'Kale. '.vJhiJe. Whu< Prunes 
'••Sar>dulicJt, -.Potatoes '■Bread. 
Person responsible  for 
preparation 
Head Cook :     • :      i/ :      .--" 
Assistant Cook 
Dishwasher 
iS :      ^ 
:       i/ 
Time served ■ //.'ifl :   //.j.o :    //ao :    i/.zo :   //.xo •   //:ZC : 
Adequacy 
Quantity- Total 
required by quan- 
the National tity 
School  Lunch served 
Act* per 
person 
: 
• • 
: 
: 
Meat,  fish, Pork. : : 
oheese or   • /fox.. : : 
poultry Jfoz. : : 
(2 oz.); • : 
egg (1); • : 
legumes : : 
(ic.)j      . : : 
peanut         ! : : 
butter         i 
a c) 
Fruit and/: Su/ect   • 
or vege-     : /A* C Potatoes. ATa/e 
Prunes 
table           : -L.              J 3  C **.   1 
(3/ic.)     : .   ! 
Bread,   en-: 
riched         : 
fl  serving) 
1      = /       : 
Milk             l 
& Pt.)       1 tpi\ 
a. pt. . 
Butter or   : 
fortified   : 
substitute: lire,/. 
i- 6m/»-  j t dtp. I Jfdtp) 
....     (2   tap.)      : 
1.   Stewart,   Jean J.  and Edwards,  Alice L.    Foods Production, 
Marketing.   Consumption.    New York:    Prentice-Hall,  Inc.,  1948.    pp.   52-53. 
APPENDIX B 
COMMENT ON HARMONY, CONTRAST, AND BALANCE IN V.ENUS BY THE 
COMMITTEE OF SIX JUDGES 
Menus Color 
February 28 
Baked luncheon loaf 
Glazed sweet potatoes 
Cabbage-pepper salad 
Buttered roll 
Raisin Cobbler 
Milk 
March 1 
Corned beef hash 
Buttered corn 
Mixed vegetable salad 
Buttered whole wheat bread 
Applesauce 
Milk 
March 2 
Fish patties 
Buttered potatoes 
Carrots-raisin salad 
Cornbread 
Dried peaches 
Milk 
Flavor Fom Shape Texture 
Too sweet; 1 
too heavy, 
add lighter 
dessert, 
such as 
applesauce. 
1 
Lacks contrast. Add 
lettuce. Substitute 
dried prunes. 1 
Color monotonous. 
Too white and 
yellow. 2 
Lacks contrast. 3 
Too much yellow. 5 
Lack of contrast. 6 
Good, if 
potato is 
whole rather 
than cut. U 
All right 
if salad 
is raw. 
3 
Lack of 
contrast. 
Too bland. 
5 
All round 
shapes. 3 
TO 
COMMENTS ON HARMONY, CONTRAST, AN      3E IN MENUS, Continued 
Menus Color Flavor 
Form Shape Texture 
March 3 Fair in Lacks 
Lacks 
Meat loaf, gravy harmony, contrast, contrast 
Mashed potatoes contrast, Too 4 
Green peas and bland. 
Buttered roll balance. 5 
Gingerbread 4 
Milk 
Lacks contrast. Add carrot 
strips. 1 
Lacks contrast: peas and 
potatoes soft; 2 
Lacks balance: no succu- 
lent vegetable. 2 
Lacks contrast. Add some- 
thing crisp, such as a 
hard roll. 3 
March 4 
Franks au gratin 
Baked potato 
Cabbage-apple salad 
Buttered whole wheat bread 
Chocolate pudding 
Milk 
March 7 Lacks Fair Lacks 
Ham salad contrast. in con- 
Buttered potatoes Peas and form. trast. 
Green peas potatoes 4 Too 
Buttered whole wheat bread bland. 2 round. 
Apple cobbler 4 
Milk 
Lacks contrast and balance. 
Dry. 5 
Lacks contrast. 6 
Lacks contrast. Add crisp 
salad or dessert. 1 
Lacks balance. No succulent 
vegetable. 2 
COMMENTS CN HARMONY,  CONTRAST, AND BALANCE IM MENUS,  Continued 
Menus Color Flavor Form 
March 8 Fair in harmony, 
Hamburger patties, cravy contrast,   and 
Mashed potatoes balance.  U 
Cole slaw 
Buttered roll 
Prune plums 
Milk 
March 9 Lacks contrast. 
Braised liver 3 
Buttered corn 
Shredded lettuce 
Buttered whole wheat bread 
Spiced peaches 
Milk 
March 10 Lacks harmony Lacks harmony. 
Baked beans and contrast. 3eans and 
Buttered kale Use apple kale  (strong) 
Carrots-raisin salad salad instead not too 
Buttered roll of carrot "chummy".  2 
Spice  cake salad.   1 
Milk 
Shape Texture 
Lacks 
contrast. 
Too little 
balance.  5 
Lacks 
harmony.  6 
COMMENTS ON HARMONY, CONTRAST, AND BALANCE IN MENUS, Continued 
Menus Color Flavor Form Shape Texture 
March 11 Lacks contrast. Lacks Lacks 
Salmon loaf Salmon and contrast harmony. 
Creamed potatoes carrots quite and 6 
Buttered carrots alike. 2 balance. 
Cornbread Lacks contrast. All 
Lemon custard 3 cooked. 
Milk 5 
Lacks contrast. Use 
cole slaw rather 
than carrots. 1 
Lacks contrast. 3 
March H 
Egg salad 
Baked potato 
Fruit-vegetable salad 
Buttered whole wheat bread 
Plain cake with orange 
sauce 
Milk 
March 15 
Baked fish 
Escalloped potatoes 
Buttered beets 
Cornbread 
Lemon pie 
Milk 
Lacks contrast.   3 
COMMENTS ON HARMONY,   CONTRAST,   AND BALANCE IN MENUS,   Continued 
Menus Color Flavor Form Shape Texture 
March 16 
Swedish meat balls, 
Mashed potatoes 
Green peas 
Buttered roll 
Glazed apples 
Milk 
gravy 
March 17 
Hot roast beef sandwich 
Glazed sweet potatoes 
Cabbage-pepper salad 
Buttered whole wheat bread 
Fruit compote 
Milk 
Lacks contrast. 
Substitute carrot- 
green pepper salad 
for peas.  1 
Lacks contrast.    Peas 
and potatoes soft.  No 
succulent vegetable. 
2 
Lacks  contrast.     Raw 
leafy vegetable would 
help. U 
March 18 
Liver loaf,  gravy 
Buttered potatoes 
Carrots-raisin salad 
Cornbread 
Fruit bars 
Milk 
Lack of harmony. 
Substitute roll 
for cornbread.  1 
Lack of harmony. 
Liver and raisins 
not too   "chummy". 
2 
c^ 
COMMENTS ON HARMONY,  CONTRAST,  AND BALANCE IN MENUS,   Continued 
Menus Color Flavor Form Shape Texture 
March 21 
Creamed salmon 
Buttered corn 
Mixed vegetable salad 
Buttered roll 
Apple 
Milk 
March 22 
Meat loaf,  gravy 
Mashed potatoes 
Green peas 
Cornbread 
Fruit gelatin 
Milk 
March 23 
Ham-egg casserole 
Glazed sweet potatoes 
Green beans 
Buttered whole wheat bread 
Dried peach cobbler 
Milk 
Lacks contrast. 
3 
Lacks 
contrast. 
Use 
tomato 
sauce in- 
stead of 
gravy. 1 
Lacks contrast.    Use 
baked potato rather 
than corn,  and corn- 
bread instead of a 
roll. 1 
Lacks contrast.  Soft 
peas and potatoes.  2 
Fair in texture. 4- 
Fair in harmony, 
contrast,  and 
balance.  U 
Lack of contrast.  6 
COMMENTS ON HARMONY, CONTRAST, AND BALANCE IN MENUS, Continued 
Menus Color flavor Form Shape Texture 
March 2M, 
Beef stew 
Buttered potatoes 
Cole slaw 
Buttered roll 
Orange 
Milk 
March 25 
Hot roast pork sandwich 
Baked sweet potatoes 
3uttered kale 
Buttered whole wheat bread 
Steamed prunes 
Milk 
Lack of harmony. 
Use orange in- 
stead of the 
prunes. 1 
Lack of harmony. 
Prunes and kale 
not "chummy". 2 
Lacks contrast. 3 
& 
APPENDIX C 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: First Cook 
SUPERVISION: The first cook is directly responsible to the manager. An 
atmosphere conducive to mutual respect and cooperation prevails in this 
relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: The first cook manipulates the 
range, the steam-jacketed kettle, oven, peeler, and mixing machine. She 
has at hand the cook's table, refrigerator, and the usual small equip- 
ment. The cook procures perishables from the manager daily and staples 
and cleaning supplies as needed.  All food is issued by the manager. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work. 
8:30 - Checks menu  
OBSERVED: March 21. 1919 
Ten minutes late.  
Checks left-overs. 
Secures necessary supplies. 
Prepares soup for lunch  
8:30-11:00 - Prepares main luncheon 
dish 
Cooks vegetables for lunch 
Aids cook in other unit, 
if necessary. 
Makes dessert, if necessary 
11:00 - Completes all food prepara- 
tion 
11:00-11:15 - Takes prepared food to 
counter  
11:15-12:30 - Replenishes counter as 
necessary  
12:30-1:00 - Eats lunch  
1:00-2:30 - Puts away left-overs. 
Helps wash pots and pans. 
Checks left-overs in other 
cook's refrigerator_  
Cleans unit  
2:30 - Goes off duty  
Yesj 
Yes, 
Yes. 
ISMx. 
Yes. 
.Yes, 
Aided assistant cook 
with sandwiches. 
Yes. 
Yes. 
YeSi. 
Jegj 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Fifteen minutes 
early.  
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: First Cook 
SUPERVISION: The first cook is directly responsible to the manager. An 
atmosphere conducive to mutual respect and cooperation prevails in this 
relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: The first cook manipulates the 
range, the steam-jacketed kettle, oven, peeler, and mixing machine. She 
has at hand the cook's table, refrigerator, and the usual small equip- 
ment. The cook procures perishables from the manager daily and staples 
and cleaning supplies as needed. All food is issued by the manager. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work_ 
8:30 - Checks menu  
OBSERVED: March 22. 19A9 
: Five minutes late. 
» *•■» 
Checks left-overs -Lies.. 
Secures necessary supplies : Yes.  
Prepares soup for lunch : Assisted by assistant 
8:30-11:00 - Prepares main luncheon 
dish  
• cook,. 
Cooks vegetables for lunch. 
Aids cook in other unit, 
if necessary  
Makes dessert, if necessary 
11:00 - Completes all food prepara- 
tion  
11:00-ll :15 - Takes prepared food to 
counter  
11:15-12:30 - Replenishes counter as 
necessary 
12:30-1:00 - Eats lunch  
1:00-2:30 - Puts away left-overs. 
Helps wash pots and pans. 
Checks left-overs in other 
cook's refrigerator  
Cleans unit  
2:30 - Goes off duty. 
?egf 
12SU. 
Jes, 
Ye^ 
Jesx. 
Jegj 
Yes. Steamed potatoes and 
baked ham for next day. 
In*. 
.!§§*. 
Its*. 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: First Cook 
SUPERVISION: The first cook is directly responsible to the manager. An 
atmosphere conducive to mutual respect and cooperation prevails in this 
relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: The first cook manipulates the 
range,  the  steam-jacketed kettle,  oven,  peeler,  and mixing machine.    She 
has at hand the cook's table,  refrigerator, and the usual small equip- 
ment.    The cook procures perishables from the manager daily and staples 
and cleaning supplies as needed.    All food is issued by the manager. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work. 
8:30 - Checks menu  
Checks left-overs 
OBSERVED: March 23. 1949 
Yes,  
Yes, 
Yes. 
Secures necessary supplies 
Prepares soup for lunch  
8:30-11:00 - Prepares main luncheon 
dish  
Cooks vegetables for lunch_ 
Aids cook in other unit, 
if necessary  
Makes dessert, if necessary 
11:00 - Completes all food prepara- 
tion  _  
Itl*. 
Yes, 
JSfix. 
ISflx. 
Difficult menu. 
Delayed 23 minutes. 
11:00-11:15 - Takes prepared food to 
counter  
11:15-12:30 - Replenishes counter as 
necessary 
12:30-1:00 - Eats lunch  
: Three minutes late with 
: casserole. (Children eat 
: 11:20.)   
1:00-2:30 - Puts away left-overs. 
Yes, 
Yes,. 
Yes. 
Helps wash pots and pans. 
Checks left-overs in other 
cook's refrigerator  
Cleans unit  
2:30 - Goes off duty. 
jMi- 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Jeib 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: First Cook 
SUPERVISION: The first cook is directly responsible to the manager. An 
atmosphere conducive to mutual respect and cooperation prevails in this 
relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: The first cook manipulates the 
range, the steam-jacketed kettle, oven, peeler, and mixing machine. She 
has at hand the cook's table, refrigerator, and the usual small equip- 
ment.  The cook procures perishables from the manager daily and staples 
and cleaning supplies as needed.  All food is issued by the manager. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work. 
8:30 - Checks menu  
Checks left-overs 
Secures necessary supplies. 
Prepares soup for lunch  
8:30-11:00 - Prepares main luncheon 
dish  
Cooks vegetables for lunch 
Aids cook in other unit, 
if necessary  
Makes dessert, if necessary 
11:00 - Completes all food prepara- 
ti on  
11:00-11:15 - Takes prepared food to 
counter  
11:15-12:30 - Replenishes counter as 
necessary  
12:30-1:00 - Eats lunch  
1:00-2:30 - Puts away left-overs. 
Helps wash pots and pans_ 
Checks left-overs in other 
cook's refrigerator  
Cleans unit  
2:30 - Goes off duty. 
OBSERVED: March 21.  19A9 
Yes, 
Yes, 
Tes, 
Yes, 
JejLi 
Yes, 
Yes, 
Yes, 
Yeg, 
Yes, 
Yeg^. 
Yes. Baked pork for 
next day. 
Yes. 
Yes, 
Yejb_ 
Yes, 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB:  First Cook 
SUPERVISION: The first cook is directly responsible to the manager. An 
atmosphere conducive to mutual respect and cooperation prevails in this 
relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: The first cook manipulates the 
range,  the steam-jacketed kettle,  oven,   peeler,  and mixing machine.    She 
has at hand the cook's table,   refrigerator, and the usual small equip- 
ment.    The cook procures perishables from the manager daily and staples 
and cleaning supplies as needed.    All food is issued by the manager. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work_ 
8:30 - Checks menu 
Checks left-overs 
Jes*. Secures necessary supplies. 
Prepares soup for lunch   : Yes. 
OBSERVED: March 25. 19A9 
Yes,  
Yes, 
Yes, 
8:30-11:00- Prepares main luncheon 
dish  
Cooks vegetables for lunch. 
Aids cook in other unit, 
if necessary 
Makes dessert, if necessary 
11:00 - Completes all food prepara- 
tion  , 
11:00-11:15 - Takes prepared food to 
counter  
11:15-12:30 - Replenishes counter as 
necessary  
12:30-1:00 - Eats lunch  
Yes. 
Jes^. 
Yes, 
Yes, 
YejL, 
: Yes. 
1:00-2:30 - Puts away left-overs. 
Helps wash pots and pans. 
Checks left-overs in other 
cook's refrigerator  
Cleans unit  
Yes, 
lS&±. 
Yes. 
I Yes. 
2:30 - Goes off duty. Yes, 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: Assistant Cook 
SUPERVISION: The assistant cook is directly responsible to the first 
cook and manager. An atmosphere conducive to mutual respect and co- 
operation prevails in this relationship, 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: The assistant cook manipulates 
the slicer,   shredder,  and all small equipment necessary for the job. 
She has at hand the vegetable sink,  salad table,  supply cabinet, and 
salad refrigerator. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work_ 
8:05-8:30 - Checks menu,  procures sup- 
plies for her unit and 
checks left-overs . 
8:30-10:50 - Prepares vegetables for 
salad  
Prepares dessert when nec- 
e s sary  
Makes toast for soup. 
Prepares bread,  rolls,  etc. 
Makes sandwiches  
Prepares  salad  
Makes coffee  
OBSERVED: March 7. 1949 
Five minutes late. 
Jes^. 
No vegetable salad. 
Jes^. 
Yes. 
Whole wheat bread. 
Cooked filling. 
None, 
Assists head cook if nec- 
essary  
10:50-11:00 - Serves dessert. 
11:00 - Completes all food prepara- 
tion  
11:00-11:30 - Sends prepared food to 
counter 
11:30-12:00 - Eats lunch  
12:00-12:40 - Replenishes food to coun- 
ter while head cook eats, 
etc. 
In*. 
Assisted with ham salad. 
JSSJ 
?est 
IM*. 
iSlx. 
Jes, 
12:40-1:05 - Serves kindergarten   (Re- 
fills )  
i 
1:05-2:30 - Puts away left-overs. 
Had to be reminded. 
Urn. 
Finishes washing pots and     :_Yeg1_ 
pans i  
135 
Cleans counter and other 
equipment in serving unit 
in dining room   , 
, Yes, 
Cleans unit Yes, 
2:30 - Goes off duty_ Yes. 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: Assistant Cook 
SUPERVISION: The assistant cook is directly responsible to the first 
cook and manager. An atmosphere conducive to mutual respect and co- 
operation prevails in this relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: The assistant cook manipulates 
the slicer, shredder, and all small equipment necessary for the job. 
She has at hand the vegetable sink, salad table, supply cabinet, and 
salad refrigerator. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work_ 
OBSERVED: March 8. 1949 
: Ten minutes late.  
8:05-8:30 - Checks menu, procures sup- 
plies for her unit and 
checks left-overs  
8:30-10:50 - Prepares vegetables for 
salad __^__ 
Prepares dessert when nec- 
e s sary  
Makes toast for soup_ 
Prepares bread, rolls, etc. 
Makes sandwiches  
Prepares salad  
Makes coffee  
Yes, 
JejU. 
Put it in refrigerator 
to chill, 
lit*. 
Rolls. 
Yes. 
Yea.   Shredder gave trou- 
ble:  slowed down process. 
•' Yest. 
Assists head cook if nec- 
e s sary  
10:50-11:00 - Serves dessert. 
11:00 - Completes all food prepara- 
tion  
Jegj 
1SS-, 
Yes. 
11:00-11:30 - Sends prepared food to 
c oun ter 
11:30-12:00 - Eats lunch  
12:00-12:4.0 - Replenishes food to coun- 
ter while head cook eats, 
etc. 
12:40-1:05 - Serves kindergarten (Re- 
fills)  
1:05-2:30 - Puts away left-overs. 
Finishes washing pots and 
pans  
Jes, 
Five minutes late. 
Yes. 
Yes. 
ISJL 
Yea, 
137 
Cleans counter and other 
equipment in serving unit 
in dining room  
Cleans unit  
2»30 - Goes off duty_ 
Yea. 
Yes. 
Completed work by 2;15. 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: Assistant Cook 
SUPERVISION: The assistant cook is directly responsible to the first 
cook and manager. An atmosphere conducive to mutual respect and co- 
operation prevails in this relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: The assistant cook manipulates 
the slicer, shredder, and all small equipment necessary for the job. 
She has at hand the vegetable sink, salad table, supply cabinet, and 
salad refrigerator. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work_ 
8:05-8:30 - Checks menu, procures sup- 
plies for her unit and 
checks left-overs.  
8:30-10:50 - Prepares vegetables for 
salad  
Prepares dessert when nec- 
essary  
OBSERVED: March 9. 194.9 
Ten minutes late.  
Yes. 
Yes. 
Assisted in standardizing 
a recipe. 
Makes toast for soup. •'  ^s, 
Prepares bread,  rolls,  etc.: Whole wheat bread. 
:_  
Makes sandwiches  
Prepares salad_ 
Makes coffee  
Assists head cook if nec- 
essary. 
10:50-11:00 - Serves dessert. 
?es. 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Yesj. 
Yes. 
11:00 - Completes all food prepare-: Yes. 
tion •  
11:00-11:30 - Sends prepared food to 
counter.  
11:30-12:00 - Eats lunch  
: Yes. 
: Ten minutes late. 
12:00-12:40 - Replenishes food to counter :_YesJL. 
while head cook eats, etc.:. 
12:^0-1:05 - Serves kindergarten (Re-  : Yes. 
fills)  
1:05-2:30 - Puts away left-overs  J-Yeg, 
Finishes washing pots and 
pans  
Jtau. 
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Cleans counter and other 
equipment in serving unit 
in dining room  
Cleans unit  
' Yes> 
Left floor only partially 
2:30 - Goes off duty. 
swept, 
»  2:1?, 
HO 
JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: Assistant Cook 
SUPERVISION: The assistant cook is directly responsible to the first 
cook and manager. An atmosphere conducive to mutual respect and co- 
operation prevails in this relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: The assistant cook manipulates 
the slicer,  shredder,  and all small equipment necessary for the job. 
She has at hand the vegetable sink,  salad table,  supply cabinet,  and 
salad refrigerator. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work. 
OBSERVED: March 10. 19A9 
8:05-8:30 - Checks menu,  procures sup- 
plies for her unit and 
checks left-overs  
Yes, 
8:30-10:50 - Prepares vegetables for 
salad   
Jes^ 
Prepares dessert when nec- 
e s sary  
Contrary to her previous 
training, she weighed and 
Makes toast for soup. 
measured accurately. 
Yes. 
-L-Jes, 
Prepares bread, rolls, etc.: Rolls. 
Makes sandwiches  
Prepares salad  
Makes coffee  
Assists head cook if nec- 
e s sary  
10:50-11:00 - Serves dessert 
Yes. 
Yes, 
Did not have time. Head 
cook assisted her. 
Head cook assisted by 
serving dessert since she 
: had an easier day. 
11:00 - Completes all food prepara- 
tion  
11:00-11:30 - Sends prepared food to 
counter __ 
11:30-12:00 - Eats lunch  
12:00-12:40 - Replenishes food to counter 
while head cook eats, etc. 
12:^0-1:05 - Serves kindergarten (Re- 
fills ) ,  
Jes. 
Yes. 
Yes, 
Yes. 
1:05-2:30 - Puts away left-overs. : Yes. 
Finishes washing pots and  : Yes, 
pans !  
Ul 
Cleans counter and other  : Ye6. 
equipment In serving unit 
in dining room  
Cleans unit  ... ..  
2:30 - Goes off duty. 
Jes^ 
■Ifjj 
U2 
JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: Assistant Cook 
SUPERVISION: The assistant cook is directly responsible to the first 
cook and manager. An atmosphere conducive to mutual respect and co- 
operation prevails in this relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: The assistant cook manipulates 
the slicer, shredder, and all small equipment necessary for the job. 
She has at hand the vegetable sink, salad table, supply cabinet, and 
salad refrigerator. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work. 
OBSERVED: March 11. 19Z.9 
: Ten minutes late.  
8:05-8:30 - Checks menu, procures sup- : Yes. 
plies for her unit and   :  
checks left-overs   :  
8:30-10:50 - Prepares vegetables for 
salad  
: Not necessary. 
Prepares dessert when nee- : Yes. Dietitian assisted. 
e s sary j  
Makes toast for soup_ : Yes. 
Prepares bread, rolls, etc. : Cornbread. Slower because 
: unaccustomed to accu- 
t    rately weighing and  
Makes sandwiches. 
Prepares salad  
Makes coffee  
Assists head cook if nec- 
essary. 
10:50-11:00 - Serves dessert 
11:00 - Completes all food prepara- 
tion .  
11:00-11:30 - Sends prepared food to 
c ounter 
11:30-12:00 - Eats lunch  
12:00-12:A0 - Replenishes food to counter 
while head cook eats, etc. 
12»40-lt05 - Serves kindergarten (Re- 
fills)  
1:05-2:30 - Puts away left-overs. 
Finishes washing pots and 
pans 
measuring. 
Jes^ 
Not necessary. 
Jes^. 
Yes, 
Ye^ 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Five minutes late. 
Itt*. 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Yes. 
H3 
Cleans counter and other  : Failed to drain water from 
equipment in serving unit : steam table as la done 
in dining room. 
Cleans unit 
2:30 - Goes off duty. 
once per week. 
Yes. 
Yes, 
1U 
JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: Dishwasher and General Helper 
SUPERVISION: The dishwasher and general helper is directly responsible 
to the head cook and manager. An atmosphere conducive to mutual respect 
and cooperation prevails in this relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: This employee manipulates the 
dishwasher and has at hand the bread tables. He is responsible for the 
cleaning of the dining area, which includes tables, counters, and water 
fountain, and small equipment necessary to his tasks. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work  
8:05-8:30 - Cleans dining room_ 
OBSERVED: February 28. 19A9 
I ?es.  
: Yes.  Goes to laundry early 
: each Monday morning. 
: Pushes UP schedule 20-30 
: minutes. 
:  Yes.  Extra moving of Ventilates dining room_ 
:  chairs in dining room on 
Cleans counter and service   : Mondays.  
tables : Yes.  
8:30-9:30 - Arranges for serving: sil- : 9:25.  
ver, straws, napkins,    :  
sugar, travs : 
Fills salt  shakers when 
necessary 
'  Yes. 
Kills flies when necessary   : Not necessary. 
:  
Cleans storeroom when     : Yes.  
necessary : 
9:30-10:30 - Peels vegetables listed on : Not necessary. Did extra 
menu cleaning in kitchen.  
Arranges dishes, cups and : 9:35. 
saucers on counter :  
10:30-10:45 - Checks water in steam 
table  
' Yest 
Lights gas under steam 
table  
;   Yept 
10:4.5-10:50 - Puts cream on counter. 
Washes pots and pans  
10:50-11:20 - Eats  
11:20-1:30 - Receives dishes, stacks 
them individually. 
(Cleans up after accidents) 
J2£x. 
Yes, 
.Yes.- 
Began 11:35. Washed pots 
and pans until soiled 
dishes returned. 
kS 
H5 
Washes dishes,  needed for 
immediate use, usually 
trays,   small plates,  and 
teaspoons 
1130-2»00 - 
2:30 - 
:  Yes. Late in washing tea- 
:    spoons for first grade, 
Cleans all tables and 
chairs in dining area 1:A5. 
Washes all dishes, puts Yes. 
them away 
Cleans equipment Yes. 
Goes off duty Yes, 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: Dishwasher and General Helper 
SUPERVISION: The dishwasher and general helper is directly responsible 
to the head cook and manager. An atmosphere conducive to mutual respect 
and cooperation prevails in this relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: This employee manipulates the 
dishwasher and has at hand the bread tables. He is responsible for the 
cleaning of the dining area, which includes tables, counters, and water 
fountain, and small equipment necessary to his tasks. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work. 
OBSERVED: March 1. 19.19 
I Yes,  
8:05-8:30 - Cleans dining room. ; Yes, 
Ventilates dining room. 
Cleans counter and service 
tables.  
8:30-9:30 - Arranges for serving: sil- 
ver, straws, napkins, 
sugar, trays  
J§s_ 
Yes. 
Yes, 
Fills salt shakers when 
necessary  
• __U. 
Kills flies when necessary. 
Cleans storeroom when 
necessary_ 
: Not necessary. 
9:30-10:30 - Peels vegetables listed on : Not necessary. 
menu  
Arranges dishes, cups and 
saucers on counter  
Completed at 9:45. 
Cleaned in kitchen. 
10:30-10:45 - Checks water in steam 
table  
■  Yes. 
Lights gas under steam 
table 
10:4.5-10:50 - Puts cream on counter. 
Washes pots and pans  
10:50-11:20 - Eats  
Yes. 
Yes, 
Yes. 
Completed cleaning while 
11:20-1:30 - Receives dishes, stacks 
them individually. 
: equipment was out before 
: eating,  
S-Yejti  
(Cleans up after accidents) : Yes. 
IS 
H7 
Washes dishes, needed for 
immediate use, usually 
trays, small plates, and 
teaspoons  
Cleans all tables and 
chairs in dining area  
1:30-2:00 - Washes all dishes, puts 
them away_ 
Yea. 
Cleans equipment, 
2:30 - Goes off duty  
Jes^ 
^e?,. 
Yes. One cabinet needed 
extra cleaning. 
Jes^ 
UB 
JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: Dishwasher and General Helper 
SUPERVISION: The dishwasher and general helper is directly responsible 
to the head cook and manager. An atmosphere conducive to mutual respect 
and cooperation prevails in this relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: This employee manipulates the 
dishwasher and has at hand the bread tables. He is responsible for the 
cleaning of the dining area, which includes tables, counters, and water 
fountain, and small equipment necessary to his tasks. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work. 
8:05-8:30 - Cleans dining room_ 
OBSERVED: March 2. 
Yes.  
J§& 
Ventilates dining room_ 
Cleans counter and service 
tables  
8:30-9:30 - Arranges for serving: sil- 
ver,  straws,  napkins, 
sugar,  trays. 
Fills salt shakers when 
necessary. 
Kills flies when necessary 
Cleans storeroom when 
necessary. 
Yes, 
iau. 
Yest   9:20. 
.Yes-, 
Not necessary. 
Yes,  9*25t 
9:30-10:30 - Peels vegetables listed on   : Yes.  Peeled,  eyed potatoes, 
menu :    9:30-10:10.  
Arranges dishes,  cups and     : Yes. 
saucers on counter  
10:30-10:^5 - Checks water in steam 
table  
: Yes. 
Lights gas under steam 
table  
: .Yes... 
10:4.5-10:50 - Puts cream on counter. 
Washes pots and pans_ 
10:50-11:20 - Eats___  
: Yes. 
: Yes. 10:50. 
: Yes, fifteen minutes late. 
11:20-1:30 - Receives dishes,  stacks 
them individually. 
••   Yest 
(Cleans up after >OOJHunts): Not necessary. 
H9 
1:30-2:00 - 
Washes dishes,  needed for Yes. 
immediate U3e,  usually        1 
trays,  small plates,  and 
teaspoons 
Cleans all tables and Yes. 
chairs in dining area 
Washes all dishes,  puts Yes. 
them away 
Cleans equipment Yes. 
2:30 - Goes off duty_ J-Iesj 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: Dishwasher and General Helper 
SUPERVISION: The dishwasher and general helper is directly responsible 
to the head cook and manager. At atmosphere conducive to mutual respect 
and cooperation prevails in this relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: ThiB employee manipulates the 
dishwasher and has at hand the bread tables. He is responsible for the 
cleaning of the dining area, which includes tables, counters, and water 
fountain, and small equipment necessary to his tasks. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work_ 
OBSERVED: March 3. 1949 
I Yegt  
8:05-8:30 - Cleans dining room_ ■ Yes, 
Ventilates dining room. ' YeB. 
Cleans counter and service 
table s  
8:30-9:30 - Arranges for serving: sil- 
ver, straws, napkins, 
sugar, trays_ 
Fills salt shakers when 
necessary  
Kills flies when necessary. 
Cleans storeroom when 
necessary_ 
9:30-10:30 - Peels vegetables listed on 
menu  
Arranges dishes, cups and 
saucers on counter  
10:30-10:45 - Checks water in steam 
table  
Lights gas under steam 
table  
10:45-10:50 - Puts cream on counter. 
Washes pots and pans_ 
10:50-11:20 - Eats  
11:20-1:30 - Receives dishes, stacks 
them individually. 
(Cleans up after accidents) 
J___ 
__________ 
_____ 
____. 
Not necessary. 
Yes.  Peeled,   eyed 
potatoes. 
Yes.  10:00. 
Yes. 
____.. 
Too early. 
Yes,  10:35, 
Ten minutes late.     Com- 
pleted pots and pans 
first.  Not rushed with 
lunch. 
Yes, 
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Washes dishes,  needed for 
immediate use,  usually 
trays,  small plates,  and 
teaspoons  
Jes, 
Cleans all tables and 
chairs in dining area_ 
1«30-2:00 - Washes all dishes, puts 
them awav 
Cleans equipment, 
2i30 - Goes off duty  
Yes. 
Jes^ 
Yes, 
Yes, five minutes late. 
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JOB SPECIFICATION 
NAME OF JOB: Dishwasher and General Helper 
SUPERVISION: The dishwasher and general helper is directly responsible 
to the head cook and manager.  An atmosphere conducive to mutual respect 
and cooperation prevails in this relationship. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS USED ON THE JOB: This employee manipulates the 
dishwasher and has at hand the bread tables. He is responsible for the 
cleaning of the dining area, which includes tables, counters, and water 
fountain, and small equipment necessary to his tasks. 
WORK SCHEDULE: 
8:00 - Reports to work. 
OBSERVED: March L.  1949 
I Yes,  
8:05-8:30 - Cleans dining room. -i-Yest. 
Ventilates dining room_ 
Cleans counter and service 
tables ___  
Yes. 
Yes,  ten minutes late. 
8:30-9:30 - Arranges for serving:  sil-  : 8:40. 
ver,  straws,  napkins, t 
sugar,  trays. » 
Fills  salt shakers when 
necessary  
Kills flies when necessary. 
Cleans storeroom when 
necessary. 
9:30-10:30 - Peels vegetables listed on 
me nu  
Arranges dishes,  cups and 
saucers on counter 
10:30-10:45 - Checks water in steam 
table  
Lights gas under steam 
table  
10:4.5-10:50 - Puts cream on counter. 
Washes pots and pans_ 
10:50-11:20 - Eats  
11:20-1:30 - Receives dishes,  stacks 
them individually  
(Cleans up after accidents) 
Yes. 
Yes, 
Yes. Cleaned white dish 
cabinet. 
Not necessary. 
Yes, 
Yest 
Yes. 
Jes. 
Yes. 
Five minutes late. 
Yes. 
Yes. 
. 
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Washes dishes, needed for 
immediate use, usually 
trays, small plates, and 
teaspoons  
:_Yesj_ 
Cleans all tables and ; Yes. 
chairs in dining area :  
1:30-2100 - Washes all dishes,   puts :  Yes. 
them away  
Cleans equipment_ 
2:30 - Goes off duty  
Yes. 
Yeg, 
APPENDIX D 
154. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
Dishes                :    Ingredients 
Served               : 
:    Amount       :      Ur 
:    Needed       :      Pi 
lit         :    Tc 
•ice       :    Cc 
)tal       : 
>st         : 
: 
• • 
B-a/ce.d  Lu.r-Lch.e.ot^   ' Sp/cetf.  La./zcAqpr$. :      *■/£.*       : f*         :     * .$z       ■• 
Loaf                         l        Ai^KQ .. 
£ 4>-i        '•      -3 tb£      :.  ^ . G5       : 
!   \Sccoctr.   Wh.if.e. 1 # ffls      : oga     '. 
rri                                          :   1&*v<»>'1 Srou/r?, 1 f            •■ /<?./       : loi     : 
• Corrtsst&rcA, *a             : y/<i       : oi4S   : 
                                      ! 0/eom.araar/nes k #           : .29         : 145     : 
1 Ji*// ±c            : •*fl         : ooiQ    : 
C^^l^tf?!?   - /-bxyae.?-"! Cri AAaoe ,, 15*          : .oj.S'    : . 455     : 
._     \SaSkti                           : Pct?pe.TS}   (9/-ee/i /*             : ao       : ■ ZO       : 
: ^'<4f ire          : •fS        1 . ooiz : 
• Ifress/hxtj  Cct.rr</ Z/^- ^/f.     : .157    : 
Bu-ddcrfLo!     Zfo,//       1 jCo/4     '                 / ii ioj.     : iZ       :    y ,3Z       : 
: O/eowa«<?r/>is,      ! ./**         : 23       : ***"    • 
THa/s/i,   Cq/pA/fr      : ~<Ra/s/n.i,                      '■ 8vf            : so       : /3J      : 
'•>Su.oa.r.   Wh-itt,         1 1&-*        : oea      : i«i4    : 
! Carn.-3ta.Tc/is                '• i*-c        : 7J6      : C7^J"  : 
:<S*/t                                      I t-   C                    "•                i 48        : ooz4   : 
'• Q/eo ^nd f <5c2 r />?. e-      I 1c.             : .23       : 145     : 
Jjte^toAz^                      : 4                : 03       : a.        : 
,  i Pastry                            • 
'■          F/'o<u.r                          i Atf       : o78     : 175S : 
!          SAo?ten/szo          • /**         1 3Z1    : 4-oi     : 
1        )3m/d             ' +M.          
: 
48 I ooo±£l 
M-f-fk.                 :/%i/A.sV/ho/e.            : 1X7 ±Ft' <?<&       :     7 <-Z .. . 1 
K/nc/e.raa.r£e.n, -Juicti Orarzoe, ~./coic^       '• VKftf ZO      : 40 
Total Cost  ......•••••••  .   .   .-.SIS. CB735~: 
Average Cost Per Plate* :/     . 14-714-: 
*Plates of three sizes: large, medium, small. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
155 
Dishes 
Served 
:     Ingredients :    Amount 
:    Needed 
:      Unit 
:      Price 
:    Total       : 
:    Cost 
:                     : 
:                   : 
QaaaaLSmfrJkaki '>Corn*d Beef MuJi. 
:          7# 
:         -3o 
■             31 
• White.  ~$a.u.ce. 
'•.         Floccr ±# ■              0 7B |         .039    : 
•.        O/eom^ r^^t r/ne. 
:     JL '' 1            .Z3 |        .14S   : 
:        Sa/tf •          1 66. :            .4Q |        . ooot, : 
'■          I <iP 1            .3C 1 JZULU 
|           64        : •               /*%/M.   <SAJ*~. 
* *y — 
:         i 'j,4 '•            ■/(• 
Bu.66srex6   Corn, 'Corn, !        Wio :       i.C+t :      4./C4     : 
'• V/eoma raa r/rze. k* ■             -3.9 • 14S    : 
:>Sa/6        ' |          *"c |               +8 :           ooiz   : 
M,)x.eo6   Veoe<ia4/t ' Le66Li.ce. :              153 .80       : 
^SaUd' '•7>e.po^.-rsy Qrecrz- 1* .2.0 .zo      : 
■ C^Soa^e. :        4-* 03S- .14      : 
iCsrro6s 4 # ■ OS _ . -Aff     1 
Bu.£6er^d Ufha/e. Wfafc Wfo*£ $read ■ L& t.lX      : 
WAe*6  23re<ld. O/eomsaroar/ne, t-k* ■ Z9 .435   : 
/LooJe.s<3u.ae. /9yP*>/t: s&cc f g- "W-V .bs 1   30       : 
ttfatA ■MS/A , yfoWtk 134 -kpi. .aa 8   04      : 
: 
fijn.de roar ten. \Jk*.ie*. Grcipefrt/./6  ■,7lc/ce( Vrs- . 04     : .08       : 
: i 
1                                             I 1 : 
I                                             ' : : 
Total Cost  
Average Cost Per Plate* 
•Plates of three sizes: large, medium, small, 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
156 
Dishes 
Served 
HarcA Z} 194-5 
Ffs/t, P*tt,fij_ 
Ingredients 
Po//oc£. 
Sa./rn.on, 
Qreacj CrufnAz. 
&<?.f C±.W<i'C' 
Amount 
Needed 
S.# 
HM 'sJJM. 
JJautsa 
t- g- 
Unit 
Price 
■ *,+. 
JL21. 
IA. 
zo 
Total 
Cost 
JLJUL 
JtdUA. 
3Z 
. O0 71 
Gtsjuuuk ±JL. os . OS 
2l£°2tt>:<?irto.,<^. ■p -UL 2S_ ■ ZS 
£Y<?X.K.. 07B 
££L'A, M/m 4%t- LL 
£*IL iSL 
Q39 
JLL. 
oo**- 
Mniisr&sLlkiAiss^. 'BaiMiatAm SC  Jf oo so. 
QISSUZ^AI^&ZJM-S^. f ±£. &3L JJL 
VMAL -£-£.. £JL .O0Z4 
Qarriii - Tte/un. JaA<£ Qsuioii. JOJL os_ so 
Esus'-m. ZXJt so 
JlazateMMtL £&xckai£.*l. At* /3 
0415 
.as 
F/c <*£-. JLfci. ezM ■All. 
■j^c. fa. ■ OOiZ 
iSnfA^, \gC6u6k 1* + OSS 11 
S^UOA . Smtflke. 
M.1/L fyXkim* 
Je.°**- &£. oils 
>'% 
it 
w po^o</cr_ ItL 'Shorten/ fc L o\ i&L 
010is: 
■JA. 
Hxj£sL BMSAM BB4CJ?<** £)r"z<£ lO*- ■ SO .■ILL 
tistgsq Whiiz- JJL. 08S uiZft- 
J&iLL- d&jJA^tkate. . l3£tM ■j&_ fio* 
Kinder jar ten i/W^fe Or^fl^rte   *Ju~/CC V+S ^AJL -*±L 
Total Cost .    
Average Cost Per Plate*  
•  •   •   >hU&322££L 
g    , .140091 
*Plates of three sizes: large,  medium,  small. 
, 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
157 
Dishes 
Served 
;     Ingredients :    Amount       :      U 
:    Needed       :      P] 
lit         :    Total       : 
rice       1    Cost         : 
AZeat Loaf '•Grou.r?<£   fifff :        /5 *        : 40        :      4 OO      : 
' £<*Q    Foi-vde.r :       1c           : .20       : OO 71 : 
:        1 *         : OS       : OS 
SA,™.   M. //A, '■    , ! it        '• te         : .te       : 
\S£pM great^. •         i'/bdic^   : lif        : 3Z       : 
^Sa/d. 1       *■«          : 48         : OOU   : 
p£iooe.r. Ji/acjt :        4-ft..      : 9<.         : oc 
7~om.a6oes :        >U'z±    : XS       : Z5      : 
Gravy •Sa/t. :         x to.         : 4-8        1 0012   : 
'SAorten./rxq :         1 a        ,...: 3Z/      : 1L0S : 
F/our              ' :      £<?■        ! 078      •• 0S8& '• 
PLmah*d Potatoes Potatoes :         SO*        :       1 OO         1 SO         5 
O/9 o/77 a r a* r/n. e. :        ±#         : Z3       : 14S    i 
•Sa/i?        ' •         *"c,-          : , JIL O0Z4 : 
MJILj SA„n :        x.o( li>        : 3Z      ; 
Green,  Pe.as                : Green,   Paas ■        +V*io   : S3        :     3 3Z      : 
Fat   BacA. ±0     ,   \ U        '• 08S   : 
•Sa/i te..         : 48        : OOJZ 1 
Bickered   7io//        : B*/A 1Z Jo*   : 1Z        :      1. 44       : 
O/e o/na roa ri/\e, 1*         : Z3        : Z9 
G/ioer&reaqf.                • 0/eoryiaroa.rin.e. It /       : 29        : 43S , : 
7                                                 1 ■Sciqar/Wfufe,, 1±*       : O88     : 13 z   ; 
Mo/ass cs lie Mi.    :      1 Cl        I k°J8.   : 
C. /s% n,& ry% ^(^^mm Z6S.      : oe     s 04- 
Qfax&s.                     '• ztb-       '. 08 04      : 
G/S2oer                            '• 2.66        1 oa       : 04      \ 
5ocL\_ .                         : X ox.          X /o       : °L^,.' 
£ya   Fbusder            ! l±e.       1 zo       : O IOCS'. 
Mia,                               : 3±#       : 07$    '. Z73    \ 
n,/£                           : Mi/k.. Who/e.              : 137 ±P±: ot.       :     8 zz 
K/nf/eraartqn. Ju./ce-i Qrape./}'141& Ju./cc   - *-/#S      : 0+      : OB      : 
:                        : 
•                                                • 
?69f£i 
Average Cost Per Pis te* :/      .. >joatx 
*Plates of three sizes: large, medium, small, 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
158 
Dishes 
Served 
JSwdkJUW 
:    Ingredients :    Amount       :      U 
:    Needed       :       P- 
:                     > 
nit 
rice 
t                t 
:    Total       : 
:    Cost         : 
JJra.a.&3-*zi.£r4_4^zL • Frsr^^fu.rAe.rs \       11*         : .40 :     + .80     .: 
'■■ CAaeje :       1 *          \ ++ .+4       •• 
i F/oce.r J       (J. p&        : 0 7A 1         . OZ8& 1 
'• O/eom^ra.iT/fte. 4 ox        :, Z9 '■         -tQ$     '• 
:^aft         ' I       -*-A*       : 18 :        . OOO+Si 
'•P'u.oae.r.   SASLCA :       ■#- Cse>.     : 3(o ■■        -0111   : 
•■Ml/A.;          3/CM. :       3c,t.       : IL> :        .48         : 
SaAmcL J£m£*£aMs ' Pa6*£oe3 •       so a       •■      1 oo I        SO       : 
••<S*/6 ir c-            I fit :        .ooz+ : 
: 0/eom.aroarin,p ?■ *         . • ■ Z$ •1+5     1 
CahSao^ - Ajam/f. '• C^S^sop. |         t,#           : 04- :         . i-/        : 
p 7 ,     '  '•/typ/e.s s*          : to .SO       : 
'•Dress/n&j Ccirrv ^<xf.        : 31+ ■lf7    ■ 
Bu,tt+re&   WAofa •■Whole   Vfheal Breda ft /o^YSf  • ./(, .9C        : 
Whe.Ai   ffye-,4^ l±*       : ZS .4-3 S    : 
Chocoda.6e.   Pux£d,no Cfz.oco{&'6es Tlcdd//r&                         : 7 /^/z. A   hop.   :       i ■10 .SS 
Alt/A.. v5A//?v 3 oA. .16 .48        : 
M.UA. . WAo/e MJiAj Wh.o/e. iZ?4-±pt.\ .oa t.4*       : l 
fyf^derqarda/i o^/ct. OrsriQe.   •Vtc'/c^ 'UlO     1 OS .03      : 
i 
i                       : 
: 
• 
1/7.3S77S: 
Average Cost Per  Plate*  .'-i f     .13398: 
*Plates of three sizes: large, medium, small. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
159 
Dishes 
Served 
W^rry SaUd_ 
tea. 
-£t££.a,_«3iii_ 
&&&!&--Qsih£ilsj:- 
Ingredients 
££1S.*A   Uun<iA*°n,.. 
jkoarsi. 
&s*J<t. vS<vf ?4. 
£&*-. 
S"css'r?9 ,QiAr.r. 
£2A*£SL£± 
Q/ecm.arear/r2.$. 
&U&. 
xp 
Green.   Peas 
0/e.om.ar^r/n^ 
iS^i... 
Amount 
Needed 
13* 
Unit 
Price 
stL 
-3J^ 1.7S 
i *>** 
_£JU_ 
.££.#.. 
JJ- 
V+io 
'&JL 
XLhskA 
sLiL. 
d#£>le$,  JDrtesL .kJL.. 
45 
=LLL. 
£<L. 
£JL. 
±<£- 
<§£. 
£2- 
4-6 
JA. 
Z9 
SO 
Total 
Cost 
S.53 
3Z7 
±£- 
251Z 
SSL 
2£.. 
OOZ4 
3£. 
J45 
&°LL 
LL. 
23 
S3SA 
•S.«.par„ ttoJOt A£- g§6_ 9S8_ 
&ulz 
*3LL OYH 
JSAU -±- ±ZL 
^fa<)r$.<z.ntjr\i J±JL. JAL 
1733- 
og_o±5\_ 
±2.L. 
£SulJ^ MuJk, WAvfe Ml*, */*■ oc 2-92.. 
£iad& TGariz&jJsussl ru, Grsps/ru/t, Juice,. ¥*£. .04 .OH 
Total Cost  
Average Cost Per  Plate* 
•42.0.8935& 
*/      .15QZS 
•Plates of three sizes: large,  medium,  small. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
160 
Dishes 
Served 
8 1943 
j   Grov.n,d    Bee.f 
jSziKi 
Ingredients 
Sf^BouakaL. 
iS&Ak QrsM. 
&1U&&J. 
-isLiJL. 
Etqaaz*. BltaJk 
£.&££. 
Amount 
Needed 
JOJL 
JZJL. 
1 c. 
MJOSM 
± 
J tip 
JUL. 
Unit 
Price 
±Q_ 
±£- 
UL 
LL. 
&s_ 
iA. 
&L. 
iSL 
Total 
Cost 
•too. 
Ju2L 
_0£_ZJ, 
_>£2- 
oj_ 
oo/j. 
QA. 
°2±2L. 
^AOZJL&^UU^ 
--£Z2£t£. 
f. Itr HI 
3 c. QJJL 
Lk°£. 
osgs 
£2JL&6,££L.B*#&1£. SoAaA&s^. ^.QJL. 02- ££L 
£eAL £-£_ 
Q/j&£Or& 7yZ rin,t- 
-T ±A. 
X9 
ooa,4 
L±.S— 
£L<l&^6.<m, .•3-ii /& ±£L 
Co/e     J/d^^ £.sJzkApL- /6# <2£_ ±o. 
JA£.. °JJL- £Z£. 
Dress/no s Cu.rry & AJJL. LSI 
&L(SL JL& £&. OOIZ 
&ud.ie.r&<t-&d&_ £<?■!&. Jf 4a*. 
Q/e^TtsTf^an,^ '** Z3 
/- <,Q. 
.±1*. 
j?r tAsiA p/gsms. P/u,m,-i +/#/o aoL &4JUu 
.£2^6^. ££</k , Wfa^- jjrz fcafl £4. JLJJL. 
Total  Cost   
Average Cost Per Plate* 
•Plates  of three sizes: large,  medium,   small, 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
161 
Dishes 
Served 
Ingredients Amount 
Needed 
Unit 
Price 
Total 
Cost 
MaaAum  A/Ver £SJJ. 4ut<zr. /fa. . 2 3 
.Q&iozuL 
Xsuzhoins^. 
JJUL 
Gr<*vy 
.Qniu:et£- 
JS£Mu 
°£- 
zs 
_£>* 
±ZZIJL J^. 
■°$ 
-■+&- 
3.80 
13-. 
ZL. 
£4- 
PPfS. 
EUUUL. l*Jt ova £SJA. 
tlUuutfAaia 9- 3c •**■! ■f-8 /•? ; Bur£&&r$d  flgggh £°ZOL. 1* <JZ. i-q+i 
Q/ee'mtr.'/er/ttG, .19 
SOJUL ■ +&-. 
,'Jki- 
/4-S 
ooiz 
^hr^4e.d-Ad<.L«££. -LU:S.±L^.. MJisisk JJJL. .92 
8ui&usAJdt&Ak 
b&MMiuBBud 
Mf?t Whtoi SuasL .Us-trza 
Ql&erna tOUUOA JLIUL. 
UL 
ZSL 
U. 
ti£. 
P&tlYktS. Vt'Q IZL 
i2u4isu^-MhLC&^ / *■ saa. 
££JL 
£§S- 
/XjJ£>23<Sl. ¥  ,<&: 96- oz AZ'/A. '32 tfii: QJL 24. 
limde.roarien Ju./it. ty. Gjafizfru.it S^/Cgy %£JL. Of- o§_ 
Total Cost ••  
Average Cost Per Plate*  
. . . .:J ZZ.J9J0Q: 
J      .16,817 
•"Plates of three sizes: large, medium, small. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
162 
Dishes 
Served 
Ingredients Amount 
Needed 
Unit 
Price 
Total 
Cost 
J3a/&&aL.££ji.1£. 
Bu&azaLJ&b. 
■■fig^gV SMMAJ. *A •jo . (.O 
/£*!&- i <.# - zo 
>£a^. .-ts 
c<arr<pfo JBadl&k. 
O/mem.* rom yy>p A X  * 
£*U*sL 
Jjaua/ii 
■M. 
/Of 
fta/s/'Zs 
J2A- 
it+ -■22. 
7ic//s ujutt JA. 
H/sema r?<i tig $■ pzi JUL ■A3.. 
■3QQ 
.: i *S' 
JiSL 
.o+/s 
* *+ 
./+S 
ifyWUU-G&UL. £Z°«r + + 
Ba&efLJsuiaiei 
.07$ ■ 3/Z 
-/_£&. J&. x.OIOZfi 
&LAL. JLtd*. Jt/L .0 004 
G/nqc> f jTtjP J$- JUL* 
Qj.tzjz&cn.<?/?- -LJ>£- OB ■°* 
GAOMS*. t t*p. ■JSA. AJkk. 
MiAiOX ̂  JjLis. °S- +2±JL Qtaaaua&axt r/nc- 
AiAoar     'White. 
AJt. 29 :*2_ 
% 
_£*_ 
tkishUL, HZUJUL 1 c   cooAed 
.MtL 
so 
-JUB 
OOSS 
SMOGA, Zt£i&sL 1 c. cooAcai .££- OOf~ 
SB ftwg'cr J&. gfeAww. J^L. AO. ■OQ71 JLil JUU 
Ga£Qu* SUM*. Jr&i 
OSS OQfi 
J&UA. LtL&al ..2k- 8-4-i. 
Total  Cost j£ 18. 77J4S: 
Average Cost Per Plate* :f     .1331S 
•Plates of three sizes: large,  medium,  small, 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
163 
Dishes 
Served 
MarcA If 19*3 
:    Ingredients :    Amount 
:    Needed 
:      Unit 
:       Price 
:    Total       : 
:    Cost         : 
^al/nan.   Loaf : P0//OCJL -        s* !  ■      -*f :      j.20       •■ 
'' •?&/fn6tit ■•           "•/Aia.il^t .S31 1       J. 8 J          1 
1 Onions :      - J*... .Of. :         .06        : 
'• O/eoruroaW/if. 1*. .23 :         .23        : 
'• Jta/e,,   &r?ori, d£ .32       : 
: £<ro     Ponder •■         1 c ■W |            OQ71   : 
j rfo^r 1           Za ■ 0 73 1           .03S      1 
:<Sa/6 ■            2 to r.f4 :         00/2. : 
'• Shorten./ncj, \.     .    /c. •-3A/ (tfOS : 
Creamed S>iaic£i 1 Potatoes      / so* /   OO ..5»       : 
■ Wh-i^.i^t^ce, 
Mi£Ai  sSAi,?* ■      +1t-    \ -> • 6#       : 
'•           p~/pu.r 1         ±h         i .0 78 .055    : 
1          'Salt 1 66       : .4-8 oooc: 
O/eoma reta rine^ ±#         : ,Z9 ./-*<r   : 
Pepper t A/acL 1 6S#      : .96 .0/3-    : 
fitfifrfftpmat CarnoAa Carrots 25*      : ■ OS 1X5       1 
O/eorrt-a roa r/ri& // .23 .^5      : 
vSa/if           '   ,..   .,    .... ■fa.         : ■ +6 .<7<?/^ : 
C*>rn.6rG4&!, J£ *      : .19 6 65"    : 
F/ou.r 3±*     : ■ 0 78     : ■ X75    : 
Sa/t 2 th       •• .■9-8 .0012.: 
■Sct^ar.    White, It*      ' .088     : // 
BaA/rx?    Pqcvder    • &   OZ 82      : OC /?_ : 
£oo      Poiujder,              '• Ik c.      I xo      : .0/6LA 
£»   OX.            " 7.283     : •W 
L&mon.    Cccst&rd    '• iSu.oa r j   White.       '• 2,0         : 088     | 41^    ■ 
Sa/t                                 : 3 66       : ■ ■98       | .00/8  : 
J**fi..   1 .//<;     | . /30S : 
A2//A f  -$A/m.         '• Jf6.       : .M,       : .-?fi       : 
Boa     Poccdcr        '• l**a.     : .20      : . 0 /2-f- : 
Lefn.on.5                      '• &            1 ■ OJ      : ./8   .    : 
ARiM                   — i PZ//A.,   Wh.o/e.            : 73 o ts><!.: .06      : 7 go       : '            # 
: 
420.7906SI 
Average Cost Per PI ite* ........ .?> t      ./Sflte 
*Plates of three sizes: large,  medium,  small, 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
Dishes 
Served 
AZdixA 14,19*9 
£<jj   ^a/-?sL 
Ingredients 
£aa* ■g, 
Amount 
Needed 
a <*°±. 
•Ja 
.£&. 
Unit 
Price 
■ 4-s 
.zo 
' „7S_ 
164 
Total 
Cost 
±x3£. 
CZ/S 
113. 
£&/JL J^ ^t&- OQ48   '• 
£)rej*/n<?.„..Qju,z£:\ £ f-Y- te+L ■lit 3JLUL. £«Kz4  BuJi&L. BrtAfaki J&JS. J-2J2_ 
£sUL y c <±&- 
so 
0 02.4- 
Qj£seaa£aMiia& -t # .J.9 /■9-S 
Lett at 4>. batdi ■JJA 
AfifiJ&i.. £■# /o 
ss 
££. 
StUUUUtA. Af. u&- it 
B&n.  Cake   uJ/tjfa 
Whole.  WheAi Bread 7/9avts /(. 
Qi&qm^ra^rin.^. 
l&iAZ- 
rJf£J 
Ba/ueva P&u/<£%\ 
&u£ 
Jf Z3 
.3JL. 
JJutt- 
^J--JL*L 
°1*L. 
ez 
AS. 
^£- 
22. 
.2.3 4- 
03.SH 
00045' 
Qj£°m a.r<3& r.isi &. /# Soz. 2.3 38 OS 
iStAoaxt white. 
iA-1 
3# OBB 2.C4 
KMAJM* ^JJ^ oo Q3/J 
£°j±cdi &L. Baa. JJLZ. aa. £0&QZ1 
.ft*- /t, L&. 
ffntfifM vfimtfi Jr^JL OO 
MiIL. M'/A,,  Wh&l&. OUXaL oc LL. 
Total Cost   
Average Cost Per Plate* 
■l£j&JMZ£l 
:/     .14319: 
•Plates of three sizes:  large,  medium,  small. 
I. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
Dishes 
Served 
MsrcA. JSJ949 
BMAUUL £aA, 
Ingredients :    Amount 
:    Needed 
■"o/Zac/fc 
j3baz&&aia& 
±2al£. 
150 
JJL, 
Unit 
Price 
.34 
JZL 
±L. 
165 
Total 
Cost 
j.Co 
jJUL 
OOZ4- 
£&Qil/q/?$d fadMJatA B2.£MJ1°£2.. SO it /.oo so 
J7/P<4> JJL *£2&. :£J£.. 
Q^saauaaaxiaiL. i * ,3.9 
Jk^_ JJL. M. 
.39 
.oooc. 
JZluJ&t \2kiBk. 4tb. Jk ^L SuAJMiMiL fiaafa. Bee.6* . -jy/cs^ tUA. A2. JLJto. 
Cp/€9 mQ ZBfl XJJ3.Sc UL 2.9 IS. 
*2az£ ^JA. OQIZ. 
SL°znAz&g2L. Herrvnee/- Stt  u&L 
P/oc^r JduL 
J.zl'L. ±s 
OZ8_ 
J&. .OO/JL 
x3t±a*r.   WhJit. JJUL ._$&, II 
SgJuoQm JBxtcdex. 
i ftuvdec 
(t ox.  M. 
/**• J£ 
£<iL-L 
Q(<?jS\ 
2: J>-£*- J &8*. /z ££<<hi Ott 3^ UL ££. 
Lem.aru   P<e< £ML£. JJ&. _M_ oooc 
&MB3i3QA. ^LL. 3JL 
Q&riAi&zcfii. 
b&tf 
4k jt; aaut 
Mktiu. 
/#3. Ilk 
££ ^2&t. 
UULS. 
44- 
JLsts*. .*a ±£. 
£TQG    focx/de r m jtjL. 1Q SLB12JL '/cvnaraavKC. Sox. .42. 090^ 
fr?.er incite-. m 
-fyf Mute .l^sz.. Included,  above oo_ iM£. JL   (.-££>■ JSL. OOP/ 
Sua3K+-Mu£& 
Gauka&UGBi- 
±JL 086 occ 
JLJUL. lib OQ223. 
Bute. 
% "lOtT., JL±JL ■oJS.. 1755 
^tuasisauao., JMJL JJLL 40/ 
j2*& dLoft. ■±Su 000±Sl_ 
MilL. BdL - *to<>(&- 12&±p<L Jtfu UL 
3 id 'uk' 9* 2&&ajl<££&<. Qza&jwJA h&tffc. #J JUL -°& 1 
Total Cost  
Average Cost Per Plate* 
sj 19.W83Z: 
"Plates of three sizes: large,  medium,   small. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
Dishes 
Served 
Jwcaf/jfy,   6&$*L 
**'* 
MM Itffc. 
£2**fa4 fiteitoss. 
Ingredients 
Ground   Beef 
£ff     Pbu/c/$r W 74 j   iSftirn 
iSimU^SzMtaL 
£&lsL 
Pe.&?e?„.&/#££ 
£LBS Ikki 
£&OJLL££IU£L 
^JLLL. 
¥• 
P£te£2££. 
2*£L. 
Amount 
Needed 
'** 
lc. 
Lfr- A. Solves 
f fa*. 
'/*> a.-. 
3 c 
Ac- 
Z£6 
fPf 
Ac_ 
Unit 
Price 
t£- 
Z.O 
Ik. 
'JL. 
t£. 
a*. 
£2_ 
S-ZS.. 
3Z1 
±3. 
£2- 
22. 
166 
Total 
Cost 
CIS 
.oozi. 
.'k 
JUL. 
OOC + 
J2is_ 
O.S 
OS85 
£Z1_ 
OOiZ 
£2- 
O02s4 
±* &. 
4* L<e- 
L±S 
£6 L 
iaua   Peas arrmf* ?Vifj *7# 
&UJL T. 
£2- 3/C 
1&- 
■££. 
££_/Z_ 
&*££ej-&l„EaSL Ko//s '  
# 
J3 e/pz 72 
/+5 
■art  
±£5-. Qfc <ame vpazdatk. J£- 
G/az,<&   Sftptoi 8* ^JZ. 
4- o- !£.&, 
MilL. 
&£n*s>&- Q3 
M(/A, WAefe /?o &£& oc 
maa. 
SOIOA 
A 
25. 
4-0 
^£a^M/i.c\Tp'^v^^a. iJ^/ssc V*s JJ- S4 
Total  Cost   
Average Cost Per Plate* 
l&taa&k 
J    -17911 
■"Plates of three sizes: large,  medium,  small. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
167 
Dishes 
Served 
:    Ingredients 1    Amount 
:    Needed 
:      Unit 
:      Price 
: Total : 
:    Cost         : 
Hot   Roast    Beef '•^S/r/o/n^      Bot6£s /•#* s 1            . <rO :       S.70     : 
 OWAIOWCA l&mM E c- 1           48 oozi' 
'•F/o<4r 3 c. }..        °7B Q5&s: 
'• <SAo rt e n.in,p 31 •* '•..      -321 OoQZ?- 
\P^Y"'j   3/Aqt. Z t^p :          .Si. 03      : 
GZax.ec/    iSi**m*A '•£u/ee£    Potstnp.fi ••      3 25 l       1 $5       : 
.    Potatoes l " •          .Z3 <JJ5\  : 
•WosieiJ IcC :           ,/((, J2Z47-. 
'•iSccoar, J2r9'rv,ni / * :          ./OJ /ot   : 
Cehbacte   -   Peeper '• C&4'fo-*'?fi /4>* |           .055 ■ 88      : 
Sa/a4 '■ Peppe /,   Gree.ru ...1A. , \           .23 Z3     : 
'Z)re.sfi/no)   Cu.rry # *t |           .31+ 3,355: 
QiUtered    Whole. iWho/e.    tfhead BrUdi 8 /oaves :           /£ l       1 23       ' 
y/he^t      Brfso/. 10/eom arpar/ne.       • It * ■■            .29 4S5   : 
rrcc/fi     Corrtf^oie ■ Prunes                       • 5* '■         „50 Q83   : 
083    : 
' 
■ Peaches                      : S* 1             .50 
■ Aosi/es                         : Z* :           SO 033Z: 
Ra/s//?,^    ,   ,                : Z±f :           . so PH.S, • 
3u.oar .   White,         '• l±c :          .068 Oi,6,    : 
M.,//c M,'/k ,    Who/e          i 1U ±pt. ■°r- 8 a     : 
i 
Total  Cost   
Average Cost Per  Plate* 
  i! (JA&212S-1 
t     .1S6S4-X 
*Plates of three sizes: large, medium, small. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
168 
Dishes 
Served 
jSSanA /ft *»* 
:     Ingredients :    Amount 
:    Needed 
1       Unit 
:       Price 
:    Total       : 
:    Cost         : 
L/ver    Loaf '•Liver- . PorA. IS# :          .Z3 :      3.4-s     : 
•' On,/cn,a I * ■■         ot :           .0(.      : 
'• £<?<*    Fbusdcr 1         Ike. 1         zo 1              . OlOCSX 
■M6 :        ic. 48 :          . oo48 : 
Grary '• F/occr 3c. 1             .078 :           .05 85: T 
'•l5h.or6en.in.a 1        1c 1          -3ZJ :           .1^05: 
3u.6ie.re-d    Poiadoej '• po^^6oe,s :         SO # :      i.oo :          .SO      : 
'• O/cosriar&ar/rzft 1* 1         .33 -.          .Z?      : 
liWrf 1         *c. '•          rfti :            .OOZ4X 
Carro6s   - Rmi.«fa 13* 1          .OS :          .£5      : 
   sWtf<< ,,  : Raisin.* I        *tf .SO :           .04/S : 
Gsi-a&z&ad. . '• Cornjr.eal :         3±* 1           .19 .(.(.5   : 
'• F/occr 1          3±* :        .ore :2-75    » 
:<JW<< I         ft :         .48 .OO/Zi 
'"J^var  . w/z/te. I         1* + .088 ■'I    „ i 
Ba/c/n&     Poc^de-r l   ,            (a OX. .8Z .OU15: 
.£QQ   Pousd$r l±a. .zo . OW<,5: 
^Sh.o r ten. / n.q <0 oz.. .3X1 ./z 
A2//A . SA/'m SsA ■/* .48       I 
Fro./6     Bant •Su,<?ar ,   White. A .088 ■ J7C     : 
O/eoma roa r/ne. /f ox .29 .2534 : 
i_SW«i         / zeb 10 ..0083 : 
£oo     7^>cwde.r /o 44, zo .       .0044 X 
ffg/g/fiUi .. 2±* .SO .OfIS : 
Ivc; f 3 ,   Br/«i It*     . .so .OZ49  : 
F/OU.T                                               '• 3# .078     : .2.34   : 
S*U                             : Z 6±jo.   ; .48        i . ooo4 : 
Mouses                   '• lc         : 1 .Cl          : .1O0C : 
/Lftso/ce,                    '• t £**■  I .08         : . £><?3,5 : 
/Vu.6f-n.e.f                   '• 2 /' 3.   csa     . .os       : .0O35 : 
C/rfs-jrifTT-Ori,                      i Z  £*£>     i .08 .013Z : 
1  c. .SO         : .ooss: 
M-/X4,                              | Mi (A. ,   Wfa/e.            1 129 A.D6'- .06,         : 7- 74        : 
K'n-deroarien. Jcc/ce. '• Gr-apefroc/t •Ju./ct.    '• Vrs     : .04-        : .OS 
f IS- C3850: 
Average Cost Per Plate*                                                                              Ji S      .1212Z: 
*Plates of three sizes: large,  medium,   small. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
169 
Dishes 
Served 
:    Ingredients :    Amount       :      Unit 
:    Needed      :      Price 
:    Total       : 
:    Cost         : 
Creamed    •Sa/rn.cz • Spim-oris :  is//Vo i-fa.it: 581 :      8. 7/5    : 
'  WhtJfr   <Sa«,G& 
P/djcr 1     If.*         : 0 78 :         .1X7     : 
•• .       6aU '•2.66,         : ■fa :         .0012   : 
1             Pe.or>r.r   ft/ac.A :     a. tso       1 ?t> :         . 03 
|            O/e om A rQd r/si p 1     * *          • 29 1         . 29       : 
:           fif/Ay  dffafUtt 1     8 -*        ! /6 :      A .2,9        : 
3<^.6tered    Corn. ** Cortt, :       *Ets    :      I. Oil :     4-.1L4-    : 
\AmM :      ic          : 48 :         . 0012, : 
'• O/eomarc/a rin,p :       ±#           : 29 \         -14-5    : 
fK/xed   Ifaom^A/m. \ Peppers       Green, :       I* 30 . 30 
Salad. 1 CaS^a^e. Z*          : 033 :         .11        : 
'• Car rods s*          : OS :           .23: 
'• /. e.6 6 i^oe, <e /ze-a-ds, 1 t&a .&&     : 
lOres^/r^j  Cccrry 1c            : 31* . 0 7B3 : 
a^A.W   fox Kote       '                > JO do*.   '. !:L :     1.20      : 
O/eornaraa r/n e. /*         : 29 .29 
/Zoc/e. Alop/e-i .  M/Ao/e, 4- hox.     :      £ 50 + -87S  : 
MV/A. M//A.    Whx>/e, 1Z0 ± 06.: o& 7.20      :  i-OJi ^i          
:                        ; 
Total Cost  .... 
|tff 
»•••••■•• ( j. /2.999C90: 
Average Cost Per PI /S      .24-997'. 
*Plates of three sizes: large,  medium,  small. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
170 
Dishes 
Served 
»itth xz,/0f? 
Ingredients Amount 
Needed 
Unit 
Price 
Total       i 
Coat : 
 I 
ALm*d    I^f £.££i&£k£L ffgg/ (s#. 
J-SL. 
£S 6J&. 
.CO 7/ 
JJL 
/ZJU . 3Aim,. 
•& 
2S-. u. J2JL 
&Z£jJ2/,Jt £&Mlk SL&U&i Lk. JUL. 
$*(d ±Su °.°<e + 
uyafUULt Qte<-A. 4- 6, \Sm 2k- oc 
JBB*XA 
Tomatoes 
£ztL. 
IUJLL. XS 
i« £&. 
3.S 
OOJ3. 
SM.gr ten, i nx. J-Z. 32.J 
CJ°«!r_ *2.£* Q7§ 
/cos: 
OS8S; 
£2A*h.e.d   Pet<i6ctj$ BaJAJAti. so* oc so 
iS*AL UL. OOZ4 
0/aom.a roa ri n.c .UL 29- Z9 
PL/ik.   Skim. lit I c 3£- 
M-<<K, Who/* * p* 9k. /x. 
Qxtmok WEUHL Ghaut*  fou ^Z gjo 
O/e om.a raa r/ne. JJL. 
9 / c. 
X9 
+ 12- 
J£. 
£°>M- Jfc*. ttL oo/X: 
Qornhreed- Qsaxuaaii. /9 *t* 
Etetta. OJS 2 7J 
iSaAL xts. is. _2£Z£J 
&tt& 3Z- 1* +Q2.. OB8 JJ- 
BtJuaq, BuMtbuc 6> oz. 8Z J26JJL 
CUM*   JfaiZk. W- Lk, /A. 
£aa t!°w-djL JJL XO o/ccS: 
F.rutii.—Qs/^.4/<it. 
•SaaxA&auQ&m C ox.. 
Se&Utiat MUUL 
&2JL 
*&. 
JA. 
X* 
3a*sA$*. */*io 791 791 
W*- CSLLUk, KWe 4 ft tpL o(. 9.^6- 
Total Cost  ••••••••••• 
Average Cost Per Plate*  
• i£a 
■•Plates of three sizes:  large, medium,  small. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
171 
Dishes 
Served 
M*rcA ZS 1949 
:     Ingredients :    Amount 
:    Needed 
:      Unit 
:      Price 
:    Total       : 
:    Cost         : 
:                     : 
:                   : 
r/az-rt, - £<j;Q : TVamj j   P'/cn/c :      9* .s o* :        .37 :      3. S3     : 
Cassero/c • £"oos  .    Fresh. :      z. rf«. 1         .4S :         .90     : 
'• £QO     r°ousd&r :       3 ft i_„     ■*-<? ■       . oasz •■ 
•Bread t -State. 1       ± '/W .j<. ■         ,oe      : 
'• O/eomarpa r/ne, Je. '•            -23 :          . J43    : 
• Wh'6e   3accce, 
:         M.tik    SA/m, :       8 .,6. :         ./t. :       1-Z8 
•         O/eoma roa. r/ne. 1       lb :        .29 1            ■■23..} 
'•         F/ou.r :        It * :        -ova :     ,   .//?    : 
1        Sa/t :       Ztb .48 :         .oo/z : 
'           7hoDer1  Blade '•         Z, tso :           .96. :.       .03      : 
G/azed    ~Scseet '• tScve et    rh£a£oe.s :       £ Act. 1       4-   73~ :       X.37S   : 
Potatoes : 3u.oar      White, 1 # i         oea . O88   1 
' °St4.oar .   Broctsn, :        1 * :        .101 :         .101   : 
'• Cornstarch, 4rc :        . / /c .0/45 : 
' O/eom.^ roa r/ne. 1         k* :          .33 .1+3   : 
Green.   Sean.s   . Green,    Beans ■        3/+,o :         .808 X424    : 
>Satt ■         ic .48 .00/2 : 
O/eomaroa r/ne- ±# :          .Z9 .J43   : 
3u. tiered    Who/e- Whole   Wheat   Bread 7 {oaves I           -10 1 1Z      : 
ftftwt  Bread C/t?.~ir>;,tr./^i /rzc ±0 ■ 29 ■/4S    : 
£)r,z4 Rj<icA Co£&Lt RuKdsa <.# .30 .OSOL   : 
Jiivdr ■ VJh/le, a.* .oae .176    : 
CorrL-s.ta.rch. ±c . //<* .0290 : 
s?(t, ± 66 .48 ■ Q°°3 '• 
Oleoma roa r/ne. lc. . 29 ■145   : 
A»4*y    '                 : 
f/oc^r Zt* .ore      '• . 1733 : 
&hor£en./n.o         '• ltd .321      : ..4d   : 
Salt            '        ■■ *o*.         1 .48 . 00043: 
M<t/c                          1 r%uk. wAofa,   ,   •■ 137 ±0f. Od          S 9 22.      :. 
:                          : 
*/*3       : .Z7       I .3-4      : 
_l 
i 
Total Cost .   .   .   . 
Average Cost Per PI 
•     •••••••• 
ate* 
 •      •••••• 
|      .U(.4S: 
•Plates of three sizes: large, medium, small. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
172 
Dishes 
Served 
:    Ingredients :    Amount 
:    Needed 
1       Unit 
:       Price 
r    Total 
t    Cost 
Bee-/'   Steus : fif/tf/ff;    CAu.$£ 1           /S* 1           .46        J      7. ZO 
'• Orn'ons 1            J* 1              .OS         I           . /S 
: C#r^jni :        4* |           .045 . /a 
\&mtd :        3-c :           .48 :         . 00^4 
'• Pe.ooer    B/^<./L t          3,6sp. :           .36 1         .03 
'■ F/ocr :         ±* :           .078 . OS9 
Bettered Potatoes '• Po to. does ••           50# 1         l.OO :         .SO 
1 'Sait :          tc .48 :         . ooa.4- 
.* O/eomarqanne, :          lit :           -Z9 1         .Z9 
Co/e.   ■S/at^- : Cabbage. • .       *** .   , \              .OSS 1       ,. 7/4 
: Z)re$s/n.Q . Cu.rru :           lni :            .3/4 :         . /S7 
Bc<.6icreq> Ro/S 1 Ao//f         , :     ,  13 do*. ■ /z :     j .st 
: Q/$omarqa r/ne. 1         /i * L_._      *a :          .433 
Or&noe. '• Oranges, Who/e. :         t box. :        4. SO ■     3.3 7S 
AZ,{£ \AUi/ts Whtfo  :         141 ku. .0(. 1      8.4-6 
Total   Cost • $ 23.O9980: 
Average Cost Per PI ate* i f      ./6.38Z- 
*Plates of three sizes: large, medium, small. 
COST OF FOOD SERVED 
173 
Dishes 
Served 
:    Ingredients x    Amount 
:    Needed 
:      Unit 
:      Price 
:    Total       : 
s    Cost         : 
Mod   Roast  Fhrk : Boston.   Befits 1         17 ¥ :        . «, :        7/4       x 
•-~3a.lt |        £c :        .48 :          . OOX+X 
Gravis :Jatt 1         1.66. .48 |          .OO/Z,: 
i 1 F/ou.r Jc. . 078 .OS8S x 
B^He-d    Scce-at • ■Sccee.t,    Potatoes '•   .      X &u.. X       4-. 7S :      Z.5 7S    : 
Potatmes '• O/eomarGar/rzc- -t* :            3.9 :           /4S    : 
Btctiered    Xa/e. x/ia/e.        ' :         /£>$.# •■          .3.0 x      3.MO 
•■^Sa/6 :         tffi :       ,fa :          .00/3.: 
■ O/^oma r<j/a r/ne. ±0 :           29 1         • /*5   : 
Better e.et    Wfafa •■Who/e Whedi Bread . /6> / .28       : 
Wh.ea.1   Bread, ■ 0/eom.a roa r/n& It* 1         . 23 ,43S   x 
steamed    Prccn&s x /'w^ej IO * :          .so . /<s<i   : 
M,7/c \A&/6k.   Whole. :         /S3 ted !         <?(, :       a. 16     i 
Hirtde.roarttn Ju.ic& Orartoe. iJLc/ce, V** ■*? . 3-4-    x 
' 
:                     : 
; 
x                     i 
:                     ; 
            * —1 L 
Average Cost Per Plate* |£ JM1S& 
•Plates of three sizes: large, medium, small. 
